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Fax Number  
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CONTEXT STATEMENT 
 

OVERVIEW OF VISION AND GOALS  

The BEACON Center for the Study of Evolution in Action is an NSF Science and 
Technology Center founded in 2010 with the mission of illuminating and harnessing the power 
of evolution in action to advance science and technology and benefit society. BEACON is a 
consortium of universities led by Michigan State University, with member institutions North 
Carolina A&T State University, the University of Idaho, the University of Texas at Austin, and 
the University of Washington. BEACON unites biologists, computer scientists and engineers in 
joint study of natural and artificial evolutionary processes and in harnessing them to solve real-
world problems. Developers of evolutionary algorithms have long borrowed high-level concepts 
from biology to improve problem-solving methods, but have not captured the nuances of 
evolutionary theory. Likewise, studying the evolution of artificial systems can provide biologists 
with insight into the dynamics of the evolutionary process and the critical factors underlying 
emergent properties and behaviors. BEACON promotes the transfer of discoveries from biology 
into computer science and engineering design, while using novel computational methods and 
artificial evolutionary systems to address complex biological questions that are difficult or 
impossible to study with natural organisms.  

As Dobzhansky famously noted, “Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of 
evolution.” BEACON’s vision focuses that light, revealing fundamental biological concepts and 
illuminating the path toward computational applications. The key insight underlying the Center 
is that transformative discoveries in both computing and biology are possible through studying 
evolution as it happens, in both natural and digital domains. The philosopher Dennett (2002) has 
pointed out the algorithmic nature of evolution as a process that will occur in any system with 
“replication, variation (mutation) and differential fitness (competition).” BEACON aims to 
understand evolution in this universal framework. 

Our overarching goal for BEACON is to unite biologists with computational researchers and 
other scientists and engineers in an effort to expand our understanding of fundamental 
evolutionary dynamics through a combination of theory and experiments on actively evolving 
systems, whether they are biological or computational systems. The Center helps researchers 
overcome the typical disciplinary biases and realize the sophistication and universality of 
evolution. Studies using a wide range of natural organisms (from simple bacteria like E. coli, to 
complex vertebrates, such as spotted hyena) are paired with novel evolutionary computation 
systems that allow both experimental and applied research. As a bridge between these domains, 
we also use digital organisms, which are self-replicating computer programs that undergo open-
ended evolution. Such digital evolution systems are powerful research tools that make 
transparent the evolutionary process while giving researchers unparalleled control over their 
experiments.  

Our range of study systems and our focus on evolution in action allow us to explore 
fundamental issues in evolutionary theory. While science has come a long way in understanding 
evolutionary patterns and the history of life on earth, many important questions remain about the 
causal processes: How do complexity, diversity, and robustness arise in evolving systems? What 
conditions lead to the evolution of intelligent behaviors? How do ecological communities form? 
Why do multicellularity and other forms of cooperation evolve? How much do these processes 
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vary between species or across biological, computational and robotic systems? Answering these 
and related questions will allow our understanding of evolution to better inform other areas of 
biological investigation and augment the practical utility of evolutionary design in engineering 
and industry. A guiding precept of this Center is that we must perform controlled experiments on 
evolution as it happens to fully understand, predict, and control evolutionary dynamics. These 
concepts demand exploration by interdisciplinary teams, joining biologists with computer 
scientists and engineers to solve increasingly difficult real-world design and optimization 
problems. 

We share the deep understanding afforded by this transformative research with the broader 
public, encouraging exposure to and intuition about evolution through first-hand experience. 
Although evolutionary science is the fundamental explanatory principle in biology, it continues 
to be widely misunderstood and even rejected by a majority of Americans. Being able to observe 
and perform experiments on actively evolving systems will help people appreciate not only the 
creative power of evolutionary mechanisms, but also the nature of scientific reasoning itself. 
Digital evolution, in particular, provides a revolutionary educational tool that can bring evolution 
to the classroom, to a museum, and even to a web browser. Our previous successes, such as the 
Avida-ED digital evolution educational software, have demonstrated the promise of this 
innovative approach, but the sustained infrastructure of an NSF Center allows us to bring it to 
fruition. We combine these techniques with new evolution-in-action experiments on natural 
organisms to advance internal training of students and post-docs as well as external education 
and outreach efforts (including development of curricula and educational tools). Faculty and 
students at all partner institutions participate fully in these educational activities, as developers 
and users.  

BEACON will have a powerful legacy: we have been reframing public perceptions of 
evolution and increasing understanding of scientific methods. At the same time, we have 
produced a conceptual framework to firmly establish evolutionary biology as an experimental 
science and cement its links to computing in a cross-fertilization that enhances both fields. 
Because we are breaking these disciplinary barriers, the powerful collaborations that resulted 
will long outlast the Center, leading to generations of thriving researchers proficient at the 
intersection of biological and computational evolution. We hope to reinforce and promote this 
intellectual legacy by developing an open professional research and education conference, based 
on the model set by the Center’s annual BEACON Congress. 

 
BEACON Legacy 

As BEACON enters its no-cost-extension year of STC funding, we have focused more on 
documenting our successes and creating products with an eye towards stimulating and enabling 
future progress in interdisciplinary research on evolution in action. 

Wolfgang Banzhaf (MSU) led an effort to put together an edited volume in honor of former 
BEACON Director Erik Goodman: Evolution in Action - Past, Present and Future: A Festschrift 
for Erik Goodman. This volume grew out of a symposium held at the 2018 BEACON Congress 
for Goodman's 75th birthday, which featured a range of talks from both BEACONites and 
invited speakers on evolution in action, as well as on the origin and success of the BEACON 
Center itself. This edited research monograph brings together contributions from computer 
scientists, biologists, and engineers who are engaged with the study of evolution and how it may 
be applied to solve real-world problems. The contributing authors are leading experts associated 
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with the center, and they serve in top research and industrial establishments across the US and 
worldwide. Part I summarizes the history of the BEACON Center, with refreshingly personal 
chapters that describe Dr. Goodman’s working and leadership style, and others that discuss the 
development and successes of the center in the context of research funding, projects, and careers. 
The chapters in Part II deal with the evolution of genomes and evolvability. The contributions in 
Part III discuss the evolution of behavior and intelligence. Those in Part IV concentrate on the 
evolution of communities and collective dynamics. The chapters in Part V discuss selected 
evolutionary computing applications in domains such as arts and science, automated program 
repair, cybersecurity, mechatronics, and genomic prediction. Part VI deals with evolution in the 
classroom, using creativity in research, and responsible conduct in research training. The book 
concludes with a special chapter from Erik Goodman, a short biography that concentrates on his 
personal positive influences and experiences throughout his long career in academia and 
industry. The volume was published by Springer in the summer of 2020 and is available online 
and in print. 

Charles Ofria (MSU) is continuing to lead an effort on synthesizing concepts within 

evolution in action by writing a series of synthesis papers. The BEACON Center has had 
notable success bringing together biologists, computer scientists, and others interested in 
studying questions related to the topic of evolution in action. A major component of this success 
has been in facilitating communication among people in these different fields by working 
through issues where language, concepts, background, and even research goals might differ, but 
questions still revolve around evolution as a dynamic process. His team is helping extend this 
multi-disciplinary interaction beyond BEACON by developing synthesis papers that will be the 
start of a series, each focusing on a core concept within evolution in action. These papers will 
explore the similarities and differences in how each concept is used, highlighting not just the 
profound distinctions, but also the subtle nuances that could derail a research project if left 
unnoticed. They have begun with the concepts of “fitness” and “diversity” - fundamental 
concepts in both biology and evolutionary computation. These papers are now being read by 
collaborators in order to ensure that they are properly reflecting the range of fields involved. 
Another goal of the team is to produce a common paper structure and process to turn this into a 
consistent paper series that will highlight the BEACON legacy. Key to each of these papers is 
that they provide a conceptual gateway into the relevant concepts, and allow domain experts on 
either side to understand the depth of each field, how they relate, and what open questions are of 
particular interest. In the synthesis paper on fitness they are highlighting that the concept of 
fitness is central to all forms of evolution that involve selection, and yet has important 
distinctions in different fields.  In biology, fitness is a measured quantity intended to reflect the 
survival potential of a species, typically based on the number of offspring an individual is 
expected to produce, while in evolutionary computation fitness is assigned by a “fitness 
function” that measures the quality of a prospective solution and is used determine how many 
offspring that individual should be a parent to.  They are highlighting these distinctions, and 
discussing how concepts translate well between fields and where differences in the meanings of 
fitness can frequently lead to misunderstandings. In the synthesis paper on diversity they are 
exploring the drivers and effects of diversity as they are studied in fields ranging from ecology to 
evolutionary computation. Diversity matters to each of these fields, but for differing reasons, 
which lead them to ask different questions. For example, many ecologists research the effects of 
diversity on ecosystem functioning, evolutionary biologists focus more on the origins of natural 
diversity, and evolutionary computation researchers study how to increase diversity to produce 
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more varied solutions.  The manuscript includes a meaningful breakdown of how diversity 
concepts are used, separating them into the target of the measure (a region, a species, etc.), the 
trait of the organisms (e.g., a phenotypic trait or their genomes), and the metric being used (e.g., 
Shannon diversity, richness, etc.). The team ran a successful workshop at the 2018 BEACON 
Congress and recruited a large number of interested authors across the fields.  

We held our tenth BEACON Congress in August 2020. Because of restrictions due to the 
ongoing global pandemic, we held this Congress virtually, using a combination of online 
platforms (Crowdcast, Zoom, and Slack). In acknowledgement of our final year under NSF 
funding, we featured successful BEACON alumni as the keynote speakers (Luis Zaman, Emily 
Weigel, and Joel Lehman). In addition to contributed talks in all areas of BEACON research, we 
also featured several special sessions: COVID-19 and Scientific Literacy; SciWri: a Science 
Writing Workshop; Best Practices for Open Science; and Symbiotic Evolutionary Dynamics. 
Despite the virtual format, we had about 150 registrants (on par with previous Congresses) and 
participants reported positive feedback. We are planning to continue holding BEACON Congress 
as an annual or biennial conference that is open to any evolution in action researchers, including 
those from institutions beyond BEACON. Although face-to-face interaction is preferable, the 
success of the 2020 virtual Congress suggests a less expensive and more accessible option 
moving forward.    

Perhaps the most important legacy that BEACON will leave is our impact on the people who 
have participated in BEACON work and, in turn, their impact on future generations of scientists. 
Each year since its inception, BEACON charged a team of experts on organizational evaluation, 
led by Drs. Patricia Farrell-Cole and Marilyn Amey, to study BEACON and report on the 
attitudes of participants, practices of management, and other related issues that might reveal 
desirable changes in BEACON’s structure or procedures. In BEACON's final year of STC 
funding, the team focused on learning what aspects of BEACON's strategies have been most 
successful in promoting multidisciplinary research, increasing diversity in science, and helping 
alumni further their careers. Farrell-Cole and Amey are now collaborating with Judi Brown 
Clarke to produce a toolkit publication documenting BEACON’s strategies and successes in 
increasing and supporting diversity. 

 

Plans and Performance Indicators 

Our Strategic Implementation Plan sets goals in six areas: Education, Human Resources & 
Diversity (EHRD); Leadership and Management; Knowledge Transfer; Integrative Research; 
Ethical Research; and Research Output. The overall goals and optimal outcomes have not 
changed since the previous reporting period.  

BEACON's Education, Human Resources, and Diversity (EHRD) overarching goal is to 
integrate cutting-edge, multidisciplinary research, education, and outreach efforts across the 
Center that will advance innovative training, the diversity of the Center and scientific workforce, 
and public education to promote greater understanding of evolution and the nature of science. 
BEACON's Leadership and Management goals are to envision and enable the Center's mission 
through inclusive and transparent decision-making as well as effective and responsible 
implementation; to inspire Center participants; and to facilitate collaborative efforts within and 
beyond the Center. BEACON's Knowledge Transfer goal is to develop effective mechanisms 
and pathways to facilitate intellectual exchanges among BEACON partners and industrial 
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affiliates that will support the sharing of knowledge and application of new technology. Our 
Integrative Research goal is to produce transformative, synergistic research through an 
inclusive collaborative culture that crosses disciplinary and institutional boundaries and is 
embedded throughout the Center's activities. BEACON's Ethics goal is to practice and promote 
ethical and responsible research. BEACON's research output goal is to disseminate widely an 
increasing quantity of original and highly regarded scientific research on evolution in action.  

 

Progress towards Center goals 

The following sections summarize progress in all of the areas that are described in more 
detail in the rest of the report: Research, Education, Knowledge Transfer, External Partnerships, 
Diversity, Management, Center-Wide Outputs, and Indirect/Other Impacts. 

 

Research 

This table summarizes our progress towards the goals and metrics described in our strategic 
plan.  

 
GOAL METRICS PROGRESS 

Integrative Research Goals 
New research 
collaborations and 
proposals 

Number of 
interdisciplinary/multi-
institutional research projects 
and publications 

30 projects currently 
underway, 1678 publications 
reported to date (201 
submitted in the current 
reporting period) 

New paradigms for 
research in organic and 
digital domains 

Number of new sessions at 
scientific meetings or scientific 
meetings hosted at BEACON  

None to report in this period 

Number of new journals and 
societies  

None to report  

New or increased funding for 
biocomputational research 

BEACON researchers 
submitted 53 proposals for 
external funding concerning 
evolution in action, and 
>$12M in external funding 
was granted 

Increase in publications 
related to evolution in 
action 

Number of BEACON faculty 
participants writing such 
publications and the number of 
citations of their work. 

BEACON publications are 
continuing at a high rate 
every year.  

High visibility science 
journalism about BEACON 
research 

3 press releases and >8 media 
pieces since previous annual 
report 
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Development and 
dissemination of new 
curricula and resources to 
train multidisciplinary 
scientists in evolutionary 
biology and computational 
evolution 

Number of requests for 
information 

Avida-ED accessed 12,070 
times in past year 

Ethical Research Goal 
Center participants will 
understand shared and 
discipline-specific practices 
of Responsible Conduct of 
Research (RCR) and will 
embody general scientific 
norms/virtues, including 
objectivity, integrity, 
community, and 
transparency. 

Number of RCR training 
opportunities provided 

3 Scientific Virtues sessions 
were offered to BEACONites 
this year. 

Number of BEACONites who 
attended RCR training sessions 
offered by BEACON 

42 participants 

Number of BEACON seminars 
offered 

19 BEACON seminars have 
been offered since the last 
reporting period. 

Research Output Goals 
Original research by 
BEACON members on 
evolution in action will be 
prominent in the evolution 
literature. 

Number of publications in peer-
reviewed journals, presentations 
at scientific conferences, and 
grant proposals submitted 

201 publications submitted, 
138 conference or other 
presentations, 53 grant 
proposals submitted during 
this reporting period  

BEACON research output 
will be perceived as 
making an important 
contribution to the 
literature. 

Feedback from the External 
Advisory Committee  
 

Feedback not solicited for 
final STC year. 

 
BEACON research falls under four thrust groups, three of which are focused on basic 

research and group according to natural levels of organization (genomes, behavior among 
individuals, and community-level dynamics) and a fourth, added in 2014, focusing on 
evolutionary applications. These thrust groups are united by two cross-cutting themes: biological 
evolution and digital evolution.  

Some terms commonly used by BEACONites may be less familiar to some readers, so first 
we offer a brief BEACON Glossary. 

Digital Evolution: Digital evolution is a field of study in which experimental evolution 
techniques are used on populations of digital organisms. 

Digital Organisms: A digital organism is a self-replicating computer program, with a 
genetic basis (typically a programming language) in which any basic computation could 
theoretically be implemented (Turing complete). Populations of digital organisms are usually 
studied in complex and noisy environments where they are subject to mutations and selective 
pressures that lead to open-ended evolution. 
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Evolutionary Computation: Evolutionary computation describes a large class of stochastic 
search/optimization algorithms that are often based on relatively crude models of biological 
evolution. They typically maintain a population of candidate solutions at any point in time, 
generate modifications of them, test them in a simulated environment, and select such that 
higher-fitness candidates tend to survive into the next population. 

Experimental Evolution: Research in which populations are studied across multiple 
generations under defined and reproducible conditions, whether in the laboratory, in nature, or in 
a digital environment. In such experiments, the selective environment can be manipulated in 
order to test hypotheses about evolution. 

Thrust Group 1: Evolution of Genomes, Genetic Architectures, and Evolvability. The 
overall goal of this group is to understand the evolution of genome architecture and the processes 
that govern the production of genetic and phenotypic variation. Many of these projects seek to 
observe and understand adaptation in action at a molecular level. Current areas of focus include 
adaptation in action; effects of genetic interactions on evolution, including epigenetics and gene 
regulatory networks; and development of new tools for studying evolution in action. A total of 8 
projects are currently supported in this thrust group. BEACONites are using a combination of 
techniques, including experimental evolution in biological and digital organisms, mathematical 
modeling and simulation, and integrating data from field and lab biology.  

Thrust Group 2: Evolution of Behavior and Intelligence. This group investigates the 
evolutionary emergence, maintenance, and nature of intelligence and other behavioral 
phenomena. The organisms studied tend to be self-directed and capable of adaptive responses to 
ecological and social stimuli. Behaviors of interest include navigation, cognition, 
communication, coordination, social dominance, and mate choice. Digital evolution has proven 
to be a powerful tool in which data gathered from biological organisms can be applied to recreate 
the evolution of complex behavior in digital organisms. By observing the evolution of self-
replicating digital organisms, we can understand the conditions that led to the evolution of 
complex behaviors in biological organisms. Data from these studies of digital evolution are 
integrated with studies of living systems from single-celled organisms all the way up to 
mammals. In this final year of funding, we have four active projects, all focused on the evolution 
of curiosity, learning, and behavior. 

Thrust Group 3: Evolution of Communities and Collective Dynamics. Research in this 
group focuses on systems of interacting individuals and the emergence and organization of 
higher-level assemblages including communities, social groups and multicellular organisms. 
Three funded projects currently fall into this thrust group. 

Thrust Group 4: Evolutionary Applications. Technological applications of evolution have 
become more prominent in BEACON, as has knowledge transfer, and this Thrust Group is an 
umbrella for work that uses evolution as a powerful tool. Evolution is a generative process that 
has created diverse and complex biological systems, but fully harnessing that creative power has 
remained elusive. BEACON researchers are making advances in areas including applications for 
(1) biotechnology; (2) industry and agriculture; and (3) healthcare, specifically in the area of 
understanding the evolution of antibiotic resistance; as well as (4) development of evolutionary 
computation methods. In our final year of STC funding, there are 15 projects supported in this 
thrust group. 
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Education 

The following table summarizes our progress towards the goals set in our strategic plan. 
 

Education Goals 
GOAL METRICS PROGRESS 

Multidisciplinary Ph.D. 
graduates and post-docs 
placed in faculty positions at 
rates approaching averages 
across engineering, computer 
science, and biology 

Fraction of BEACON 
graduate students and post-
docs receiving offers of 
faculty positions  

Among BEACON’s alumni 
to date: 22/145 (15%) PhDs 
and 20/39 (51%) postdocs are 
now in faculty positions. 75 
(52%) of BEACON PhD 
graduates went on to 
postdoctoral positions. 

Increased public literacy in 
evolution and the nature of 
science 

Development of educational 
materials 

Testing, presentation, and 
publication of educational 
materials. Evaluation 
instruments are being used to 
assess effectiveness. 

Adoption of materials by 
teachers; frequency of public 
use of online materials and 
visits to museum exhibits 

Cross-institutional 
dissemination of materials is 
underway. 

Increased interest in STEM 
careers in both academia and 
industry 

The creation of programs that 
provide for the sustainability 
of students interested in 
STEM 

Programs like the Luminaries 
Scholars and URA program 
at KBS assist in these areas. 

Communication of the 
diversity of careers 
associated with STEM 
disciplines 

Participation in diverse 
careers workshops and 
tracking our own students. 

 
Recent science education reform recognizes that students learn better when information is 

organized around major unifying concepts (National Research Council, 2012), and all recent 
science education reform places evolution as a core idea within the biological sciences (Brewer 
and Smith, 2011; College Board, 2011). Yet, evolution is summarily rejected by nearly half of 
the general public living in the United States (Miller et al. 2005). Across all BEACON, our 
educational projects aim to use BEACON research demonstrating evolution in action to reveal 
the power of evolution, showing (1) evolution is a historical AND ongoing dynamic process; (2) 
evolutionary biology is a good example of how science works; (3) evolutionary processes can 
help us solve complex biological and engineering problems. 

Internal Education Activities. Our graduate training courses create unique inter-
institutional challenges such as different academic calendars (for example UW is on a quarter 
system whereas MSU is on a semester system) and institutional changes have resulted in 
departmental-level changes in faculty. During the Spring 2020 semester we were able to offer 
Research Methods, however, we were unable to offer Computational Science for Evolutionary 
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Biologists CSE 801 during the Fall 2019. The establishment of the new CMSE department at 
MSU now provides a broad range of computational biology courses (e.g CMSE 801 Introduction 
to Computational Modeling; CMSE802 Methods of Computational Modeling), and BEACON 
graduate students are encouraged to consider these as an alternative. BEACON leadership is also 
working with the Evolution, Ecology, and Behavior program at MSU to facilitate additional 
courses that combine computational and evolutionary science. 

BEACON is also invested in training undergraduates in an effort to meet both our mission to 
(recruit and) train graduate students, as well as our mission to increase understanding of 
evolution and the nature of science. A number of educational projects are focused on 
undergraduate education, and especially on involving undergraduates in research through 
summer REUs but also through opportunities available during the academic year. 

External Education Activities. The greatest challenge comes in assessing our effectiveness 
at meeting our goals related to increasing public understanding of evolution and the nature of 
science. Many of our external outreach activities are designed to be short and highly interactive. 
It is difficult to assess what learning occurs. We do, however, use these opportunities to test the 
operations of the activities we develop, and from that perspective, these can be viewed as 
successful as they give us an opportunity to work out the bugs. We also regularly receive 
positive feedback and evaluations related to our outreach activities. Our goals moving forward 
include continuing to bring BEACON research to new audiences. The current COVID-19 
pandemic makes these efforts a challenge, but we are exploring options for creating virtual 
opportunities. 

 

Knowledge Transfer 

The following table summarizes our knowledge transfer progress in the past year in the areas 
described in the strategic plan. 

 
Knowledge Transfer Goals 

GOAL METRICS PROGRESS 

New collaborative research 
with industry partners 

The number of external 
industry/government 
laboratory collaborations with 
BEACON through its 
member universities 

In addition to working with 
existing industrial 
collaborators, this past year, 
BEACON has added several 
additional industrial 
collaborators.  

Number of joint grant 
proposals submitted with 
industrial partners 

At least 5 collaborative 
proposals related to industrial 
collaboration have been 
submitted. 

Number of publications 
submitted that arise from 
industry-provided challenge 
problems and data 

At least 5 in the current 
reporting period  
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Receiving industry-provided 
challenge problems and data 
with feedback 

Number of instances that 
challenge problems, data, and 
feedback are received  

At least 10 companies are 
providing challenge problems 
and feedback. 

Spinoffs formed Number of spinoffs formed 3 
 
BEACON's Knowledge Transfer model includes working with industry contacts to obtain 

challenge problems (i.e. "Real World" problems) and data with feedback, to allow real solutions 
to real problems. BEACON aims to form these and other collaborative relationships with 
industry partners. 

Many companies are currently working with BEACON, including Aerospace Corporation, 
Siemens, Ford Motor Company, Continental Automotive, General Motors, Hyundai MOBIS, 
BBN-Raytheon, ZF-TRW, Cognizant, and Axia Institute. BEACONites filed 10 patent 
applications during this reporting period. 3 spinoff companies have resulted from BEACON 
research.  
 

External Partnerships 

BEACON aims to form external partnerships with other researchers and educators who are 
working in the area of evolution in action, with other centers that can broaden our impact, and 
with minority faculty members at non-BEACON institutions and/or faculty members at 
minority-serving universities to provide research opportunities for those faculty and their 
students.  

Education Director Louise Mead is working with a number of institutions on BEACON 
educational and outreach initiatives, including BSCS (Biological Science Curriculum Study), 
CREATE for STEM Institute at MSU, University of Michigan, the Concord Consortium, the 
Society for the Study of Evolution, the Society for Systematic Biologists, and the American 
Society of Naturalists. 

Our BEACON Faculty Affiliates program maintains members at University of California at 
Irvine and Yale University and has successfully engaged students and postdocs at these 
institutions. 

 

Diversity  

BEACON has effectively institutionalized its two overarching diversity goals: 1) ensure 
diversity is represented as an inclusive and connecting thread through all aspects of BEACON, 
and 2) exceed national norms for diversity at all levels in the Center. This accomplishment 
transcends the cursory goals of increasing the number of diverse participants and demonstrates a 
strategic and thoughtful culture that demonstrates diversity within its research opportunities, 
grant submissions, broader impacts efforts, educational outreach activities, formal mentoring 
training/support, fellowships, and direct student support funds. To summarize our diversity 
statistics: 

• URMs: BEACON participants are: 53% White, 24% Black, 10% Asian, 5% 
Hispanic/Latino, 1% Native American, and 7% two or more races/ethnicities. 33% of 
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BEACON participants are self-reporting as URMs, which is 20.1% above the National 
Norm (30.8%).  

• Women: BEACON’s strategic efforts to increase overall female participation across all 
levels has resulted in 41.6% of BEACON participants are female, which is higher than 
the National Norms of 32.8%. The number of female faculty is 39%, which also 
surpasses the national norm of 31.0% by 25.8%. 

• Individuals with Disabilities: Currently 6.4% of BEACON participants self-report as 
having a disability, which is nearly double the National Norm (3.3%). By demonstrating 
a commitment to being an inclusive and welcoming consortium, undergraduates have 
increased to 7.1%, which is an 51% increase over the National Norm (4.7%); graduates 
have increased to 8.2%, which is an 43.8% increase over the National Norm (5.7%), post-
docs (where National Norm data is unavailable) maintained at the level of 2%, and 
faculty (2.7%) are equal to the National Norm (2.17%). 

BEACON supports a number of diversity initiatives that strive to create and support research 
and education opportunities for women, underrepresented minorities, and individuals with 
disabilities at the undergraduate, graduate, postdoc, and K-12 levels. BEACON is now working 
to produce a toolkit publication to capture our comprehensive strategies and activities that led to 
our exemplar diversity and inclusion outcomes across the consortium.  

 

Management 

The following table summarizes our metrics and progress towards our goals in the area of 
management. 

 
Management Goals 

GOAL METRICS PROGRESS 

Increase in cross-disciplinary 
research and education 

Number of paper/conference 
submissions by BEACON 
authors  

~20% of publications and 
reported as interdisciplinary 

Number of students enrolled 
in cross-disciplinary courses  

2 BEACON courses were 
offered in this reporting 
period. A total of 15 students 
were enrolled. 

Number of funding proposals 
submitted  

15 of 53 grant proposals 
submitted (28%) reported as 
interdisciplinary; 11 of 53 
(21%) inter-institutional 

Increase in cross-institutional 
research and education 

Number of paper/conference 
submissions  

~25-30% of publications and 
presentations reported to be 
cross-institutional  

Number of new courses and 
workshops  

Added a WAVES workshop 
for training students on 
evolution-in-action software 
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development for research and 
education (19 student 
participants+6 graduate 
student or postdoctoral 
mentors) 

Number of students in cross-
institutional courses  

2 BEACON courses were 
offered in this reporting 
period. A total of 15 students 
were enrolled. 

Increase in new funding 
sources (cross-disciplinary 
and cross-institutional) 

Number of submissions  BEACON researchers 
submitted 53 proposals for 
external funding concerning 
evolution in action, and 
>$12M in external funding 
was granted 

Award dollars  BEACONites have been 
awarded over $12M from 
outside BEACON in this 
funding period (>$5M for 
cross-disciplinary proposals), 
exceeding goal of $5M/year 

Effective support of Center 
operations by Management 
team 

Survey for participants about 
management team  

None to report this year 

Feedback from External 
Advisory Committee 

None to report this year 

Center is perceived by NSF 
as exemplary 

Renewal of NSF funding BEACON’s 5-year renewal 
proposal was approved and 
funded in 2015. 

Number of public mentions 
made by NSF about 
BEACON  

NSF continues to cite 
BEACON as an example of a 
successful STC 

 
Throughout our 10 years of STC funding, projects at BEACON have been chosen through an 

annual selection process, in which BEACON members submitted "budget requests" in January 
under one of seven categories: Thrust Group 1, 2, 3, or 4; Education; Diversity; or Other (which 
can include infrastructure requests). This process encouraged BEACONites to engage in new 
collaborations that include interdisciplinary and interinstitutional work. Details about this 
process and the results are provided in Section VII (Management).  

 

Center-Wide Outputs 

• Publications submitted: 201 reported  
• Conference presentations and other dissemination activities (including lectures, seminars): 

156 reported 
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• Awards and Honors: 29 awards and honors reported 
• Students that graduated (reported): 16 PhDs, 2 Masters, 13 Bachelors 
• General outputs of knowledge transfer activities: 11 patents filed  
• Participants: 438 participants, plus another 284 affiliates (under 160 hours/year in Center 

activities), for a total of 722 BEACONites 
• Media publicity: Since the previous annual report, we have put out 3 press releases so far. At 

least 8 features on BEACON activities appeared in the mainstream and online media in the 
last reporting period. 

 

Indirect/Other Impacts 

International activities: BEACON is engaging in international activities on 3 continents, 
including field research and education in Kenya; multiple engineering research collaborations 
with researchers and organizations in China; and experimental and digital evolution research 
collaborations in France and the UK. 
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II. RESEARCH 

 

1a-b. Research goals, metrics, and progress.  

Broadly, the Center’s overarching research goal is to produce transformative, synergistic 

research focusing on evolution in action through an inclusive collaborative culture that 
crosses disciplinary and institutional boundaries and is embedded throughout the Center’s 
activities. BEACON’s internal funding model has aimed to provide competitive seed money for 
new projects, stressing the creation of interdisciplinary and inter-institutional collaborations that 
might not exist without the support of the Center. Evolution in action is a new and growing field, 
especially biocomputational studies in this area, and rather than focusing on a few large, 
expensive projects, BEACON supports a large number of studies that show potential to attract 
external funding to grow into larger projects. The Center’s overall goals and objectives have not 
changed since the last reporting period. 

In BEACON’s final STC funding period, a total of 30 research projects were supported. In 
the narrative below, we provide a “big picture” overview of all of the research being supported 
by BEACON, fitting the projects into the broader context of our thrust groups. 

Our specific research goals, as outlined in our Strategic Implementation Plan, fall into three 
broad categories: Integrative Research, Ethical Research, and Research Output. In this table we 
summarize our optimal outcomes and metrics from our Strategic Implementation Plan, and 
briefly note our progress towards these goals. For more details on progress, please see section 2b. 

 
 

GOAL METRICS PROGRESS 
Integrative Research Goals 

New research 
collaborations and 
proposals 

Number of 
interdisciplinary/multi-
institutional research projects 
and publications 

30 projects currently 
underway, 1678 publications 
reported to date (201 
submitted in the current 
reporting period) 

New paradigms for 
research in organic and 
digital domains 

Number of new sessions at 
scientific meetings or scientific 
meetings hosted at BEACON  

None to report in this period 

Number of new journals and 
societies  

None to report  

New or increased funding for 
biocomputational research 

BEACON researchers 
submitted 53 proposals for 
external funding concerning 
evolution in action, and 
>$12M in external funding 
was granted 
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Increase in publications 
related to evolution in 
action 

Number of BEACON faculty 
participants writing such 
publications. 

BEACON publications are 
continuing at a high rate 
every year.  

High visibility science 
journalism about BEACON 
research 

3 press releases and >8 media 
pieces since previous annual 
report 

Development and 
dissemination of new 
curricula and resources to 
train multidisciplinary 
scientists in evolutionary 
biology and computational 
evolution 

Number of requests for 
information 

Avida-ED accessed 12,070 
times in past year 

Ethical Research Goal 
Center participants will 
understand shared and 
discipline-specific practices 
of Responsible Conduct of 
Research (RCR) and will 
embody general scientific 
norms/virtues, including 
objectivity, integrity, 
community, and 
transparency. 

Number of RCR training 
opportunities provided 

3 Scientific Virtues sessions 
offered this year 

Number of BEACONites who 
attended RCR training sessions 
offered by BEACON 

42 participants 

Number of BEACON seminars 
offered 

19 BEACON seminars have 
been offered since the last 
reporting period. 

Research Output Goals 
Original research by 
BEACON members on 
evolution in action will be 
prominent in the evolution 
literature. 

Number of publications in peer-
reviewed journals, presentations 
at scientific conferences, and 
grant proposals submitted 

201 publications submitted, 
138 conference or other 
presentations, 53 grant 
proposals submitted during 
this reporting period  

BEACON research output 
will be perceived as 
making an important 
contribution to the 
literature. 

Feedback from the External 
Advisory Committee  
 

Feedback not solicited for 
final STC year. 

 

1c. Problems in making progress towards these goals. 

The biggest challenge we faced in this reporting period was interruptions in work due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. As noted in several of the project summaries below, many projects are 
behind schedule because the researchers were unable to travel to their research sites or work in 
laboratories. In one of the most extreme cases, the funding ran out for a postdoctoral researcher 
before they could re-enter the lab and finish the project.  
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The primary ongoing challenge is enabling communication among researchers in different 
fields and institutions. This challenge was exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. We have a 
number of strategies in place to help overcome this problem: 

• Annual meeting, with sessions designed to stimulate new collaborations and networking 
sessions for students and postdocs: We held our tenth BEACON Congress in August 
2020. Because of restrictions due to the ongoing global pandemic, we held this Congress 
virtually, using a combination of online platforms (Crowdcast, Zoom, and Slack). This 
year we featured successful BEACON alumni as the keynote speakers (Luis Zaman, 
Emily Weigel, and Joel Lehman). In addition to contributed talks in all areas of 
BEACON research, we also featured several special sessions: COVID-19 and Scientific 
Literacy; SciWri: a Science Writing Workshop; Best Practices for Open Science; and 
Symbiotic Evolutionary Dynamics. Despite the virtual format, we had about 150 
registrants (on par with previous Congresses) and participants reported positive feedback. 

• Weekly seminars. We hold biweekly meetings in which members present the results of 
ongoing activities. These seminars have more than once successfully sparked interest and 
led to new collaborations. Since March 2020, all seminars have been hosted online via 
Zoom. 

These strategies, combined with ongoing attention to the need for clear communication and 
inclusiveness, are working well, and we will continue to use these methods and refine as needed. 

 

2a. Research thrust areas 

BEACON supports research in four thrust groups, including three based on natural levels of 
organization (genomes, behavior among individuals, and community-level dynamics) and a 
fourth group focused on evolutionary applications. These thrust groups are united by two cross-
cutting themes: biological evolution and computational evolution. We describe each of these 
thrust groups below. Many projects can be assigned to two or more research groups, but for 
convenience we only report each project as belonging to a single thrust group. Here, we describe 
progress on research projects, divided into general research themes, that are currently under way 
within each thrust group and their goals and activities. 

 

Thrust Group 1: Genomes, Genetic Architectures, and Evolvability.  

The overall goal of this group is to understand the evolution of genome architecture and the 
processes that govern the production of genetic and phenotypic variation. Many of these projects 
seek to observe and understand adaptation in action at a molecular level. Current areas of focus 
include adaptation in action; effects of genetic interactions on evolution, including epigenetics 
and gene regulatory networks; and development of new tools for studying evolution in action. A 
total of 8 projects are currently supported in this thrust group. BEACONites are using a 
combination of techniques, including experimental evolution in biological and digital organisms, 
mathematical modeling and simulation, and integrating data from field and lab biology. Below is 
a summary of current research in each theme. 

 
Adaptation in action 
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Clinton Elg (UI graduate student), Geoffrey Severin (MSU graduate student), Eva Top (UI), 
and Chris Waters (MSU) are characterizing the role of unique genomic islands in modern 

pandemic Vibrio cholerae evolution. The bacterium Vibrio cholerae is the causative agent of 
the diarrheal disease cholera and is annually estimated to afflict ~2.9 million individuals 
resulting in ~95,000 deaths. Since 1821 there have been seven recorded cholera pandemics 
caused by two V. cholerae biotypes, classical and El Tor. While the first six pandemics were 
caused by classical V. cholerae strains the current (7th) pandemic, which began in 1961, is being 
perpetuated by circulating strains of El Tor V. cholerae. Despite both biotypes sharing a common 
ancestor, the El Tor biotype became the etiological agent driving modern day cholera by 
displacing classical V. cholerae in both endemic and clinical populations on a global scale. El 
Tor’s mysterious supplantation of the classical biotype has been a curiosity in the cholera field 
and it has been postulated this global event was potentiated by El Tor’s acquisition of two unique 
genomic islands, VSP-1 and 2, just prior to the initiation of the 7th pandemic. VSP-1 and 2 
represent the greatest genetic difference between the two biotypes, accounting for 35 
hypothetical genes. The Waters and Top laboratories have made extensive progress on this 
project over the last year, even with a three-month shutdown due to Covid. In short, they have 
now elucidated the function of a novel enzyme encoded on the Vibrio cholerae 7th pandemic 
island VSP-1 which they have named DcdV. This enzyme was identified by Elg’s bioinformatic 
analysis showing it was connected to a phage defense system on this island that they had 
previously identified. The team has now demonstrated that DcdV is a novel cytosine deaminase 
that decreases free cytosine nucleotides in V. cholerae. Their preliminary evidence shows that 
this system protects against phage infection. Furthermore, they have shown that this system is 
inhibited by a non-coding RNA they have named difV, and DcdV/difV are broadly encoded 
across bacterial genomes. Finally, the team has demonstrated that a homolog of DcdV from 
enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli functions analogous to DcdV from V. cholerae and is inhibited 
by its own difV. They hypothesize DcdV/difV is important in the evolution of many bacteria. 

Carl Bergstrom, Ben Kerr, and graduate students Olivia Kosterlitz and Ryan McGee (all 
UW) are working to understand how information acquisition is bounded by substitutional 

load. Adaptation often requires extensive information about environmental conditions and how 
to function in response. Natural selection can be understood as a learning process that encodes 
such adaptive information in the genome. Classical population genetic theory shows a 
proportional relationship between genetic information gain and the cost in long-term growth 
incurred by selection (substitutional load). In effect, populations cannot gain information about 
their environment (i.e., adapt) without individuals dying or failing to reproduce. This work 
extends this theory and shows that substitutional load is a rigorous bound on the amount of 
information that can be encoded by selection under a range of conditions. This team aimed to 
first empirically test the relationship between information gain and substitutional load using 
experimental evolution of antibiotic resistant E. coli populations. Preliminary competitions 
confirmed the predicted relationship between substitutional load and information gain in two-
allele selection experiments. Further selection experiments were completed with additional initial 
frequency distributions and selection coefficients to test the dependence and independence of the 
convergence values on these parameters, respectively. Second, they aimed to empirically test 
novel theory that predicts a bound on information acquisition in complex conditions. Previous 
work has only established the substitutional load bound on information gain for constant 
selection, but novel extensions to this theory suggest that this relationship is a fundamental law 
governing natural selection. Results from learning theoretic analysis allowed the team to 
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generalize the classical definition of substitutional load to settings where environment states and 
allele fitnesses vary arbitrarily. They then used these results to prove that information gain is 
bounded by load under extremely general conditions, including changing environments, 
frequency dependence, and epistasis. This theory work has spawned two new follow up 
theoretical projects that are currently underway. This project contributes to an understanding of 
selection that has the potential to advance evolutionary theory by synthesizing population 
genetics and learning theory in modeling the acquisition of adaptive information. 

Rebecca Young (UT), Heather Goldsby (MSU), Hans Hoffman (UT), and Kevin Liu (MSU) 
are conducting a genomic and computational dissection of the function and evolution of life 

history transitions. Organisms experience changing environments throughout their life. Such 
variation can be anticipated or unexpected, dramatic or subtle. In some cases, phenotypic 
plasticity accommodates these challenges through life history transitions that can include major 
phenotypic remodeling. Genes with high plasticity and expression bias across contexts (e.g., 
insect castes) have been shown to exhibit high relative rates of molecular evolution. This team is 
asking whether expression bias and rates of molecular evolution are associated in the context of 
the life history transitions in salmonid fishes. The goals of this project were to a) develop 
methods that enable the use of sequencing data generated using transcriptome sequencing for 
phylogenomic analysis across populations and species; b) identify genomic signatures associated 
with repeated evolution of complex traits; and c) ask whether transcriptomic variation associated 
with repeated evolution of complex traits, such as life history transitions, is indicative of 
convergent or parallel evolution. The team has successfully initiated phylogenetic analyses of 
multiple tag-seq transcriptome datasets associated with the repeated evolution of complex 
behavior and morphological evolution. This analysis provides promising proof-of-concept that 
transcriptomic data can provide high-quality signal for phylogenetic reconstruction purposes. 
The group is now working on approaches to adapt phylogenetic comparative methods to their 
transcriptomic data analysis applications. Specifically, they will test the role of intra- and 
interspecific introgression and ancient polymorphisms on repeated evolution of complex traits. 

Yann Dufour and graduate student Joshua Franklin (MSU) are examining selective 

pressures and trade-offs shaping bacterial motility. Flagellar motility is probably the most 
common form of motility in bacteria and provides obvious fitness benefits. Bacteria display a 
wide variety of flagellation patterns, with some bacteria producing only a single flagellum, while 
others produce over a dozen peritrichous flagella. The evolutionary pressures that produced this 
diversity of forms are unclear, as bacteria with a single flagellum can be very capable swimmers 
in aqueous media. The researchers aim to understand the costs and benefits of flagella in the 
peritrichously flagellated organism Salmonella enterica. By quantifying the cost and benefits of 
flagella they can characterize trade-offs to help understand the source of this morphological 
diversity and predict evolutionary trajectories in changing environments. To characterize the 
evolutionary trade-offs in play, they had to quantify the costs and benefits of flagellar expression, 
which requires controlling flagellar expression and measuring corresponding changes in growth 
rates. Swimming performance is more difficult to measure and is environment dependent, so 
they have measured swimming performance in both porous solid media and liquid viscous media 
at both the single-cell and population level. The team has used a strain of S. Enterica that is 
flagella-inducible and flagellar-hook-stainable strainable, provided by Dr. Marc Erhardt, to 
calculate the cost of flagella by performing growth curves and counting flagella across a range of 
induction levels. They have developed software in MATLAB to assist in counting flagella, and 
have written a hierarchical Bayesian model in the STAN programming language to determine the 
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cost of flagella. They found the decrease in growth rate per flagellum to be approximately 1%. 
This is a high cost in evolutionary terms, so cells must derive substantial benefits from producing 
multiple flagella. They performed combined single-cell tracking and imaging to directly link foci 
number and swimming behavior, which indicated little-to-no relationship between flagella 
number and several important swimming metrics (speed, diffusion coefficient, etc.). This result 
implies that the optimal number of flagella is one under the tested conditions, with additional 
flagella adding extra cost with no additional benefit. 

Maitreya Dunham (UW) and Paul Rowley (UI) are investigating novel killer toxins and the 

evolution of fungicide resistance. The current emergence of drug-resistant fungal pathogens 
poses a challenge to reducing mortality rates of invasive fungal diseases. Candida bloodstream 
isolates are increasingly resistant to front line therapeutics, the majority of which are the 
pathogenic yeast species Candida glabrata. The long-term goal of this project is to formulate 
and commercialize novel therapeutics based on killer toxins produced by Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae to combat fungal pathogens. Preliminary studies identified several novel killer toxins 
that have a unique and potent antifungal activity against C. glabrata. The objective of this 
project is to identify potential mechanisms that lead to killer toxin resistance in C. glabrata. The 
central hypothesis is that the exposure of C. glabrata to sub-lethal doses of killer toxins will 
select for mutations in cell wall componentry that result in killer toxin resistance. This project 
will lead to a better understanding of the antifungal mechanisms of killer toxins that are uniquely 
fungicidal to C. glabrata. The team has made significant progress towards their goals. At the 
Rowley lab at the University of Idaho, they have 1) determined the killer toxin susceptibility of 
133 strains of C. glabrata to killer toxins using killer yeasts and purified killer toxins; 2) isolated 
killer toxin resistant mutants of S. cerevisiae and C. glabrata and extensively characterized them 
to determine fitness trade-offs (growth rate, morphology, antibiotic susceptibility, cell wall 
integrity, and surface adhesion); and 3) assayed all C. glabrata mutants for their ability to cause 
disease in the animal model Galleria mellonella using an optimized protocol for the safe manual 
handling of larvae. At the Dunham lab at the University of Washington, they have 1) completed 
whole genome sequencing of killer toxin-resistant mutant strains of C. glabrata (22 mutants) and 
S. cerevisiae (18 mutants); 2) employed a sequencing pipeline to catalogue all mutations within 
C. glabrata that cause resistance to K1 and K2 killer toxins; and 3) used bioinformatic analysis 
to reveal that 55% of the genes that cause killer toxin resistant in C. glabrata are unique and 
represent novel pathways to killer toxin resistance. The remaining project period will be spent 
curating sequencing data from S. cerevisiae to determine the mutations important for K1 and K2 
resistance (UW). Undergraduate students are also working to finalize a novel adhesion assay for 
C. glabrata to identify if any K1 and K2 resistant mutants have defects in adhesion to plastic or 
human epithelial (Hela) cells (UI).  

Karoline Fritzsche (UI), Murielle Ålund (MSU), and Paul Hohenlohe (UI) are studying 
genomic and phenotypic change of males and females evolving under strong sexual 

selection. Experimental evolution is an exceptionally powerful method to determine the causal 
effects of ecological factors on the evolutionary process. Combined with modern genome 
sequencing techniques, this method allows the quantification of genomic changes arising from 
the experimental evolution regime and linking these to changes in phenotype. The team is 
applying these techniques to compare the multi-generational effects of sexual selection on males 
and females at both the phenotypic (e.g. competitiveness in mating and fertilization) and 
genomic levels in the turquoise killifish, Nothobranchius furzeri. Theory predicts that, under 
natural conditions, sexual selection acts more strongly on males than females in species without 
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substantial male parental investment. Surprisingly, however, sex-ratio manipulations used to 
influence the strength of sexual selection have often led to more rapid phenotypic evolution in 
females than in males. To tease these hypotheses apart, the team proposed to manipulate the 
strength of sexual selection by keeping killifish populations under male-biased (100M:25F) or 
female-biased (25M:100F) sex ratios. The researchers plan to analyze genetic differences in both 
autosomal and sex determining regions and relate these to both the phenotypic results and an 
annotated reference genome, allowing them to link genomic changes to their functional 
consequences. They will measure changes in phenotypic traits, behavioral traits involved in 
mating competition, and the genome over multiple generations. Postdoc Karoline Fritzsche was 
funded by this project and was working full-time from July 2019 until March 2020 establishing 
strains of N. furzeri and optimizing lab protocols for the start of the experimental evolution 
project. However, this effort has taken longer than expected. The team also sequenced the 
genome of the yellow-tailed N. furzeri population, with results still to be analyzed. 
Unfortunately, the global pandemic interrupted laboratory work for this project, and funding for 
the main investigator Fritzsche ran out before the experimental evolution could be started. The 
team is are now analyzing the results they could obtain and are discussing how best to proceed 
with this project. 

Ben Kerr and Doug Fowler (both UW) are working on a project entitled “On the origin of 

species epistasis.” Analogous to a population of organisms evolving in a changing environment, 
proteins encoded on plasmids can evolve under changing host species due to horizontal gene 
transfer (HGT). Many proteins with adaptive significance in microbial communities are encoded 
on plasmids which are exchanged between species via HGT. The most relevant to humans are 
the genes that confer antibiotic resistance, which pose a serious threat to our public health. To 
understand the likely constraints on the evolutionary trajectories for horizontally transferred 
genes, Kerr and Fowler want to know for a large set of mutations from a wild-type sequence, 
how much the fitness effects of mutations depend on host species. They plan to extend the 
understanding of beta-lactamase evolution by using a combination of high-throughput 
mutagenesis to exhaustively explore epistasis in TEM-1 across different species and use 
experimental evolution to test evolutionary predictions based on the forms of TEM-1 epistasis. 
The team has constructed the TEM-1 library has been constructed in amino acid level pools. We 
transformed each of the engineered pools into E. coli for amplification, proceeded with PacBio 
sequencing to make the necessary look-up table. These results were worrisome after analysis and 
pointed to an error in library construction by SGI-DNA, the company contracted for the 
degenerative sequences. After seeing the data, SGI-DNA agreed to reconstruct the library, which 
is now in the process of being prepped. In the meantime, to push the project forward, the team 
decided to engineer a smaller portion of the landscape which includes 32 genotypes. These have 
subsequently been barcoded. They have developed protocols for transforming three species of 
interest (E. coli, K. pneumonia, S. enterica) and are now testing the protocol for extracting the 
plasmids from each species and the sequencing pipeline. They have also developed a mechanistic 
model for beta-lactamase which will guide the experimental design for selecting antibiotic 
concentrations, a critical part of the screen. This model will also be used to analyze the barcode 
allele frequency data to correctly assign a fitness effect to each allele. 

Scott Harrison (NCAT) is initiating a novel, sustainable science-to-technology and 

theory-to-application bridge for how we may better pursue evolutionary science with 

respect to collaborative, campus-wide analytical computations of life’s genomic variation. 
This project allowed for the inception of new in-roads into both scientific and theoretical arenas 
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through a modest and strategic expenditure (connecting our science with more powerful 
technology) to acquire an updated workstation. This resource is supporting QIIME2 and other 
bioinformatics applications on large-scale data sets, and collaborative Jupyter-based workflows. 
Student research project experiences include analysis of pathway evolution. This resource will be 
broadly available to a cadre of 5+ laboratories in an “open channel,” team science atmosphere. 
Pathway projects goals are to: 1) examine how loss or retention of orthologous genes for cellular 
pathways may occur in a clade-specific manner, 2) investigate genetic variation across conserved 
genes; 3) investigate co-evolutionary partnerships in microbial communities for how pathways 
may be considered as involving serial processing of metabolites involving two or more bacterial 
varieties; and 4) infer selective pressure from genetic variation measures. Sade Davenport, the 
PhD student on the project, has been establishing a statistical and machine learning model 
utilizing logistic regression and generative adversarial networks to discriminate for pathway 
variation across the environmental differences, based on orthologies and genetic variation 
measures. Davenport has based the analysis on studies of laboratory yeast and oceanic yeast 
(mycoplankton). This analytical workflow – encompassing the multi-terabyte data set of Tara 
Oceans, statistical and machine learning methodologies – is specific enough to be readily 
adapted to undergraduate research experiences analyzing bacterial data, which is the priority area 
now for project implementation. This work has also involved support concerning QIIME2 and 
other workflows for which PhD alum Renuka Panchagavi has played a critical role with respect 
to inception and documentation. This contributed to significant interaction with another graduate 
student seeking to evaluate metabolic pathways across small and large intestinal tracks within 
livestock for their microbiome data.  
 

Thrust Group 2: Evolution of Behavior and Intelligence.  

This group investigates the evolutionary emergence, maintenance, and nature of intelligence 
and other behavioral phenomena. The organisms studied tend to be self-directed and capable of 
adaptive responses to ecological and social stimuli. Behaviors of interest include navigation, 
cognition, communication, coordination, social dominance, and mate choice. Digital evolution 
has proven to be a powerful tool in which data gathered from biological organisms can be 
applied to recreate the evolution of complex behavior in digital organisms. By observing the 
evolution of self-replicating digital organisms, we can understand the conditions that led to the 
evolution of complex behaviors in biological organisms. Data from these studies of digital 
evolution are integrated with studies of living systems from single-celled organisms all the way 
up to mammals. In this final year of funding, we have four active projects, all focused on the 
evolution of curiosity, learning, and behavior. 

 
Evolution of curiosity, learning, and behavior 

Kay Holekamp, Robert Pennock and Jory Schossau (all MSU), in collaboration with Arend 
Hintze (formerly MSU, now Dalarna University in Sweden) are examining the evolution of 

inquisitive behavior. Curiosity is one of the most important character traits in science and it is a 
behavioral predisposition with broad potential significance for understanding the evolution of 
intelligence. Darwin recognized this disposition in himself, speaking of it as “an instinct for 
truth, or knowledge or discovery,” and in The Descent of Man he began to lay out ideas about 
such matters, including places where he explicitly mentioned curiosity as part of his discussion 
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on the evolution of instincts. Biologists have shown varying levels of curiosity in a wide range of 
animals and have offered some general hypotheses regarding environments within which 
curiosity would provide a selective advantage. For instance, speaking of the boldness and 
curiosity of Galapagos finches, West-Eberhard speculates that “active curiosity” could affect the 
likelihood of learned flexibility. The team is implementing the project using the MABE 
(Modular Agent-Based Evolver) framework to better support future modular experimental design 
and data aggregation. They have created a number of specific tasks in MABE that are 
customizable as needed, and they are refining the cognitive model they are using. We had 
planned to conduct a study of curiosity in hyenas in Kenya in parallel with the digital 
experiment. The plan had been for this study to take place in the summer of 2020, but travel 
restrictions caused by the pandemic made this impossible. The team has continued to discuss 
how the hyena experiment will work in relation to the digital evolution study so that the 
protocols will mesh, and they hope to be able to conduct the hyena study once it is again safe to 
travel. 

Jory Schossau and Arend Hintze (MSU) are exploring robust cognition by comparing deep 

learning and neuroevolution techniques in artificial intelligence. The Artificial Intelligence 
community mostly uses a technique called Backpropagation to create information processing 
networks that they hope generalize fundamental concepts about their data. Schossau and Hintze 
developed a way to measure these representations formed in the networks using information 
theory. Their aim was to detect those areas within deep learned or evolved neural substrates that 
contain information about the environment the brains live in. Previous work developed the neural 
correlate R, a measure that together with combinatorial variations of all brain node,s as well as 
all environmental conditions, now allows the identification of where exactly, what, and how 
much information about the environment is localized. The team compared the distribution of 
representations in deep learned neural networks with those evolved as well as with Markov 
Brains. Surprisingly, they identified the mechanism in which deep neural networks learn, to 
distribute (smear) the representations over all hidden states. At the same time, Markov Brains 
localize information about the environment in sparse distributed representations. So far, it is 
unknown which of the two processes are advantageous or if either provides other benefits. They 
also explored how information is relayed and distributed, which led to a publication at the ISCMI 
2020 conference with the title: “Cryptic information transfer in differently-trained recurrent 
neural networks” (to appear November 2020). The team's work on representations over the last 
years allowed them to host a special issue in the AI journal titled “How the mind works – hidden 
states, representations, and internal models.” These activities were only possible due to the 
networking and funding the BEACON Center provided. 

Kay Holekamp and Eli Strauss (MSU) are examining evolutionary perspectives on social 

inequality. Social inequality is a strikingly consistent feature of both human and animal 
societies. Across species, societies vary in the severity of social inequality, and highly unequal 
societies are associated with significant costs to disadvantaged individuals and, perhaps, to entire 
societies. Variance in access to resources and reproduction is critical for the operation of natural 
selection, but we know little about how social inequality evolves or is maintained. Why does 
social inequality arise in nature, and, importantly, why does it persist through generations? What 
makes some societies more unequal than others? When do societies change in degrees of 
inequality, and why? There have been efforts to tackle these questions from an evolutionary 
perspective within some contexts (e.g., game theory, reproductive skew theory), but a more 
general understanding evades us because it has been difficult to identify universal aspects of 
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social inequality across species. Holekamp and Strauss have identified two crucial steps that are 
necessary to understand the evolutionary underpinnings of social inequality. First, a cross-
species framework is required to operationalize and compare social inequality in diverse 
societies. Second, evolutionary hypotheses need to be advanced and tested to explain the 
evolution of social inequality. Because of both coronavirus and changes to project scope as they 
have developed these ideas, they are no longer hosting a workshop on inequality in person. 
Instead, they are working towards a specific comparative project comparing the role of rank 
inheritance in producing long-term inequality among family groups across a range of taxa. 
Ideally this successful comparative project incorporating data from multiple long-term research 
projects will spark subsequent projects looking at the forces influencing long-run inequality in 
diverse species, and thus ultimately lead to a team of diverse researchers pursuing parallel 
comparative projects focused on inequality in diverse systems.  

Hans Hofmann (UT), Rebecca Young (UT), and Eben Gering (former MSU postdoc, now 
faculty at Nova Southeastern University) are investigating social dominance, in order to 
understand depression and bullying through an evolutionary lens. Social dominance 
hierarchies are often characterized by a shared behavioral repertoire even though these emergent 
social systems have evolved repeatedly many times. Across vertebrates, recurring social 
subordination causes depression-like phenotypes and anhedonia. Understanding how the 
mechanisms underlying dominance-related behaviors evolve therefore has both basic and applied 
significance. How have similar, complex behaviors that give rise to dominance hierarchies 
evolved among distantly-related species? The Hofmann lab's recent discovery of the broad 
conservation of molecular pathways underlying social behavior suggests that the developmental 
and molecular processes underlying phenotypic diversification have deep evolutionary origins. 
This team is testing how evolutionary history, life history traits, or ecological characters drive the 
evolution of social dominance, and its underlying physiological and molecular substrates, across 
vertebrates. They have successfully assembled and trained a team of undergraduates that has 
generated and continues to generate a substantial database of behavioral, ecological, and life 
history attributes for >100 vertebrate species. Students are additionally being trained in 
phylogenetic comparative methods. 
 

Thrust Group 3: Evolution of Communities and Collective Dynamics.  

Research in this group focuses on systems of interacting individuals and the emergence and 
organization of higher-level assemblages including communities, social groups and multicellular 
organisms. Three funded projects currently fall into this thrust group. 

Eric Bruger (postdoc, UI) and Alita Burmeister (postdoc, Yale U) are examining 
evolutionary interactions between social behavior and viral resistance. Quorum sensing (QS) 
is an evolved trait in bacteria that allows cell-cell communication and a variety of social 
behaviors mediated through extracellular signaling molecules. Mechanisms that preserve 
functional QS in bacteria are of interest because these systems are implicated in pathogenesis. 
One such potential mechanism is selection by phages, which exert strong selection on bacterial 
populations for resistance to infection. However, bacteria are also subject to selection against QS 
and its related motility phenotypes. Selection against QS occurs both through the rise of 
“cheaters” that gain the benefit of QS without paying the costs, as well as by phage that can 
target QS-regulated cellular structures. Given that phage have been implicated in both the 
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preservation and loss of QS, it is unclear how phage-selected quorum sensing may influence the 
evolution of pathogenesis, and whether there are general patterns among host or phage species. 
To investigate these patterns, the researchers are using the QS-model organism Vibrio campbellii 
and a novel collection of environmental phages. Here, they focus on both the mechanistic and 
evolutionary intersection between host behaviors and bacteriophage dynamics. They are 
leveraging their pre-existing phage and bacterial collections to test relationships among the QS 
bacterial mutants and phage diversity. This collaboration will reveal general patterns of how 
phage impact the evolution of QS systems and generate preliminary data for future in-depth 
proposals on how population dynamics are dependent on phage and host genotypes. Using a 
growth-optimized subset of phages, they have collected a complete data set on how QS genes 
impact infectivity of a variety of the phages. In particular, they have quantitative measurements 
of phage growth on the full QS gene knockout panel, showing that infectivity is determined by 
both phage and host alleles. We have completed preliminary evolution experiments using wild 
type Vibrio campbellii and two environmental phages. This work has demonstrated that the 
experimental conditions are sufficient to impose strong selection on the bacteria, with initial 
evidence that phage resistance evolves within a few days. They have collected whole-population 
bacterial DNA sequences, currently being analyzed at University of Idaho. 

Fred Dyer and Darren Incorvaia (MSU) have been conducting biological and 

computational studies of spatial allocation in cooperative social groups. Eusocial insects 
such as ants, bees, and wasps, are some of the most ecologically dominant and economically 
important organisms on the planet. Living as a colony comes with intense energetic demands, 
and many social insect species have evolved collective foraging strategies to enable efficient and 
flexible exploitation of resources in the environment. Some of the best understood of these 
strategies, such as the dance language of honeybees and the pheromone trails of some ants, 
involve spatial communication that allows recruits to be led to specific resource locations. This 
feature, which intuitively seems advantageous, is not ubiquitous across social insects. Here, the 
team uses an agent-based model, built from biological data, to test the hypothesis that colony 
size is important for the evolution of spatial recruitment in collective foraging strategies, such 
that it is advantageous only when the colony is large enough. Their results support this 
hypothesis, with the opportunity cost of recruitment not being effectively counteracted by 
recruitment in small colonies. This study provides insights into the evolution of communication 
and foraging strategies in this important animal group, and provides insights into spatial 
allocation of cooperative social groups more generally. They plan to finish running replicates of 
the model under different colony sizes, and then move to running replicates under different 
resource conditions. Analyzing these results will enable us to address the selective forces that 
shaped the evolution of the honeybee dance language, which are currently unresolved. They will 
also compare these results to those found in other cooperative groups, so they can move towards 
general principles of spatial allocation across cooperative groups made up of any type of agent 
(biological or virtual).  

Ben Kerr (UW), Joshua Nahum (MSU), and Katrina van Raay (UW) are examining the 

emergence and evolution of suicidal altruism. An extreme form of competition, allelopathy, 
involves the production of chemicals that harm or kill competitors, in some cases through suicide 
of the producer. The emergence of this behavior has long puzzled evolutionary biologists, which 
is costly to the actor, but may provide benefits to surviving relatives (a form of altruism). The 
team is examining a case of allelopathic suicide present in Escherichia coli and its relatives, and 
exploring the conditions in which suicide might emerge. Specifically, they are investigating 
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whether the rate of induction (and thus suicide) in colicinogenic cells can be tunable to 
environmental factors. Spatial and population structure is critically important for microbial 
dynamics and can dramatically affect invasion of rare types, coexistence and evolutionary 
trajectories. The team is testing the hypothesis that structure, in which genetic relatives remain 
spatially proximate for at least a few generations, may allow for a costly behavior such as suicide 
to emerge. They plan to use experimental evolution of the well-studied colicin E2 system and 
media-in-oil emulsions to create millions of spatially segregated subpopulations within a large 
metapopulation. They will complement this work with a computational model to explore 
different degrees of structure and how this affects the evolution of altruistic suicide. The 
evolution experiment has been postponed due to the pandemic, but the agent-based model is 
currently being developed. 

 

Thrust Group 4: Evolutionary Applications.  

Technological applications of evolution have become more prominent in BEACON, as has 
knowledge transfer, and this Thrust Group is an umbrella for work that uses evolution as a 
powerful tool. Evolution is a generative process that has created diverse and complex biological 
systems, but fully harnessing that creative power has remained elusive. BEACON researchers are 
making advances in areas including applications for (1) biotechnology; (2) industry and 
agriculture; and (3) healthcare, specifically in the area of understanding the evolution of 
antibiotic resistance; as well as (4) development of evolutionary computation methods. In our 
final year of STC funding, there are 15 projects supported in this thrust group. 

 
Biotechnology Applications 

Jeffrey Barrick (UT), Dennis Mishler (UT), Daniel Ducat (MSU), Björn Hamberger (MSU), 
and Michaela TerAvest (MSU) are standardizing measurements of evolutionary stability 

parameters in synthetic biology. Evolution is a challenge for biological engineering. New 
mutations constantly arise in populations, allowing organisms to adapt to their environments. 
However, when a cell is painstakingly engineered to manufacture a desired product—such as a 
therapeutic or biofuel—evolution is no longer an advantageous process. The new genetic parts 
required for this synthetic function often reduce cellular fitness. As a result, over time—and 
frequently very quickly—evolution undoes or “breaks” the programming of engineered cells, 
making the population more fit, but less functional. The synthetic biology community has 
established standards for gene expression elements that make it possible to reliably construct 
complex genetic circuits and logic gates. However, there are currently no accepted or widely 
adopted assays or standards within the community for measuring the fitness burden, evolutionary 
stability, or failure mutation spectrum of a synthetic DNA se-quence. By monitoring continued 
device function in newly devised “burden monitor” E. coli host strains, the team is systematically 
examining the fitness costs and evolution of a wide array of synthetic DNA sequences. The 
overarching goal is to develop and disseminate assays for making standardized measurements 
that cap-ture specific details of the burden of an engineered DNA sequence and the nature of 
how it is expected to evolve. In order to have maximum impact on the synthetic biology 
community the team is centering this project around teams of undergraduates at UT Austin and 
MSU who participate in the iGEM competition each year.  
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The 2019 UT Austin iGEM team completed Objective 1 (Measure components of burden 
imposed on cells by diverse iGEM parts and devices) as their primary Burden-O-Meter project 
and in follow-on research after iGEM. In the end, they collected high-quality measurements of 
the burden of 304 different iGEM BioBrick part plasmids. They found that 38% had a negative 
impact on E. coli growth and 6% reduced E. coli growth rates by >20%. They used stochastic 
simulations to predict the stability of these plasmids. The 20% level of burden is predicted to 
make them unstable enough that ‘failure’ mutants arise, outcompete, and start to outnumber cells 
with intact plasmids within the number of cell generations required to grow from a single cell on 
an agar plate to a small culture of a few to hundreds of milliliters. They did not find any plasmids 
with >40% growth rate defects. According to their modeling, having this large of a burden would 
make a plasmid ‘unclonable’ because broken versions would take over in the number of 
generations required to grow a colony from a single cell. For educating synthetic biologists about 
evolution, the iGEM team created an interactive graph to display the results of their population 
genetic model (https://barricklab.org/shiny/burden-model/). It lets a user tune the rate of failure 
mutations and the size of the growth rate burden to observe how these parameters interact to lead 
to evolutionary instability. At the World Jamboree held in Boston the iGEM team received a 
Best Measurement Award, were finalists for the Best Foundational Advance Project, and 
received an overall Gold Medal. The team is currently working to complete a manuscript 
describing their results. Some of them helped the 2020 iGEM team document burden as a 
functional parameter on the 304 part webpages on the iGEM Registry so that their results will 
alert fu-ture iGEM participants to the risks of evolutionary instability (see 
https://2020.igem.org/Team:Austin_UTexas/Contribution). For Objectives 2 & 3 ( Determine 
underlying evolutionary parameters for failure of burdensome iGEM devices; Determine the 
spectrum of failure mutations for unstable iGEM parts), these students propagated a set of 
BioBrick plasmids that expressed RFP proteins at high and intermediate levels in the 'burden 
monitor' E. coli strain in an evolution experiment. They observed unexpected results when the 
RFP signal of these cultures initially decreased but then reproducibly increased a few transfers 
later in multiple trials. They suspect that this result could be due to competition between different 
types of failure mutations, and hope to return to this experiment and perform plasmid/genome 
sequencing in the future. 

The 2019 Michigan State iGEM team made measurements for Objective 1 to test the 
reproducibility of the burden assay as a collaboration with the UT Austin team. The MSU iGEM 
project, XCH4ange, aimed to generate a bacterial chassis capable of converting methane 
produced within landfills, an anaerobic environ-ment, into an industrially-useful compound. 
Specifically, they worked with Methylomicrobium alcaliphilum 20Z, which converts methane 
gas to 2,3-butanediol. Furthermore, they tested and modeled a 3D printed bi-oreactor to grow the 
bacteria in biofilms to be cultivated in landfills. A byproduct, formate, can build up in the 
bioreactors, acidifying the environment and potentially impairing biofilm growth. They tested a 
fluores-cence biosensor for formate and also toxin-antitoxin system for limiting plasmid transfer 
for biocontain-ment. They were awarded a Bronze Medal for their project. 

Andy Ellington (UT) and James Bull (UI) are working on evolution of synthetic plant 

viruses. The ongoing revolution in DNA synthesis and synthetic biology has enabled the 
production of larger and larger pieces of genetic information (up to and including bacterial 
genomes and yeast chromosomes). While there have been some efforts to reproduce virus 
sequences, these have for the most part not included recoding of the virus, in a manner similar to 
the production of minimal bacterial genomes or yeast genomes that lack introns. Indeed, one of 
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the first and only examples of recoding of a virus has come from previous BEACON funding, in 
which the Ellington and Wichman labs synthesized and analyzed the replication of recoded 
bacteriophage. As a result of farther progress in DNA synthesis capabilities, this team has 
undertaken the large-scale recoding and resynthesis of multiple plant virus genomes. They are 
working to observe the evolution of one of these synthetic viruses and an engineered variant on 
plants, and thereby provide a key, high-profile insight into how synthetic biological entities 
interface with hosts. They have fundamentally altered the chromosome arrangement of the 
natural cucumber mosaic virus, taking a tripartite RNA virus and making it tetrapartite by 
splitting RNA3 into two pieces, each of which contains an essential protein component (the 
Movement Protein, MP, and Coat Protein, CP). The reduced size of the 'half chromosomes' 
allows for additional protein cargoes to be loaded onto the virus. The team designed a variety of 
tetrapartite vectors that should stem potential recombination by loading unrelated, sequence-
diversified fluorescent protein cargoes onto the designed ‘half chromosomes’ RNA3a and 
RNA3b. In addition, they obtained divergent but replication-compatible sequences from a CMV 
strain (LS) that belonged to a different subgroup, which should further avoid the potential 
homologous recombination in the engineered ‘half chromosomes.’ They have now synthesized 
and tested infectivity and propagation of these cargoes on a susceptible plant species (Nicotiana). 
Several of the designed tetrapartite genome architechtures support local expression of the 
fluorescent protein cargoes loaded onto the RNA3s. PCR analyses indicate that some of these 
cargoes can be transmitted more systemically in the plant, although generally with an eventual 
loss in fluorescent signal, indicating that they have likely interfered with some aspect of viral 
fitness during engineering, possibly inefficient encapsidation following mechanical inoculation 
of the viral RNA itself. They also attempted to examine potential recombination or other events 
that may have occurred during propagation. Curiously, no parallel genomic mutations fixed 
during adaptation even though several sites in RNA 2 consistently exhibited heterogeneity. More 
than ten novel junctions were observed in the sequencing reads, but none of those junctions 
occurred at the interface between heterologous cargo in the novel RNA3s. The team is planning 
to revisit the experiment given the likelihood that some form of technical error occurred during 
amplification or elsewhere in the sequencing pipeline. 

Jeff Barrick and graduate student Sean Leonard (both UT) are examining synthetic linear 

RNA plasmids for bacterial directed evolution. Scientists routinely harness evolution to 
redesign biology. This “directed evolution” creates new biotechnology and therapeutics. Nearly 
all in vivo directed evolution approaches rely on DNA, instead of RNA, as their genetic material 
and only operate in model organisms. This limits the speed and variation with which they can 
adapt. This team will develop a new platform for directed evolution: Synthetic Linear RNA 
Plasmids (SLRPs). SLRPs descend from “Spiegelman’s monster”, a minimal RNA that 
Spiegelman evolved from the genome of bacteriophage Qβ in a classic in vitro evolution 
experiment. They have re-purposed the Qβ genome for use within cells by replacing non-
essential elements with synthetic cargo, including an antibiotic resistance gene, as is routinely 
done in normal DNA plasmids. Because these SLRPs exist only as RNA, they are replicated with 
an extremely high mutation rate, leading to the potential for very rapid directed evolution of the 
cargo. These RNA plasmids also encode their own RNA replicase, so they likely function in 
diverse bacterial hosts. The researchers will characterize this new directed evolution platform by 
co-evolving RNA plasmids and their native host (E. coli) under various antibiotic selection 
regimes that should favor mutations that increase SLRP genetic stability and copy number. They 
will also test whether SLRPs reliably replicate in other bacteria (or evolve this capacity), 
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including in new chassis organisms and less-studied environmental bacteria. If these modern 
monsters can be reliably harnessed, they will be generalizable tools for accelerating directed 
evolution. The team partially completed Objective 1 (Characterize the stability and evolution of 
SLRPs in E. coli) and developed enabling techniques to support Objective 2 (Test SLRP function 
in diverse bacterial species and adapt them to new hosts), despite the limitations on laboratory 
work caused by COVID-19 disruption. They also performed an additional evolution experiment 
using the prototype SLRP in E. coli, selecting for antibiotic resistance and GFP expression 
during plate growth. The initial SLRP rapidly lost GFP ex-pression during serial culture, likely 
due to the inherently high mutation rate of its RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RDRP). The 
evolved lines show greater GFP expression and antibiotic resistance than the ancestor, but they 
have not yet characterized the sequence-level changes of the SLRP or host strain. They also 
designed new types of SLRPs, including a control version lacking RDRP and a version with an 
alternative antibiotic resistance genes. They expect these additional designs which offer 
enhanced control will allow exploration of how SLRPs evolve to different selective pressures. 
The team also developed supporting technology to enable them to test SLRP function in diverse 
bacterial species and adapt them to new hosts in the future. While SLRPs are expected to 
replicate in diverse strains due to minimal host replication requirements, specific bacteria still 
vary in their antibiotic sensitivity and compatible antibiotic resistance genes. Effective antibiotic 
selection is critical for SLRP function, as without selection the RNA will rapidly mutate away 
from function. But testing and evaluating antibiotic resistance genes in non-model bacteria is 
time consuming and difficult. Undergraduate researcher Eleanor Young constructed the 
"Pathfinder Plasmid Kit," a set of DNA vectors with multiple broad-host-range origins and a 
variety of different antibiotic resistance genes that enables all of them to be simultaneously tested 
in non-model strains in a single-step conjugation. The team has used this kit to engineer multiple 
bacteria that were previously minimally worked with in lab, such as Sodalis praecaptivus, an 
Orbus sp. from Drosophila, and bee gut bacteria. This kit should help identify the most effective 
and stable antibiotic resistance genes to use for SLRPs in non-model bacteria.   

 
Industrial and Agricultural Applications 

Betty Cheng, Philip McKinley, and Hayder Radha (all MSU) are enhancing the safety of 

autonomous vehicles through evolution. This project explores the integration of evolutionary 
algorithms into the design of autonomous vehicles in order to increase their robustness and 
resilience to adverse situations that might otherwise jeopardize the safety of passengers and 
others. Specifically, they investigate a dual use of evolution in which an evolutionary robotics 
algorithm works to harden a system while novelty search seeks conditions that cause the system 
to perform poorly or unsafely. This process enhances the robustness of system components while 
identifying and mitigating “unlikely-but-possible” situations that might otherwise lead to 
catastrophic failure. To evaluate the proposed methods, experiments are being conducted on the 
MSU campus with autonomous vehicles of different scales and levels of complexity, including 
EvoRally (formerly AutoRally), a 1:5-scale autonomous vehicle. The primary goal of the 
proposed project is to discover and evaluate ways in which evolutionary search can be applied to 
the design of state-of-the-art, full-scale autonomous vehicles in order to enhance their robustness 
and safety. First, the team is investigating how to apply evolutionary search in order to increase 
the robustness of individual system components, as well as the overall system, to uncertain and 
adverse conditions. Second, they investigate how the open-ended nature of evolutionary search 
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can be exploited to identify situations that might otherwise cause system failure and perhaps risk 
human safety. Such corner cases are points within the state space involving combinations of 
system, component, and environmental conditions. Evolving the configuration and behavior of 
the target against these conditions provides a means to “harden” the system against uncertainty. 
This process can be applied iteratively. In this project, the team focuses on vehicles whose 
control code is based on the Robot Operating System (ROS), an open-source software 
infrastructure used in a wide variety of vehicles. The project takes advantage of tools developed 
previously: Evo-ROS, an evolutionary robotics platform that enables evolutionary algorithms to 
be applied to simulated ROS-based vehicles, and Enki, which performs novelty search to 
discover (simulation-based) operating conditions that lead to unique types of behavior in the 
target system, including identification of adverse operating conditions for the vehicle. This 
project has produced several results that move the state-of-the art closer to the goals stated above 
and facilitate further research by this group and others. These results include: evolving 
adaptation parameters for localization, enhancing learning-enabled components, increasing 
assurance of autonomous systems, enhancing system security, and tool and experimental 
platform enhancements.  

Betty Cheng, Charles Ofria, Chris Adami, and Hayder Radha (all MSU) are also working on 
the evolution of mental models to enhance perception in autonomous vehicles. Spatio-
temporal mental models allow humans to better understand the world around them, and to 
predict the immediate future. The biggest challenge for safe and efficient autonomous vehicles 
lies in developing these types of predictive internal models that will allow them to achieve 
similar levels of perception and anticipation. This team is studying the evolution of spatio-
temporal models in virtual autonomous vehicles (agents) under a variety of conditions. The goal 
of this project is to identify whether rewarding agents for correctly answering questions about 
their environment produce more effective internal mental models of their external world. The 
team identified a domain focus of safe and reliable navigation through a complex environment.  
They pursued this task in two phases. First, they used a simple, abstract world called “N-Back” 
to examine the benefits of rewarding correct answers to targeted questions about the world.  
Next, they we built a navigation-focused virtual world where agents had to reach their 
destination while avoiding obstacles and timing their passage through “hot spots” that were 
periodically dangerous. Overall, they have been successful at demonstrating the value of asking 
questions to agents during evolution and plan to proceed with this research by applying it to ever 
more challenging evolutionary tasks. 

Maitreya Dunham (UW) and Edward Marcotte (UT), with graduate students Riddhiman 
Garge (UT) and Chris Large (UW), are watching evolution in action in the brewery. The team 
aims to understand microbial evolution in non-laboratory environments, more specifically the 
brewery. Such cases involving domesticated microbial populations in large-scale industrial 
setups provide a direct opportunity to identify and study the molecular adaptations taking place 
within fermentation tanks. While lab yeast strains have been extensively sequenced and 
characterized, brewing strains have only recently been subjected to such approaches, making 
understanding the genetic and molecular implications of adaptations hard. This team is studying 
the evolution and physiology of yeast as it is “repitched” over months to years of brewery use, in 
a real world analogue of laboratory evolution. The Dunham lab component of the project was to 
use high depth sequencing to characterize mutations in populations of yeast samples over 
brewery reuse. They partnered with four breweries who repitch 15-30 cycles and were willing to 
collect samples. They were able to detect chromosome copy number changes and mitotic 
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recombination events reaching high frequency in all seven timecourses sequenced. Furthermore, 
the mutations were recurrent: the same genome regions were affected in multiple independent 
timecourses, and even across different breweries. They discovered a candidate mutation in amino 
acid biosynthesis gene BAT1 that may be a driver mutation for one of the events. Identifying 
driver genes for the other affected genome regions will be a topic of future work, and we hope 
that the new proteomics dataset described below will help prioritize candidates. The Marcotte lab 
continued their productive partnership with Live Oak Brewing Company. With high-quality 
genomes already generated from the Live Oak brewing strains, they are now performing long-
read sequencing to resolve the copy number variation and assemble draft genomes, methods the 
Dunham lab also applied to their strains. In parallel, they aimed to understand the dynamics of 
beer yeast proteomes during fermentation. In the pilot run, they performed a mass-spectrometry 
analysis of 2 different pitches of a S. cerevisiae ale strain across 7-day brewing cycles with yeast 
cells sampled directly from the fermentation tank. Remarkably, they identified >2700 yeast 
proteins (~45% of the yeast proteome) across 14 timepoints. Interestingly, the proteins observed 
across both pitches tend to show similar patterns of expression and cycling. Upon hierarchical 
clustering, proteins involved in common cellular processes often cluster together demonstrating 
similar dynamic trends across the brewing cycle. Proteins involved in carbohydrate metabolism 
are constantly expressed through the course of the brewing cycle. Conversely, proteins 
associated with ribosome biogenesis and translation are upregulated until the end of the 1st day 
of fermentation. Unsurprisingly, anaerobic respiration proteins tend to be expressed from the 2nd 
day of fermentation when oxygen levels in the tank reduce drastically. The power of this 
approach not only allows understanding of the dynamics across a brewing cycle but also of the 
changes in protein expression between 2 repitched populations. 

Erik Goodman, Erik Runkle, Lihong Xu, graduate student Jose Llera, and postdoc Yuanping 
Su (all MSU) are conducting an exploration of data-driven evolutionary greenhouse control 

strategies. The objective of the energy and yield optimization in greenhouse crop production is 
to maximize the total production income by optimizing the greenhouse climate setpoints and 
control processes as a function of crop condition and external weather conditions. The research 
team has produced many advances in this field, which is currently very actively researched 
because of its economic and environmental importance, particularly by including the crop itself 
“in the loop” of the control system. Increasingly, the team turns to historical weather data to 
capture seasonal effects, but add short-term weather predictions to the on-line control algorithm, 
so that minimal energy with maximum positive impact can be used at the best times, based on 
both short-term predictions and long-term data-driven historical expectations. The team proposed 
two challenges in evolution of a robust controller in the team’s multi-objective framework. First, 
it should be robust against reasonably extreme weather conditions, which implies that the 
controller must be evolved under sets of conditions (seasons of weather) adequate to challenge 
the robustness of its performance. This must still be done in a general context, so that a robust 
controller can be evolved for any particular location and level of greenhouse control technology 
(growers in different regions typically use different levels of technology, particularly as to 
cooling mechanisms and supplemental lighting). Stochasticity in a multi-objective environment 
poses a special set of problems, as a solution that may be Pareto-optimal in one year’s weather 
may not be in another year’s conditions. Llera made a series of runs on the HPCC in which 
robustness of the greenhouse model and controller were tested by addition of noise in various 
amounts to determine in what way and how strongly they affected the outcomes of the system. 
These results were included in his thesis, which he defended in August, 2020. Second, the 
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conditions for optimum growth (or more precisely, to maximize the ultimate economic value of 
the crop produced over the entire season) change during the crop’s growth and development, in 
several phases. That implies that the control strategy should be allowed to change, but not so as 
to optimize instantaneous growth, but rather to maximize the value of the yield over the season. 
These optimal conditions change not only seasonally, but also diurnally, so that different 
conditions are appropriate for different times of day, and also for different climatic conditions 
(photosynthetically active radiation, for example). This dramatically increases the number of 
variables to be optimized on the chromosome. Mr. Llera’s work directly addressed this second 
challenge, and he demonstrated, in work accepted for publication in SSCI, that a significant 
economic and/or environmental advantage can be gained by setting greenhouse control points, 
based on evolutionary optimization, at four or more time periods each day, where these are 
delimited by times of sunrise and sunset, and at two different stages of plant growth, pre-fruiting 
and fruiting. Goodman and Xu continued working with previous members of the Greenhouse 
Research Team on multi-objective optimization algorithms inspired by the problems raised in 
this research, producing several additional publications.   

Kalyanmoy Deb (MSU), Amirpouyan Nejadhashemi (MSU), Niroj Aryal (NCAT), and 
graduate students Proteek Roy and Ian Kropp (MSU) are integrating key water resources, crop 

suitability, and aquatic and human health dimensions in sustainable biofuels feedstock 

production. The overall objective of this project is to design a novel framework that 
incorporates the linkages and feedbacks among land use change due to biofuels feedstock 
production, human health, and aquatic processes using soft computing methods, analytical 
hierarchical process, and optimization techniques. The results will provide quantitative support 
for the establishment of consensus decision-making models that maximize the benefits of 
biofuels feedstock production while minimizing potential negative environmental consequences. 
This project introduces a comprehensive environmental impact assessment of bioenergy crops, 
both in terms of number of environmental indicators and number of bioenergy crop scenarios 
within a regional study area. It will thus provide valuable information to policy makers and 
stakeholders by integrating spatial measures and expert judgments in the form of a GIS-based 
multi-criteria decision system and optimization to guide bioenergy crop selection and placement 
to maximize yield and economic return while minimizing potential negative environmental 
impacts. The team has developed a model to optimize bioenergy feedstock cultivation through 
three objective functions: protection of water, environmental, and economic resources. All three 
objectives have been integrated into one multi-objective optimization function, which optimizes 
all three objectives equally by minimizing each variable. In efforts to demonstrate the power of 
this framework for decision-makers, they have applied bioenergy feedstock crops onto the 
agricultural land of the Honeyoy-Pine watershed. They evaluated the application of 10 bioenergy 
feedstock rotations within each agricultural subbasin on their water, environmental, and 
economic impact. They not only determined the affect bioenergy will have on the renewable 
resource supply within the US, but also on water resources, nutrient resources, wildlife, and 
humans. To generate the most applicable and accurate model possible given our constraints, they 
collected and organized data on crop rotations, carbon footprint, and economics for bioenergy 
feedstocks applicable to the region. Special attention was paid to collect regionally and 
temporally accurate data for the model. The final evaluation was done based on the Pareto front 
generated for the three objectives. They are still working on a manuscript for this project that 
should be submitted by mid-November. 
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Understanding the Evolution of Antibiotic Resistance 

Alita Burmeister and Paul Turner (Yale) are creating an evolutionary application of phage 

to reverse antibiotic resistance. A barrier to the long-term efficacy of antibiotics is the 
evolution of antibiotic resistance. Widespread drug usage in medicine and agriculture imposes 
selection for resistance in bacterial populations, which also interact with other agents of strong 
selection, including lytic phage. This research group recently isolated an Escherichia coli phage, 
U136B, which relies on bacterial surface structures for infection, including both 
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and the major drug efflux protein TolC. Dependence on TolC makes 
phage U136B an excellent candidate for evolutionary therapy, in which phage select for bacteria 
with altered TolC, resulting in restored antibiotic sensitivity. They previously found that 30% of 
U136B-resistant mutants contained such mutations. However, phage U136B also selects for LPS 
mutants, which have unaltered drug resistance. These LPS mutants are a major barrier to the 
effectiveness of phage U136B for restoring antibiotic sensitivity. To address this challenge, the 
team is now evolving phage U136B host range on a panel of LPS variants. The evolved phages 
will then be combined and used as a mixture for selection of resistant hosts. They predict that the 
phage mixture will limit selection for LPS mutant bacteria, slowing the evolution of phage 
resistance while also increasing selection for tolC mutants with increased antibiotic sensitivity. 
The new phage mutants will be of interest to industrial partner Felix Biotechnology, Inc., which 
is poised to raise capital investment and enable animal and human trials to put phage U136B and 
evolution into action. The team has comprehensively completed a screen for phage host-range 
mutants, using 12 independent stocks of wild type phage U136B and more than 30 samples of 
experimentally evolved phage U136B. Among both the wild-type and evolved phages, they 
found no host range mutants capable of infected the knockout bacteria. These results indicate 
that phage U136B host-range expansions related to LPS usage are extremely rare (<10-10). Next 
they employed a different phage (phage 132) to study host range expansion onto LPS mutants. 
Interestingly, they found that different stocks of wild-type phage 132 have different infection 
abilities on the panel of LPS mutants. This result suggests that for phage 132, LPS-related host 
range may be especially evolutionary labile, the opposite observation as for phage U136B. 
Overall, these results indicate that LPS-related evolution may not be an easy target for phage 
U136B to overcome. A major applied goal of this work on phage U136B was to limit the 
evolution of LPS-related mutations. The team has discovered that the LPS-related mutations are 
outcompeted by tolC mutations by the end of a 10-day evolution experiment (Burmeister et al. 
2020, PNAS 117 (21): 11207-11216). Putting these new data together with the above results, it 
seems that the host’s LPS mutations are not limited by phage coevolution, but instead by other 
factors. Indeed, the team's related work shows that the LPS mutants are generally less fit than the 
tolC mutants, with ‘nudges’ evolution away from mutant LPS alleles (Burmeister PNAS 2020). 

Liesl Jeffers-Francis (NCAT), Joseph Graves, Jr. (NCAT), and Paul Turner (Yale) are 
studying phage/metal resistance antagonism in Escherichia coli. The massive failure of 
traditional antibiotics over the 20th century is well known, leading to researchers attempting new 
approaches to controlling multi-drug resistant (MDR) bacteria including ionic and nanoparticle 
metals and phage therapy. However, it is clear that no matter what single approach is deployed 
against bacteria that they can rapidly evolve resistance. Therefore, combination therapies have 
been developed for treatment of pathogenic bacteria and viruses. The key, however, is to find 
combination therapies which are antagonistic, which means that they must result in evolutionary 
trade-offs. One approach was to use a lytic bacteriophage whose receptor was a crucial efflux 
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pump involved in traditional antibiotic resistance in Pseudomonas aeruginosa. The bacteria 
evolved resistance to the phage by reducing expression of the efflux pump, which in turn made it 
more susceptible to the traditional antibiotic. This sort of tradeoff could conceivably represent a 
Wrightian fitness surface with no solution (as adaptations that favor phage resistance come at the 
cost of antibiotic resistance). This team has shown that resistance to silver in E. coli K12 
MG1655 is conferred by mutations in primarily three genes: 1. cusS, a sensory histidine kinase 
that works in conjunction with CusCFBA efflux pump, 2. ompR, which encodes a porin, and 3. 
various rpo’s which encode subunits of RNA polymerase. Iron resistance, on the other hand 
results from more mutations, which also result in major changes in resistance to traditional 
antibiotics as well as changing patterns of gene expression. In addition, silver and iron (II, III) 
resistance are antagonistic to each other. Thus, it would be interesting to know if either metal 
resistance is antagonistic to a lytic phage that targets outer membrane efflux pumps or porins in 
E. coli K12 MG1655. Thus far, the team has created E. coli resistant strains to iron and T7 
bacteriophage, determined the fitness of resistant strains in response to excess iron and 
antibiotics, and identified E. coli genomic changes associated with iron and bacteriophage 
selection. They are currently determining patterns of gene expression for each selected 
population. 

Joseph Graves, Jr. and Jessica Han (both NCAT) are investigating how E. coli survives 

gallium quenching. Considerable evidence shows that bacteria rapidly evolve resistance to a 
variety of antimicrobial substances. There has been an increased usage of metallic antimicrobial 
materials to control pathogenic and multi-drug resistant bacteria, yet there is a corresponding 
need to know if this may lead to genetic adaptations that produce even more dangerous bacterial 
varieties. New theory suggests that antimicrobial substances that disarm bacteria, as opposed to 
killing them may be more evolutionarily robust. This team has used experimental evolution to 
produce strains of Escherichia coli K-12 MG1655 resistant to Gallium Nitrate (Ga3+NO3)9. 
Gallium resistance was evident in populations cultured in medium containing a sublethal 
concentration of gallium by day 10. Furthermore, these populations showed increased resistance 
to ionic silver and iron (III), but not iron (II). There was no increase in antibiotic resistance 
compared to controls. Genomic analysis identified hard selective sweeps of mutations in several 
genes in the gallium (III)-resistant lines including: fecA (iron citrate outer membrane 
transporter), insl1 (IS30 tranposase), one intergenic mutations arsC → / → yhiS; (arsenate 
reductase/pseudogene); and in one pseudogene yedN ←; (iapH/yopM family). Additional 
significant polymorphisms were found at frequencies > 0.500 in fecE and fecB, as well as 
intergenic mutations fepD ← / → entS (iron‑enterobactin transporter subunit/enterobactin 
exporter, iron‑regulated) and yfgF ← / → yfgG (cyclic‑di‑GMP phosphodiesterase, 
anaerobic/uncharacterized protein). The plethora of mutations associated with iron metabolism 
suggest that gallium resistance in E. coli can result from alterations in the iron acquisition 
pathways. In the iron selected populations they have found a clear pattern of difference in gene 
expression between the controls (no excess iron selection) and the Fe-selected replicates. They 
found a similar pattern in the genes associated with cell wall synthesis, metabolism, 
transcription, transport, and transcriptional regulation. These all suggest that important aspects of 
iron metabolism have been altered by Fe selection. The fact that similar mutations occur to 
produce gallium resistance suggests that similar patterns of gene expression might be found in 
the gallium-resistant populations. Laboratory work for this project was disrupted by the COVID-
19 pandemic. Graduate student Anu Odelade has just begun to reinitiate this work. 
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Misty Thomas and Joseph Graves, Jr. (both NCAT) are studying the evolution of silver 

resistance in low gravity. As NASA focuses on strategies for long-term space exploration and 
colonization, they must prioritize effective interventions for maintaining clean potable water. 
Iodine has primarily been used on the International Space Station as an effective antimicrobial 
agent, but more recent reports have indicated the use of silver for future long-term travel. 
Infection of unknown bacteria is not a primary concern, rather it is infections resulting from the 
crew’s normal flora. This team is looking at the influence of microgravity and silver on the 
common human resident; Streptococcus mutans. They are adapting S. mutans to normal gravity, 
microgravity, and to microgravity and silver for 100-days in a High Aspect Rotating Vessel 
(HARV). These adapted populations will then undergo whole genome resequencing and 
phenotypic analysis via MIC assays to assess any changes in virulence associated with 
adaptation to microgravity and co-adaptation to microgravity and silver. This work will shed 
light on the consequences of adaptation of microbes to microgravity and using silver to filter 
potable water on the host microbiome. These studies will show how quickly, and by what genetic 
mechanisms, S. mutans may evolve resistance to levels of silver presently used as a biocide for 
potable water on the ISS and will also help in the potential development of treatments to combat 
the dental issues that may arise in space due to this human symbiont. The team initiated 
experimental evolution (EE) studies to adapt S. mutans first to normal gravity (NG) and then to 
microgravity (MG). Upon completion of the 100-day EE study, the team sequenced the 3-week, 
6-week, 9-week and 100-day populations in addition to assessing virulence in the hallmark 
populations using adhesion assays, acid tolerance assays, and MICs for antibiotic resistance. 
They found that there were no mutations that were both specific and maintained in the MG 
populations when compared to NG. Additionally, in planktonic cultures, MG had no effect on 
adhesion nor on antibiotic susceptibility, although did show a decrease in acid tolerance. In 
addition, they have begun RNAseq analysis of these cultures. In October of 2020, they began the 
second phase of EE studies to assess the co-evolution of S. mutans under MG and MGAg. 

 
Development of Evolutionary Computation Methods 

Stephen Kelly, Wolfgang Banzhaf, and Cedric Gondro (all MSU) are working on genetic 

programming for genomic prediction in the presence of epistatic effects. Genomic prediction 
is the problem of predicting an organism’s phenotypic traits from DNA markers, primarily single 
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP). The task is particularly challenging because of the large input 
space (many thousands of DNA markers) and the presence of gene interactions, or epistatic 
effects, which imply that the relationship between the genome and phenotype may be complex 
and non-linear. The team hypothesizes that evolutionary model building with genetic 
programming is well suited to meet these challenges, and they are developing a framework and 
experimental methodology to test this hypothesis. This research has a range of potential 
applications that directly benefit society. In agriculture, genomics is a linchpin of genetic 
progress which is key to successfully feeding an ever-growing human population. In human 
medicine, building predictors for genetically based diseases could allow for early intervention 
and better patient outcomes. Automatic feature selection has been identified as an important 
factor in mitigating the curse of dimensionality associated with the large number of inputs (DNA 
markers). Furthermore, the presence of gene interactions, or epistatic effects, implies that the 
relationship between DNA markers and traits may be complex and non-linear. These challenges 
are well suited to methods of evolutionary model building such as Genetic Programming (GP), 
which is unique in its capacity for performing automated feature selection while simultaneously 
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building predictive models (i.e. computer programs) capable of representing complex non-linear 
relationships in input data. As such, the objective of this research is to investigate GP in a dual-
purpose role: discover which DNA markers are important features for predicting phenotype and 
building programs capable of predicting phenotype from markers. The team's first step in 
addressing this problem was to extend the Tangle Program Graph (TPG) algorithm to support 
continuous-valued output, which is required for genomic prediction. Next, they considered a 
simplified version of the genomic prediction problem in which we assume that the most effective 
SNPs are known in advance. In this case TPG yielded prediction results on par with the state-of-
the-art.  However, without this simplification the best evolved programs fit well to the training 
data but are unable to generalize. Partitioning the training data into minibatches resulted in less 
over-fitting but results are not yet on par with current statistical methods for genomic prediction. 
The team is currently focusing on methods of exploiting the hierarchical structure of programs in 
TPG to incrementally decompose and search the large feature space (~50k SNPs). Finally, 
current research into epistatic effects has progressed with a paper on forward-time epistasis 
simulation in the R language. By adjusting heritability parameters, the library can generate 
epistatic effects on the genotype to phenotype mappings. This will be a valuable tool in the final 
phase of this project when considering epistatic effects. 

Wolfgang Banzhaf (MSU), postdoc Stephen Kelly (MSU), Risto Miikkulainen (UT), and 
Santiago Gonzalez (UT graduate student) are evolving loss functions and dynamic training 

strategies for neural networks. Deep Learning Networks have become increasingly complex 
because such complexity improves performance. Because it is now too difficult to design them 
by hand, metalearning techniques have been developed to design them automatically 
optimization. Loss function optimization and dynamic training strategies is a new direction in 
metalearning. Preliminary work shows that it is possible using evolutionary computing. In this 
stream of research, the team first developed an approach, GLO, where loss functions were 
represented as graphs and optimized through genetic programming followed by CMA-ES 
optimization of the coefficients. A most fascinating finding was that the best functions, such as 
"Baikal loss" were not monotonically decreasing as the outputs became closer to the targets, but 
actually penalized networks with extremely accurate correct outputs. This behavior keeps the 
network from overfitting, and results in a form of regularization, improving its performance over 
e.g. the traditional cross-entropy loss function. In subsequent work, called TaylorGLO, the tree 
representation was replaced by third-degree Taylor expansion, which was more stable and made 
it possible to optimize the functions in one step.  The approach was shown to improve 
performance across architectures and tasks, and especially with little training data, and against 
adversarial examples. Most recently, TaylorGLO was analyzed theoretically, characterizing the 
fitting and regularization processes, and leading to an invariant that can be used to make the 
search process more efficient. 

Risto Miikkulainen and graduate student Kaitlin Maile (UT) are examining evolutionary 

optimization of complex neural models. This project aims at optimizing computational models 
of brain activity using evolutionary computation. Such models, including the popular Wong-
Wang model, map the functional connectivity (FC), which is the correlation of dynamic neural 
activity over space between regions, to the structural connectivity (SC), which is the strength of 
anatomical circuitry between regions. Previous work focused on optimizing a single gain 
parameter to fit the model to the data. In a series of experiments, Miikkulainen and Maile first 
showed that optimizing 20 parameters at once, through CMA-ES, led to a much better fit. 
Second, evolving those parameters separately for the seven main resting-state networks 
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improved the fit significantly. Third, using a moments approximation of the model made it 
possible to run the model much faster, and optimize the parameters to all 100+ subjects and all 
360 regions separately, again improving the fit significantly, suggesting that the fit is good 
enough to map to behavioral metrics such as intelligence and pathologies. Current work focuses 
on a hierarchical approach to expand the granularity of optimization further. 

 

2b. Progress towards metrics listed above. 

 
Integrative Research Goals 
1. New research collaborations and proposals 

• Over BEACON's 10 years as an STC, nearly 350 new research projects were supported. 
• 201 publications submitted this reporting period, of which about 20% are reported as 

multidisciplinary and 28% can be categorized as multi-institutional. It should be noted that 
we used a new reporting form this year and asked for a voluntary notation indicating whether 
the publication fell into these categories, rather than providing a checkbox. We believe this 
number is severely underreported as a result. 

 
2. New paradigms for research in organic and digital domains  

• Number of new sessions at scientific meetings or scientific meetings hosted at BEACON: 
None to report, although discussions are underway for creating a new scientific meeting in 
the post-STC era.  

• Number of new journals and societies: None to report, although discussions are underway 
for creating a new scientific society in the post-STC era. 

• New or increased funding for biocomputational research: so far in this reporting period, 
BEACON researchers have submitted at least 53 proposals, and >$12M in external funding 
has been granted. 

 
3. Increase in publications related to evolution in action  

• Number of publications: 201 publications submitted by BEACONites to date in the current 
reporting period  

• High visibility science journalism about BEACON research: Since our previous annual 
report, there have been 3 university press releases about BEACON research. At least 8 
features on BEACON research appeared in the mainstream and online media in this period. 
Activity in this area slowed down dramatically this year as a result of the coronavirus 
pandemic. 

 

4. Development and dissemination of new curricula and resources to train 

multidisciplinary scientists  

• The Avida-ED application has been accessed 12,070 times over the past year. 
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• About 2,000 visits to BEACON website monthly, where all resources are linked 
 

Ethical Research Goal 
1. Responsible Conduct of Research (RCR) training and scientific norms/virtues 

• Robert Pennock and Michael O’Rourke run the Scientific Virtues project, supported by 
BEACON. This year, they offered 3 workshops at BEACON events, and had 42 participants. 

• The very multi-disciplinary regular Friday meetings have been going on continuously since 
October 29, 2010. 19 seminars have been offered so far in the current reporting period.  
 

Research Output Goals 

1. Original research by BEACON members on evolution in action will be prominent in the 

evolution literature 

• Number of publications submitted: 201 reported to BEACON (goal is 150 per reporting 
period) 

• Conference presentations: 138 reported (goal is 150) 
• Grant proposals submitted: 53 submitted (goal is 40) 
• Our original goal was 150 publications, 150 conference presentations, and 40 grant proposals 

submitted per year in the first two years. These goals were not met in 2011 – likely due to 
underreporting by BEACON members – but have been met annually since then. Our original 
goal was to increase these numbers by 50% by October 2015, which was achieved for 
conference presentations and grant proposals, and nearly achieved for publications. Our 
current goal for phase 2 of BEACON funding is to double the original numbers: 300 
publications, 300 conference presentations, and 80 grant proposals submitted per year, by 
October 2020. The primary barrier to achieving this goal appears to be not a lack of 
productivity but a lack of reporting by BEACONites, as members are admitting to “reporting 
fatigue.” 

 

2. BEACON research output will be perceived as making an important contribution to the 

literature  

• Seventh External Advisory Committee meeting was held August 2018. 
• Feedback from last External Advisory Committee meeting was very positive (reported in 

2018 Annual Report). 
• We did not solicit feedback from the External Advisory Committee for the final years of STC 

funding. 

 

2c. Research plans for the next reporting period. 

This is the final reporting period. We will use the one year no-cost extension to finish up the 
projects that are currently underway. 
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III. EDUCATION 
 

1a. Overall Education Goals  
BEACON’s Education, Human Resources, and Diversity (EHRD) overarching goal is to 

integrate cutting-edge, multidisciplinary research, education, and outreach across the Center that 
will advance innovative training, increase the diversity of the Center and scientific workforce, 
and promote greater understanding of evolution and the nature of science throughout public 
education. We are approaching this goal in two ways: by educating a diverse new generation of 
interdisciplinary scientists and engineers and by advancing K-16 programs that address the 
pressing national need to bolster U.S. pre-eminence in science and technology by educating 
people about the importance of understanding, managing, and harnessing biological and 
computational evolutionary processes.  

Science education reform recognizes that students learn better when information is organized 
around major unifying concepts (National Research Council, 2012), and all recent science 
education reform places evolution as a core idea within the biological sciences (Brewer and 
Smith, 2011; College Board, 2011). Across all BEACON, our educational projects aim to use 
BEACON research to demonstrate evolution in action, revealing the power of evolution, 
showing that (1) evolution is a historical AND ongoing dynamic process; (2) evolutionary 
biology is a good example of how science works; and (3) evolutionary processes can help us 
solve complex biological and engineering problems. 

 

1b. Performance and management indicators/metrics 
In this table we summarize our optimal outcomes and metrics from our Strategic 

Implementation Plan, and briefly note our progress towards these goals. For more details on 
progress, please see section 2e. 

 
Education Goals 

GOAL METRICS PROGRESS 

Multidisciplinary Ph.D. 
graduates and post-docs 
placed in faculty positions at 
rates approaching averages 
across engineering, computer 
science, and biology 

Fraction of BEACON 
graduate students and post-
docs receiving offers of 
faculty positions  

Among BEACON’s alumni 
to date: 22/145 (15%) PhDs 
and 20/39 (51%) postdocs are 
now in faculty positions. 75 
(52%) of BEACON PhD 
graduates went on to 
postdoctoral positions. 

Increased public literacy in 
evolution and the nature of 
science 

Development of educational 
materials 

Testing, presentation, and 
publication of educational 
materials. Evaluation 
instruments are being used to 
assess effectiveness. 
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Adoption of materials by 
teachers; frequency of public 
use of online materials and 
visits to museum exhibits 

Cross-institutional 
dissemination of materials is 
underway. 

Increased interest in STEM 
careers in both academia and 
industry 

The creation of programs that 
provide for the sustainability 
of students interested in 
STEM 

Programs like the Luminaries 
Scholars and URA program 
at KBS assist in these areas. 

Communication of the 
diversity of careers associated 
with STEM disciplines 

Participation in diverse 
careers workshops and 
tracking our own students. 

 
 

1c. Problems encountered in making progress towards goals 
Internal education activities: Our graduate training courses create unique inter-institutional 

challenges such as different academic calendars (for example UW is on a quarter system whereas 
MSU is on a semester system) and institutional changes have resulted in departmental-level 
changes in faculty. During the Spring 2020 semester we were able to offer Research Methods, 
however, we were unable to offer Computational Science for Evolutionary Biologists CSE 801 
during the Fall 2019. The establishment of the new CMSE department at MSU now provides a 
broad range of computational biology courses (e.g CMSE 801 Introduction to Computational 
Modeling; CMSE802 Methods of Computational Modeling), and BEACON graduate students 
are encouraged to consider these as an alternative. BEACON leadership is also working with the 
Evolution, Ecology, and Behavior program at MSU to facilitate additional courses that combine 
computational and evolutionary science. 

External education activities: Our goals moving forward include continuing to bring 
BEACON research to new audiences. The current COVID-19 pandemic makes these efforts a 
challenge, but we are exploring options for creating virtual opportunities.  

 
2a. Internal Education Activities 
 
Activity Name Interdisciplinary Graduate Education 

Led by Louise Mead, Mike Wiser, and Wolfgang Banzhaf (MSU) 
Intended Audience Beginning graduate students 
Approximate # of attendees ~10-15 per year 

 
BEACON continues to offer a series of courses specifically designed to train graduate 

students across disciplines. Currently, courses include Evolutionary Biology for non-Life 
Scientists (ZOL 890) taught by Dr. Mike Wiser; and Multidisciplinary Approaches to the Study 
of Evolution (CSE 891, Spring) taught by Wolfgang Banzhaf.  
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Evolutionary Biology for Non-Life Scientists: ZOL 890-60x is available to incoming 
graduate students. The learning goals of the class are for students to: (1) understand key concepts 
of evolutionary biology; (2) relate evolutionary concepts to patterns of biological diversity; (2) 
be able to construct and test evolutionary hypotheses; (3) be excited about evolutionary biology; 
(4) be able to explain evolutionary biology to non-scientists; (5) recognize what they do not 
know about evolutionary biology and develop strategies to complete their knowledge.  

Multidisciplinary Approaches to the Study of Evolution: The course provides an 
introduction to engaging in multidisciplinary research collaborations involving biologists, 
computer scientists, and engineers by addressing fundamental questions about the dynamics of 
actively evolving systems (both biological and computational). Students work on these projects 
in multidisciplinary and multi-institutional teams when possible, with guidance to help them 
develop an understanding of the nature and challenges of such collaborative endeavors and how 
to overcome discipline-specific language and conceptual issues. Drs. Wolfgang Banzhaf and 
Christoph Adami currently instruct the course. In Spring 2020, nine students were enrolled in the 
class and another three audited the class. 

 
Activity Name BEACON URA Field Experience at Kellogg Biological 

Station 

Led by Kay Gross (MSU), Gregory Goins and Joseph L. Graves 
Jr. (NCAT) 

Intended Audience Undergraduate Students 
Approximate # of attendees ~ 

BEACON funding has been used to support students (primarily MSU) in an Undergraduate 
Research Apprentice (URA) program that is designed to provide students an integrated research 
and educational experience that increases their understanding of evolution and the nature of 
scientific research and introduces them to career opportunities in STEM. URAs gain research 
experience working as a research assistant with a graduate student or postdoctoral mentor, by 
taking field-based courses at KBS that include research and field experiences (tuition funded 
separately), participating in laboratory meetings of their mentor, and participating in professional 
development activities and seminars at KBS. The professional development program is aimed at 
providing students with information on the diversity of career opportunities in STEM, the 
training and preparation needed to pursue these careers, as well as how to prepare applications 
for these positions, and how to present their research to different audiences and venues. Students 
gain experience in communicating their research experiences by presenting a poster at the KBS 
Undergraduate Symposium. They are strongly encouraged to participate in UURAAF 
(University Undergraduate Research and Arts Forum) at MSU and we encourage mentors to 
work with URAs to present their research at regional and national meetings (including the 
BEACON All Scientist meeting). Funding for the URAs and graduate student mentors is 
available to offset travel to and registration at national meetings. Mentors are also encouraged to 
include URAs on research publications as appropriate and a session on ‘Authorship’ is included 
in the professional development program.  

Funding from BEACON for 2020 would have been supplemented by KBS funds to support 
four URAs to work on BEACON related projects. Unfortunately, concerns about and limitations 
imposed by MSU as a result of concerns about COVID-19 prevented us from offering this 
program. Students were notified (April 2020) in time for most of them to find alternative 
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positions and opportunities for the summer. Contact with these students has been maintained. 
Students were invited to participate in a virtual professional development program organized in 
2020 (none were able to do so). The hope is to be able to offer an on-site/in-person URA (and 
other research) program(s) at KBS in summer 2021 and we are in contact with the students 
recruited for 2020 to see if they can/will be able to participate in 2021. KBS will be hiring a new 
Academic Programs Coordinator (part-time, temporary) in November 2020 who will oversee the 
recruitment, selection, and mentor training for the 2021 program. BEACON-supported students 
will have priority for these positions.  

 
Activity Name Taking the CURE: a BEACON legacy 

Led by Scott Freeman (UW), Ben Kerr (UW), Katie Dickinson 
(UW), Alita Burmeister (Yale), Paul Turner (Yale),  
Joseph Graves (NC A&T) 

Intended Audience Undergraduates 
Approximate # of attendees ~100 

The UW CURE team in collaboration with Alita Burmesiter at Yale aimed to build a new 
labs in an existing upper-division UW course on experimental evolution to: (1) providing 
students who complete the introductory CURE to continue their work and to pursue more in-
depth research, and (2) serving as a test-bed for new directions in the CURE sequence. Lastly, 
the project team planned to connect to discuss ways to import their research into the UW CURE 
experience as well as export components of our sequence to other schools. Specifically, they 
were interested in potentially incorporating BEACON-inspired research from Paul Turner and 
Alita Burmeister (working on collateral effects between antibiotics and phage) and Joe Graves 
(pursuing collateral effects with regards to nanoparticle metal resistance). 

In February 2020, the group met to brainstorm about our project goals and future directions. 
The conversation focused on assessment, funding opportunities, and potential student cross-
university collaboration. They also discussed the CURE Alita was running at Yale and potential 
future directions for the science of UW CURE. Unfortunately, in March 2020, the University of 
Washington decided to not go forward with the CURE in their introductory biology series. This 
decision dramatically impacted the work proposed with this project. However, since that point, 
the team has continued to make progress on the following: 

● Burmeister and Dickinson collaborated on a manuscript discussing CUREs in the time of 
COVID-19 (Burmeister et al. CUREs During and Beyond COVID-19. Preprints.org and 
in review. doi:10.20944/preprints202009.0587.v1) 

● Freeman and Dickinson are currently working on submitting two manuscripts related to 
the CURE project, expected to be submitted for review this autumn.  

● Freeman and Dickinson are currently working on submitting an NSF- IUSE grant to fund 
the CURE independent of the Intro Biology Series classes at UW. This CURE would be 
based on the curriculum we developed through funding from BEACON and HHMI and 
would be specifically targeting recruitment and retention of BIPOC students into STEM. 
This proposed grant is in collaboration with Seattle Central Community College and UW-
Tacoma. They plan to have continued engagement with our BEACON collaborators as 
remote science mentors and advisors.  
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2b. Professional development activities 
 

Activity Name A Virtue-based Approach to RCR Training 

Led by Robert Pennock, Michael O’Rourke, Chet McCleskey 
(MSU) 

Intended Audience Undergraduates, Graduates, Faculty 
Approximate # of attendees ~100 

BEACON’s Ethics Goal, as articulated in the Strategic Implementation Plan, is to “practice 
and promote ethical and responsible research by implementing cross-disciplinary and multi-
institutional ethics programs that will inform and guide all participants of the Center.” The 
strategic plan had also identified a barrier to this goal, noting, “We anticipate difficulties 
ensuring compliance with RCR (responsible conduct of research) training, as students and 
researchers may find the training requirements burdensome.” Pennock and his team continue to 
develop and offer virtue-based RCR modules at our annual Congress, helping grad students and 
post-docs fulfill their RCR requirements.  

 
Activity Name WAVES Workshop 

Led by Charles Ofria, Rob Pennock (MSU) 
Intended Audience Undergraduates, Graduates 
Approximate # of attendees 17 

 
In the summer of 2020, BEACON offered a virtual ten-week fully online workshop entitled 

Workshop for Avida-ED Software Development (WAVES). This workshop was organized in 
conjunction with the Avida-ED project. Each WAVES workshop participant collaborated with 
an assigned mentor on a software development project related to Avida-ED or the underlying 
scientific software tools that power it. There were 17 paid participants and eight of them were 
from underrepresented groups. A majority of the participants — 13 out of 17 (76%) — were 
members of an underrepresented group in computer science. The workshop focused heavily on 
professional development for both the participants and the mentors. 

 

2c. External education activities  
Across our consortium, BEACONites are engaged in education and outreach efforts, both 

formally through the development and testing of novel tools, lessons, and curriculum, as well as 
more informal efforts through participation in community and public outreach events. In all cases 
we aim to provide participants with an experience of evolution in action – showing them that 
evolution is an ongoing process happening now, that evolution can help us solve complex 
problems, and that evolutionary science is a good example of how science works. As our 
available funding begins to decrease we are working with external groups to facilitate continued 
implementation of these projects. 

 
Activity Name BEACON TEACHERs Researching EVOLUTION 

(TEACHER REVOLUTION) – National 

Led by Louise Mead and Kara Haas (MSU) 
Intended Audience K-12 Educators 
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Approximate # of attendees 11 

In February 2020, Mead and Haas brought eleven of the teachers who participated in 
BEACON TEACHER REVOLUTION in 2018 and 2019 together for Evolution Weekend at 
Kellogg Biological Station. Teachers were asked to share an overview of their experience as 
summer researchers and how the experience impacted their understanding of the nature and 
practice of science. In all cases, teachers reported a broadening of their understanding of science 
and some were able to integrate the experience (and more importantly) the research into their 
classes. Teachers also worked with science education specialists, learning new activities for 
teaching evolution. Teachers also engaged in a discussion of the literature on evolution 
education, which started with Dobzhansky’s often cited 1973 paper ‘Nothing in Biology Makes 
Sense Except in the Light of Evolution’ published in The American Biology Teacher.  
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Activity Name Diversifying selection pressures in an experimental 

evolution teaching lab to target a broader range of 

students 

Led by Maitreya Dunham (UW), R. Hickey, Paul Rowley (UI), 
Bryce Taylor (UW) 

Intended Audience High school students 
Approximate # of attendees 100s expected 

The goal for this project was to develop yEvo for further dissemination. Early protocols 
focused on selecting for azole resistance. Students’ experiments contributed to a larger research 
trajectory identifying resistance mechanisms that may inform clinical pathogen sequencing and 
treatment. As the team presented this program at teacher conferences and networking events, 
they received requests for protocols based on alternative selection experiments that could address 
food science or biotech applications of yeast. Meeting this request would both improve the 
appeal of this program for teachers and allow us to tackle additional research questions. To reach 
more classrooms, they worked to: 

● Develop program infrastructure to improve user experience for teachers and students. 
● Explore new selection pressures relevant to the interests of our target audience. 
During the past year, new lesson plans and experimental modules for classrooms were 

developed and the BEACON team hosted a workshop, which allowed 4 new teachers in the 
Seattle area to join the project. The Rowley lab refined experimental protocols and implemented 
with 3 additional teachers in Idaho. The Dunham lab developed protocols based on several new 
selection pressures including (1) growth in media that contained a biofuel feedstock (wood 
hydrolysate) as its sole carbon source and (2) a medium that contained caffeine, which inhibits a 
conserved nutrient sensing pathway. The biofuel feedstock protocol received positive reviews 
from students in a biotech course and the team hopes to disseminate this framework to additional 
biotech classrooms when in-person instruction in the Seattle area resumes. Undergraduate 
Margaux Walson carried out whole-genome sequencing and a range of phenotyping experiments 
to identify adaptive mutations. She gave a presentation on these findings to involved students 
and at a conference. 

In Summer of 2020 the team beta-tested a home evolution kit using caffeine as a selection 
pressure and is working with one teacher during the fall to implement the lab. Sequencing of 
clones from our preliminary experience identified mutations directly related to the mechanism of 
action of caffeine. This finding suggests that our protocols are robust enough to replicate 
literature findings. The team looks forward to analyzing a larger dataset once the students are 
able to carry out their own investigations. In addition, the team continued work proposed in the 
2018 yEvo BEACON grant. One highlight is that the students’ data implicate a new gene (CSF1) 
and a new cellular module (mRNA degradation in processing bodies) as playing a role in azole 
resistance. This information expands understanding of the biology of azole resistance and 
demonstrates the utility of the data generated by students.  

 
Activity Name Engaging Ecuadorian Educators in Evolutionary 

Emblematic Ecosystems 

Led by Brant Miller (UI), Christine Parent (UI), John Phillips 
(UI), Alexa Warwick (MSU) 
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Intended Audience K12 
Approximate # of attendees 48 

Scientists frequently conduct research in field locations but too often collect data and leave 
without significant engagement with local communities to emphasize the broader scientific 
impacts and why a specific ecosystem is important to research. To address this deficiency, this 
team worked with Ecuadorian students in the Galápagos Islands where our research group 
conducts evolutionary studies on the adaptive radiation of land snails. To expand K–12 
opportunities on the Galápagos Islands, the team has leveraged 20 years of evolutionary 
research, primarily on endemic land snails, to develop a place-based learning program in 
collaboration with local educators, working with students at the Unidad Educativa Tomás de 
Berlanga (hereafter UETdB) in Bellavista (Scalesia Foundation, Santa Cruz Island). Students 
were introduced to basic approaches to scientific inquiry, evolutionary principles, the 
implications of biodiversity in conservation efforts, and field-based sampling methods. They 
worked with ~75 students aged 9–11 years, split into three groups of 20–25 (hereafter 
‘subgroups’), each led by one of our team members and two local teachers from UETdB, who 
were able to utilize this experience as a professional development activity to integrate key 
components of evolution and ecology into their own classrooms. Programming encompassed 
three days (Table 2), from 8am–1pm, to help students gain familiarity with evolutionary research 
within the Galápagos Islands. Throughout the day they incorporated ‘brain breaks’ and physical 
activity in between the structured science activities. Importantly, a significant broader impact of 
our educational plan was to demystify evolutionary concepts for students who have had limited 
academic exposure to these critical biological ideas and provide the tools to use these principles 
in their future lives and careers.  

This outreach centered on scientific inquiry and empirical tests of the scientific method while 
emphasizing the importance of biodiversity of the archipelago. Of the 41 students who 
completed the post-assessment, 88% agreed or strongly agreed that they liked science and 56% 
said that they wanted to be a scientist. About half of the students (52%) agreed or strongly agreed 
that different organisms can have the same common ancestor and just under half (45%) said they 
could explain how natural selection worked. In addition, students learned more about the 
importance of the Galápagos in conducting scientific research, as 71% responded to the post-
assessment question #6: “Why do you think the Galápagos attracts so many scientists?” by 
mentioning unique plants and animals found there. For example, one student wrote “Hay 
especies endémicas, cual significa, que están ubicadas en un solo lugar en el mundo, en este caso 
Galápagos” (There are endemic species, which means that they are located in only one place in 
the world, in this case Galápagos). When asked what the most interesting thing they learned was 
(question #7), 76% mentioned snails, suggesting their experience investigating their own snail 
questions was impactful. One student wrote “De trabajar en grupo y sobre los caracoles” 
(working in groups and about the snails). 

 

2d. Integrating research and education 
Across our entire consortium, our programs seek to integrate research and education, both by 

bringing current BEACON research exemplifying Evolution in Action to a variety of audiences, 
as well as applying education research methods to studying the efficacy of our materials where 
appropriate. Perhaps most notably, our graduate students regularly publish and present their work 
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work on BEACON education projects (Publications: Royer and Schultheis, 2014; Lark et al., 
2014; Weigel et al., 2014; Tran et al., 2014; Suwa and Williamson, 2014; Schultheis and Kjelvik, 
2015; Burmeister and Smith, 2016; Smith et al. 2016, Kohn et al 2018. Presentations: deLima 
2017, Kohn et al 2018, Wiser et al. 2018). BEACON members also routinely bring their research 
to general public audiences, through programs such as Darwin Discovery Day at Michigan State 
University, participation in the Darwin Day Roadshow, as well as science nights at local schools, 
and national venues like the US Science and Engineering Festival. Our Education and Outreach 
activities, distributed across different audiences, are listed below.  

 
Audience People in attendance Number of events 

K-12 students and teachers 10-50 14 
General public 50-1000s 10 
Undergraduates 50-150 5 
Faculty and graduate students 30 14 
Conference attendees 100s 114 

 
Tri-Society Outreach. Historically BEACON collaborated with the National Evolutionary 

Synthesis Center (NESCent) to organize education and outreach at a national level. When 
NESCent funding came to an end, BEACON was provided with an opportunity: team up with the 
Society for the Study of Evolution, the American Society of Naturalists, and the Society of 
Systematic Biology, allowing many of these national programs to continue.  

Through these collaborations, BEACON co-sponsored the Evolution Symposium at the 
National Association of Biology Teachers annual professional development conference held in 
Chicago, IL November 2019. In the first part, Dr. Megan Pifer-Rixley (Monmouth University) 
presented on her research. In the second part, the Data Nuggets team, and Chelsea Barreto, a 
high school teacher from New Jersey and part of the BEACON RET program, presented a 
workshop featuring a new Data Nugget based on research carried out by Chelsea during 2019 
and a colleague Carleigh Engstrom during 2018. Approximately 25 attendees for the science talk 
and 25 attendees for the workshop.  

BEACON also works with the Society for the Study of Evolution to run the 
Undergraduate Diversity at Evolution program that brings 20-22 undergraduate students to the 
Evolution meeting. Unfortunately, due to COVID-19, the Evolution meeting was cancelled and 
the program was not offered.  

 
BEACON and Beyond:  

A number of our faculty and graduate students are also involved in evolution education 

research efforts, many of these projects are now externally funded following an initial 
investment by BEACON. Drs. Ben Kerr and Scott Freeman, and graduate student Katie 
Dickinson (UW) continue with development of an experimental evolution lab for large 
undergraduate biology courses and are now focused on identifying potential barriers for 
underrepresented minority students in particular.  

Drs. Mead, Pennock, Smith, continued to offer Avida-ED Instructor Training workshops, 
moving the workshop online during the summer 2020. The project is also funded by an NSF 
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IUSE grant Active LENS: Learning Evolution and the Nature of Science using Evolution in 

Action.  

 
2e. Progress towards metrics described above  
1. Multidisciplinary Ph.D. graduates and postdocs placed in faculty positions at rates 

approaching averages across engineering, computer science, and biology. 

To date, 222 BEACONites have reported receiving a graduate degree or completing a 
postdoc, and their placements are summarized in the table below. 

 
 

 Masters PhD Postdoc 

Graduate School 9 (24%) 1 (1%)  
Postdoc  75 (52%) 8 (21%) 
Faculty Position 1 (3%) 22 (15%) 20 (51%) 
Industry 15 (39%) 30 (21%) 10 (26%) 
Government 2 (5%) 4 (3%) 1 (3%) 
K-12 Education 3 (8%) 3 (2%)  
Unknown 8 (21%) 10 (7%)  
Total # graduates 38 145 39 

 

2. Increased public literacy in evolution and the nature of science 

Numerous outreach events have given us an opportunity to share Evolution in Action 
research and educational materials across a wide array of audiences over the past year, despite 
limitations created by COVID-19. BEACON students and faculty continue to participate in 
numerous workshops and presentations, bringing our evolution education materials to 
classrooms across the country. 
3. Increased interest in STEM careers 

We continue to send scientists to classrooms and promote Skype a Scientist. Undergraduate 
research experiences offered at Kellogg Biological Station provide an opportunity for students 
from underrepresented groups to gain training in research.  

 

2f. Educational plans for next reporting period 
We are currently in a no-cost extension and plan to complete current educational project as 

the COVID-19 requirements allow. We are hopeful that these projects will be allowed to move 
forward in the coming year. We will continue to collaborate with the Society for the Study of 
Evolution in support of the Undergraduate Diversity at Evolution (UDE) program and are 
working on a proposal to be submitted to NSF in collaboration with SSE and Society for 
Systematic Biology and American Society of Naturalists that will expand upon the successes of 
the UDE program. 
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IV. KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER 
 

1a. Overall knowledge transfer goals  

BEACON’s Knowledge Transfer goal is to develop and practice effective mechanisms and 
pathways to facilitate intellectual exchanges among BEACON partners and industry that will 
support the sharing of knowledge and application of new technology. Based on its interactions 
with industry during its early operation, BEACON revised its approach to knowledge transfer to 
concentrate on collaborative relationships with individual companies rather than to work with an 
industrial consortium, as companies have found it burdensome to navigate their respective 
organizational bureaucracies to join a consortium. Instead, it is mutually beneficial and more 
resource-efficient to BEACON and to the companies to work directly with BEACON 
participants. 

 

1b. Goals, metrics, and progress 

For each of the KT goals/objectives, we have concrete metrics for assessing our success. In 
the table below, we summarize the optimal outcomes from our Strategic Implementation Plan, 
the metrics to measure progress, and our progress to date. We report on our progress in greater 
detail in Section 2c. 

 
  Knowledge Transfer Goals 

GOAL METRICS PROGRESS 

New collaborative research 
with industry partners 

The number of external 
industry/government 
laboratory collaborations with 
BEACON through its 
member universities 

In addition to working with 
existing industrial 
collaborators, this past year, 
BEACON has added several 
additional industrial 
collaborators.  

Number of joint grant 
proposals submitted with 
industrial partners 

At least 5 collaborative 
proposals related to industrial 
collaboration have been 
submitted. 

Number of publications 
submitted that arise from 
industry-provided challenge 
problems and data 

At least 5 in the current 
reporting period  

Receiving industry-provided 
challenge problems and data 
with feedback 

Number of instances that 
challenge problems, data, and 
feedback are received  

At least 10 companies are 
providing challenge problems 
and feedback. 

Spinoffs formed Number of spinoffs formed 3 
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1c. Problems encountered and resultant changes 

No significant problems encountered in this reporting period. The changes made to the 
Strategic Plan in previous years have worked well with our activities. 

 

2a. Organizations with which knowledge transfer occurs and the frequency 
and types of interactions  

Aerospace Corporation: Betty Cheng (CSE) has completed NDA and MOU agreements 
and initiated discussions into collaborative research relating to assured autonomy (i.e., systems 
that include AI/machine learning (ML) elements). The target autonomous systems include 
satellite-based systems, as well as systems onboard the International Space Station. 

Siemens: BEACON investigators Ron Averill (MSU-ME), Alejandro Diaz (M.E.), 
Kalyanmoy Deb (MSU-ECE) and Erik Goodman (MSU-ECE) were collaborators on a proposal 
to DARPA’s 16-39-TRADES-PA-008 solicitation, entitled “UHD-SoS: Enabling Design of Ultra 
High Definition Structure of Structure,” which was funded in 2017 with Siemens as the prime 
contractor. The MSU subcontract portion of the work is to create algorithms to allow 
simultaneous design of the microstructure (for example, lattices or structures of a variety of 
composite materials) and the macrostructure (to be fabricated from the microstructured 
materials), which requires sophisticated multi-level optimization. The total budget is $4.8 million 
over 4 years, and MSU’s portion is $600,000. 

Ford-MSU Alliance Framework: Members from MSU College of Engineering and 
Business Connect worked with Ford research members to establish this new alliance between 
MSU and Ford. A key benefit of this alliance is facilitated access between MSU faculty and Ford 
researchers and engineers to work on collaborative research. At the end of 2016, Betty Cheng (as 
a member of BEACON at MSU) collaborated with colleagues from Criminal Justice to propose 
another project to Ford, as part of the MSU-Ford Alliance, working with a Ford cybersecurity 
manager. This project targeted the area of cybersecurity for automotive systems. This funded 
multidisciplinary project integrates the social aspects of crime with technological approaches to 
develop techniques to prevent and detect cybersecurity threats. Cheng will leverage the use of 
evolutionary computing techniques to explore cybersecurity threats, with particular attention 
focused on those threat surfaces and threats that are most at risk, based on the analysis of social 
media forums and dark web data. Since early 2017, Cheng and her collaborators from Criminal 
Justice are actively working with Ford in assessing both the technical threats and the information 
posted on social media regarding automotive cybersecurity threats.  

Through 2019-2020, the project is continuing as more information is collected from the 
literature and relevant websites are mined for discussions regarding cybercrime relating to 
automotive systems. To date, socially-aware prevention strategies have been identified and used 
to define a situational crime prevention (SCP) framework; a repository has been created to 
archive these prevention strategies. This SCP repository contains both state of the practice and 
state of the art techniques.  

ZF-TRW: After two rounds of reviews and a selection process within the College of 
Engineering at Michigan State University, Betty Cheng’s proposal on developing a model-based 
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framework to support the design and analysis of autonomous features to handle cybersecurity 
threats for automotive systems was selected for funding. The kickoff meeting and funding award 
for this project was held in October 2017. Participants at the kickoff included Vice President of 
Engineering & North America Applications, Director of Global Safety and Security, Senior 
Communications Manager, and Senior Technical Specialist.  

During 2019, the project made good progress towards its initial research goals and even 
exceeded our knowledge transfer goals. Preliminary results for the project yielded a template for 
describing security design patterns that are specific to the automotive sector. Extensive literature 
review led to the specification of a number of design patterns that have been presented to the 
industrial sponsor. The information was sufficiently compelling and detailed that the industrial 
cybersecurity expert was able to develop another security design pattern to be included in the 
collection. The team next explored how the development process can be augmented to make use 
of the proposed security design patterns.  

In 2020, the security patterns were organized and documented and then subsequently a 
description of them was published in the proceedings for peer-reviewed international workshop 
on Modeling for Automotive Software Engineering, comprising reviewers from industry and 
academia. Furthermore, the paper was among the most highly rated papers, and Cheng and her 
co-authors were invited to submit an extended version for a special issue of the Journal of 
Automotive Software Engineering; the paper has subsequently been accepted for publication and 
is currently in press.  

BBN: In 2019, Cheng and McKinley collaborated with BBN (Raytheon) and SSCI 
(Scientific Systems) on a DARPA proposal, where the pre-proposal was selected for the next 
stage. The objective of the proposal was to develop a framework to support the use of digital 
twins for mission-critical cyber-physical systems. Cheng and McKinley’s subcontract of the 
proposal focused on harnessing evolutionary-based techniques to support design exploration.  

Multi-core Processing for Powertrain systems. Betty Cheng (as a member of BEACON at 
MSU) submitted a proposal in response to the request for proposals. Her project was awarded a 
2-year grant, starting January 2016 – due to student personnel changes, the project was extended 
to 2019. Her proposal addresses the use of evolutionary computing techniques to address 
uncertainty and feature interaction detection for powertrain features in multicore environments. 
Cheng is continuing work with this project and exploring automatic code generation capabilities 
for performing mapping to multicore platforms.  

In 2018, this project also explored the use of supplemental capabilities for the additional 
cores, such as run-time monitoring, diagnostics, and feature interaction analysis. The run-time 
monitoring is looking for adverse conditions that might impact the functional safety of the 
vehicle, including cybersecurity breaches and functional failures due to uncertainty.  

In 2019, this project explored the use of multi-core processing for the purposes of security-
based monitoring. This work leveraged previous year’s work with using the extra cores and 
computing resources for monitoring capabilities.  

Identifying and Mitigating Latent behavior. Betty Cheng and Philip McKinley, in 
collaboration with a member of technical staff at Ford Motor company, submitted a proposal to 
the MSU-Ford Alliance program to explore how evolutionary computing can be harnessed to 
address the identification and mitigation of latent behavior for onboard autonomous features. 
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This work will explore the use of evolutionary techniques in the context of components that 
contain machine learning components. As such, the project will develop techniques that 
synergistically combine evolutionary-based software engineering techniques, evolutionary 
robotics, and formal analysis techniques to address assurance challenges posed by using machine 
learning in automotive software.  

Optimal Casings and Covers for Electronic Equipment: This project started in 2014 and 
has continued since, where Deb is leading a Danish Agency for Science, Technology and 
Innovation-funded project titled “IN SPE: Innovation consortium for sustainable performance in 
electronics” with researchers from Denmark Technical University. This project uses evolutionary 
optimization methods to design optimal casings from heat management point of view and covers 
for electronic equipment to satisfy various criteria – amount of air movement versus steady-state 
temperature inside the enclosure. This is a new collaborative project with DTU and European 
industrial partners, including Danfoss A/S (Denmark), Grundfos A/S (Denmark), Vestas Wind 
Systems A/S (Denmark), Bosch (Germany), Bombardier (Sweden).   

Metron: Since December 2014, multiple non-disclosure agreements have been fully 
executed between MSU and Metron, where initially the focus was on specific collaboration 
between Philip McKinley, Betty Cheng, and Metron. During 2015, 2016, 2017, and 2018, Cheng 
and McKinley continued to explore collaborative investigations with members of Metron. 
Discussions continue with collaborators at Metron, exploring different funding opportunities, 
including SBIR, STTR, DARPA, and ONR. 

Tri-level Supply Chain Management Decisions: Led by Profs. Kalyanmoy Deb and Erik 
Goodman. This project is funded by the Axia Institute (formerly the Midland Research Institute 
for Value Chain Creation (MRIVCC)), an institute founded by Dow Chemical Company, Dow 
Corning, and Michigan State University. The project links three levels of decision making 
activities in a supply chain management problem together and optimizes for multiple objectives 
involving cost and tardiness. The levels include bi-annual strategic decisions, quarterly tactical 
decisions, and weekly operational decisions for addressing the same supply chain management 
problem but focusing at appropriate entities in the supply chain. Uncertainties in the decision 
parameters will be considered. This project will be executed with Dow Chemical. The 
achievements of the one Dow-funded project in 2015-16 led to two funded projects for 2016-17. 
During 2019-2020, Goodman and Deb submitted a proposal to Dow, through the Axia Institute, 
to fund a project to support evolutionary multi-objective optimization. 

Ford: Led by Betty Cheng (MSU). Cheng is continuing to collaborate with researchers and 
developers at Ford Motor Company to analyze industrial-strength models to detect unwanted 
properties. The models are provided by Ford and have been sanitized to remove any proprietary 
information. Recently, Ford has provided high-level project requirements; MSU students and 
Cheng have worked together with the Ford contacts and have created software models that can 
be analyzed for various properties. Cheng continues to work with collaborators in exploring how 
formal analysis can be analyzed for feature interactions. 

Ford Motor Company: Led by Kalyanmoy Deb (MSU). This project developed a 
metamodeling based multi-objective optimization algorithm that works in a collaborative manner 
with Ford. New solutions are created at MSU using metamodeling based evolutionary 
optimization method and were evaluated at Ford using their computationally expensive but high-
fidelity propitiatory evaluation codes. A trust region based method is also used to create 
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meaningful and confident optimization runs. The developed algorithm is applied to Ford’s water 
jackect problem and a diesel engine combustion problem.  

Continental Automotive and now Hyundai MOBIS: Led by Betty Cheng (MSU). Cheng 
has continued to collaborate with Continental, both in terms of class projects for Cheng's 
undergraduate and graduate software engineering classes, as well as for research purposes. 
Cheng has been collaborating with Continental Automotive on the use of evolutionary 
techniques for algorithms to assist in the prevention of backup rollover accidents. In addition, 
they are continuing to model and analyze the impact of environmental uncertainty on an 
automated pedestrian collision avoidance system, with an emphasis on safety properties. Her 
main contact at Continental Automotive has moved to Hyundai MOBIS and is now the Project 
Manager for their Autonomous Systems Group. Her collaboration continues in developing 
challenge problems and exploring how modeling, evolutionary computation techniques, and 
formal analysis can be used to address uncertainty that plagues onboard autonomous subsystems. 

General Motors: Led by Betty Cheng (MSU). Cheng has been collaborating with General 
Motors to explore EC-based model-driven engineering for adaptive systems to enable detection 
and mitigation of uncertainty for onboard automotive systems. General Motors is also 
participating as customers for course projects. During this past year, the focus has been on safety 
standards, how to model safety properties in relation to functional properties, how to represent 
the impact of environmental uncertainty on the safety properties. In addition, Cheng is working 
with a new GM collaborator who specializes in safety modeling, who has also provided a new 
challenge problem involving the next generation smart, adaptive cruise control. Cheng, along 
with her PhD students are making good progress in developing a technique to automatically 
detect n-way feature interactions including the interactions with safety properties. During this 
past year, Cheng and her students are also exploring how to augment symbolic analysis 
techniques with evolutionary computation to identify multiple counterexamples when 
performing formal analysis. The first targeted area of study is analyzing hierarchical 
requirements models to detect incomplete requirements. With their new approach, they are able 
to identify multiple counterexamples, rather than a single counterexample (that is typically 
returned with symbolic analysis alone). The multiple counterexamples better inform the 
developer as to the impact of uncertainty on the requirements and provides more insight as to 
how to revise the requirements to mitigate the problem.  

General Motors: Betty Cheng has been collaborating with two new contacts with GM in 
obtaining challenge problems. Both collaborators are from the AI/ML group for autonomous 
vehicles. She has obtained two new challenge problems, one dealing with hands-free driving and 
the other with lane management. 

General Motors: Led by Kalyanmoy Deb (MSU). In this project (ongoing), Deb and 
collaborators are using a classifier based rule discovery method for a manufacturing process 
involving time series data. GM is interested in knowing simple rules involving different features 
of the time series data that will classify GO data from No-GO data, so that the classifier can be 
used during the manufacturing process and also to have a better understanding of the complex 
manufacturing process.   

StoneAge Robotics: Led by Risto Miikkulainen (UT Austin). Miikkulainen is continuing to 
work with this startup company to transfer neuroevolution technology to the intelligent robotics 
industry. 
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Polymorphic Games: Led by T. Soule and B. Robison (UI). An administrative supplement 
in the summer of 2015 ($5k) and a 2016 BEACON award (Teaching evolution through game 
based simulation) supported the establishment of Polymorphic Games, an interdisciplinary video 
game design studio housed at the University of Idaho. In the summer of 2016, Polymorphic 
Games created "Darwin's Demons" a video game in which the player battles against a population 
of evolving enemies. On Darwin Day of 2017 (Feb 12th), Darwin's Demons was released 
on STEAM, an online gaming platform with hundreds of millions of subscribers world wide. 
Polymorphic Games worked closely with the UI Office of Technology Transfer to facilitate the 
sale of the game. To our knowledge, Darwin's Demons is the first implementation of a video 
game that features a population of enemies that evolve according to the principles of Darwinian 
evolution. The website http://www.polymorphicgames.com features a free demo. 

Polymorphic Games has released its second game, Project Hastur. Project Hastur is an 
evolutionary tower defense game in which the player's strategic choices cause adaptation in the 
enemy population.  Project Hastur is a fully 3D game environment, and the creatures in the game 
are encoded by digital genomes.  These genomes determine morphology, behavior, 
and performance traits.  Mutations of the genome can be dynamically represented in the game 
engine, and are fully integrated into the animations.  Procedural generation of video game 
enemies using an evolutionary model is a unique feature of Project Hastur.  Project Hastur is 
available on STEAM.   

 

2b. Other outcomes or impacts of knowledge transfer activities not listed 
above 

Dr. Andy Ellington (UT) and his colleagues have a number of BEACON-related industry 
activities. First, they are in the process of licensing Br512, a polymerase created via machine 

learning approaches; negotiations are ongoing. Second, they have licensed LAMP-OSD, a 

COVID-19 diagnostic for SARS-CoV-2, to Homodeus; this project is leveraging a previous 
BEACON project, with Holly Wichman. Finally, a BEACON-funded graduate alumnus, Dr. 
Austin Cole, has created a spinoff company, Aperiam Bio, a company that is engineering 
biological molecules for agricultural and pharmaceutical applications that uses proprietary 
machine learning techniques. Sample applications include increasing nutrition profiles for animal 
feed and developing cancer treatment therapies. 

Dr. Scott Harrison (NCAT) and colleagues have submitted a proposal to develop biomarker 
detection equipment to the United States–India Science & Technology Endowment Fund. Dr. 
Harrison's company interacted with a collaborator located at a university in India. 

The NCAT group is actively setting up undergraduate training courses in pharmaceutical 

development and an internship program with Gilead Sciences in an effort being led by Dr. 
Joseph Graves at NCATT (to begin Fall 2021). 

Kalyanmoy Deb is maintaining a repository of technical reports written on evolutionary-
computation-related research from COIN (Computational Optimization and Innovation) Lab, 
much of it in collaboration with other universities: University of Skovde in Sweden, Aalto 
University School of Business in Finland, Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur, India and 
also internally within BEACON. These papers are kept for circulation at http://www.coin-
laboratory.com. 
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Kalyanmoy Deb is collaborating with High Performance Computing Infrastructure (HPCI) 
and Joint Usage/Research Center for Interdisciplinary Large-scale Information Infrastructure 
(JHPCN) at Hokkaido University, Japan, to optimize computationally expensive practical 
problems using their 172 TFlops computing facility funded by Hokkaido University. 

 

2c. Progress towards indicators/metrics listed above 

1. Establishing collaborative research relationships with industrial sponsors; producing 

grant proposals and publications. BEACONites are working with at least 15 external 
industrial/governmental organizations at this time. Several publications submitted in this 
reporting period have resulted from collaborations with industry partners, including publications 
by leaders of the respective projects and their collaborators. 

2. Industry-provided challenge problems (i.e. “Real World” problems) and data with 

feedback. Betty Cheng has received such challenge problems from Ford, Continental, General 
Motors, Chrysler, and Dataspeed, Inc Systems. Cheng has expanded the list of collaborators 
from Ford who are providing challenge problems, particularly in the area of autonomous features 
for automotive systems. Andy Ellington and his collaborators are working on real-world 
challenge problems with industrial interactions, including utilizing their novel polymerases for 
POC diagnostic applications. Most recently in 2019, Cheng has received one of the first 
challenge problems for BEACON relating to Hands-free driving that makes use of artificial 
intelligence and machine learning. This milestone is important as the industry is actively moving 
into fully autonomous vehicles. With this challenge problem, BEACON is afforded insight into 
the timely demands of this technology for research and instructional purposes. 

Goodman (MSU) obtained a challenge problem provided by NASA through DARPA, 
relating to optimization of the design of solid fuel rocket grains. 

Harrison (NCAT) has obtained from an industrial collaborator a challenge problem relating 
to how to non-intrusively detect biomarker signatures of disease 

3. Spinoffs formed. Digital Certainty was a BEACON-related spinoff, successfully 
established by Risto Miikkulainen in the 2011 reporting period. Digital Certainty, Inc. was 
acquired by Sentient Technologies, Inc. in May 2016. Sentient continued to develop its 
evolutionary-computation-based conversion rate optimization product further, and re-launched it 
in September 2016 as Sentient Ascend. It optimizes selection and presentation of features of a 
web interface, typically for on-line marketers. Risto Miikkulainen was on leave from UT Austin 
2015-2017, working at Sentient Technologies, Inc. on applications of evolutionary computation 
in general, and neuroevolution in particular; he has since returned full time to UT Austin. 
Sentient also started a summer internship program in 2016, employing three BEACON students. 
In 2017, Miikkulainen became Vice President of Research at Sentient and in 2018 became CTO 
at Sentient. Sentient Ascend was bought out by Evolv Technologies in March 2019. In 2018, 
Jeffrey Barrick (UT) established an LLC spinoff called Evolvomics. This spinoff was a result of 
Barrick and collaborator participating in the NSF I-Corps program, where their project was to 
develop an online software analysis pipeline for scientists at strain engineering companies. Their 
company submitted an STTR grant in December 2017, but it was not funded. Nonetheless, they 
have managed to establish a small client base. 
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Cognizant acquired Sentient’s research team at the end of 2018, establishing an 
“Evolutionary AI” research group there. Risto Miikkulainen consults for this team on a part-time 
basis. In 2020 they funded 3 internships for BEACON students. 

 

2d. Knowledge Transfer plans for the next reporting period 

• This is the final reporting period. However, we intend to continue our productive knowledge 
transfer activities. 

• Continue to collect additional challenge problems from current and new industrial 
collaborators.  

• Encourage and support travel by BEACON participants to visit industrial organizations and 
other external organizations to describe their industrially-relevant work.  

• Encourage BEACON participants to give tool demonstrations at their respective conference 
venues to publicize and obtain feedback on their tools and techniques.  
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V. EXTERNAL PARTNERSHIPS 

 

1a. Describe the Center's overall goals and/or objectives for developing 
external partnerships. 

BEACON aims to form external partnerships with other researchers and educators who are 
working in the area of evolution in action, with other centers that can broaden our impact, and 
with minority faculty members at non-BEACON institutions and/or faculty members at 
minority-serving universities to provide research opportunities for those faculty and their 
students.  

 

1b. Performance metrics 

We are tracking the activities resulting from external partnerships, including publications, 
presentations, grant proposals, and educational activities, as part of our overall outcomes. 

 

1c. Problems encountered 

None to report. We are pleased by the enthusiastic response we continue to receive from 
members of the research and education communities. 

 

2a. Partnership activities 

Activity: BEACON External Faculty Affiliate Program 
Organizations/people involved: University of California Irvine/Adriana Briscoe, Yale 
University/Paul Turner, University of Texas Rio Grande Valley/Laura Grabowski 
Narrative: In 2012, BEACON launched its External Faculty Affiliate Program to partner with 
faculty at non-BEACON institutions in support of the diversity goals. Dr. Adriana Briscoe at UC 
Irvine was our first Affiliate and continues to be active with BEACON. Dr. Briscoe recruited a 
student, Aide Macias Muños, who was trained in DNA sequencing with BEACON support, and 
was consequently awarded an NSF Graduate Research Fellowship. Dr. Briscoe’s initial 
BEACON project led to a proposal to NSF for external funding, which was funded at $440K. 
Our second Affiliate, appointed in 2013, was Dr. Paul Turner of Yale University, and he 
continues to be active in BEACON. In 2014, we appointed our third Affiliate, Dr. Laura 
Grabowski of the University of Texas Rio Grande Valley (formerly University of Texas Pan 
American, now merged with UT Brownsville). Dr. Grabowski has been involved in several 
BEACON undergraduate research initiatives, and began contributing greatly to forming a 
pipeline for undergrads into our graduate programs, especially for URM students. However, in 
fall, 2016, she accepted a position at another university, so the role she had planned to play in the 
BEACON Luminaries program that was funded by a supplement to BEACON was taken on by 
others. She continues to collaborate with BEACON faculty in her own research program. 
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The successful BEACON External Faculty Affiliate program stopped recruiting new affiliates 
after Dr. Grabowski’s appointment, but all remain active in BEACON. Dr. Briscoe and Dr. 
Turner continue to recruit students and postdocs who are highly engaged with BEACON. 
 
Activity: Bringing Data Nuggets to a national audience and assessing their effect on quantitative 
literacy. 
Organizations/people involved: BSCS (Biological Sciences Curriculum Study) 
Narrative: Education Director Louise Mead received funding through the DRK12 program at 
NSF to continue collaborative research with the Biological Sciences Curriculum Studies (BSCS) 
group in Colorado. While the grant period ended May 2020 we requested a no-cost extension. 
We are finalizing the analysis of the data from efficacy study to address the following questions: 
(1) Do students in classrooms using Data Nuggets have better achievement, interest in science, 
and motivation outcomes than students in “business as usual” classrooms? (2) How much does 
teacher practice function as a mediator of treatment effects on student motivation, interest, or 
achievement? (3) To what extent do student motivation and interest function as mediators on the 
effects of treatment on student achievement? (4) To what extent do treatment effects differ on the 
basis of gender, race/ethnicity, free/reduced-price lunch status, English language learner status, 
or baseline achievement of the students? We anticipate submission of the paper within the next 
month. 
 
Activity: Bringing 3D learning materials that integrate science practices, cross-cutting concepts 
and the disciplinary core ideas of genetics and evolution to K-12 classrooms.  
Organizations/people involved: CREATE for STEM Institute (MSU), Concord Consortium  
Narrative: Louise Mead continues to collaborate with the Concord Consortium and CREATE 
for STEM Institute (Collaborative Research in Education, Assessment, and Teaching 
Environments for Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) at MSU, in her work on 
the Connected Biology project. Louise Mead is co-PI on a funded DRK12 project focused on 
connecting genetics and evolution within the NGSS 3-Dimensional learning framework for high 
school biology. The project is a collaborative project with CREATE, Concord Consortium, and 
MSU (Peter White in Lyman Briggs College (MSU) is the PI). We piloted material over the past 
year and launched the curriculum in July 2020. https://learn.concord.org/connectedbio 
 
Activity: Evolution education and outreach activities 
Organizations/people involved: Society for the Study of Evolution, Society for Systematic 
Biologists, American Society of Naturalists 
Narrative: BEACON continues to work with each of the three societies listed to engage in 
additional education and outreach activities. The pandemic unfortunately resulted in the 
cancelation of most events for 2020, but we continue to plan for future events and are working 
on a grant proposal to facilitate the recruitment of undergraduate students into REU programs.  
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Activity: Promoting Evolution-in-Action in the Artificial Life community 
Organizations/people involved: International Society for Artificial Life, MIT Press 
Narrative: BEACON is working with the International Society for Artificial Life (ISAL) on a 
range of efforts, including: (1) to promote the development and use of evolution-in-action 
software for both research and education, (2) to encourage "wet" experimental evolution research 
within the artificial life community, and (3) to directly involve more traditional evolutionary 
biologists in the artificial life field. Furthermore, the MIT Press Artificial Life journal has agreed 
to consider bacterial experimental evolution research in the domain of Artificial Life, and 
encourage a related special issue. BEACON members regularly comprise a sizable contingent at 
Artificial Life conferences (including numerous talks, posters, workshops, and administrative 
support) and publish in the Artificial Life journal. PI Ofria is the current president of ISAL and 
an associate editor for the Artificial Life Journal. BEACON Members Emily Dolson and 
Wolfgang Banzhaf are also members of the ISAL board, Acacia Ackles (a PhD student in 
BEACON) is president of the ISAL Student Association, and Chris Adami is also an associate 
editor for the Artificial Life Journal. 
 
Visiting researchers during this reporting period: Shuwei Zhu (Tongji University, China), 
Chunhong Lu (Nantong University, China), Xin Li (Wuhan University, China), Yuanping Su 
(Jiangxi University of Science and Technology, China), and Stephen Kelly (Dalhousie 
University, Canada). 
 

2b. Other outcomes or impacts of partnership activities not listed elsewhere 

None to report. 

 

2c. Progress towards goals 

Because the BEACON external partnerships are so intertwined with our broader research and 
education goals, we aren’t tracking these activities as separate goals. Visiting scholars are strong 
participants in several BEACON-funded activities, as are our Faculty Affiliates. The education-
related partnerships listed here are all reported on in greater detail in the Education section of this 
report.  

 

2d. Plans for partnership activities for the next reporting period 

BEACON plans to maintain these successful relationships and collaborations in our post-
STC phase. 
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VI. DIVERSITY 
 

1a. Overall goals for increasing diversity at the Center 

BEACON effectively institutionalized its two overarching diversity goals of 1) ensuring that 
diversity is represented as an inclusive and connecting thread throughout the consortium, and 2) 
exceeded national norms for diversity at all levels across the consortium. These outcomes were 
embedded in a clear and consistent message, and demonstrated within research opportunities, 
grant submissions, broader impacts efforts, educational and outreach activities, formal mentoring 
training/support, fellowships, and direct student support funding. BEACON has completed its 
10th year with great pride in our sustained diversity outcomes and accomplishments. It is very 
important for us to capture our shared core values, implementation strategies, administrative 
infrastructure, and programmatic outcomes so that subsequent multi-site partnership can use our 
strategies and tools as a blueprint. These efforts will be shared further in this report.  

 
BEACON’s Diversity Profile 
BEACON's membership has remained stable 

with 53% White, 24% Black, 10% Asian, 5% 
Hispanic/Latino, 1% Native American/Alaskan 
Native, and 7% two or more races. Displayed is a 
categorical breakdown of BEACON's diverse 
participants.  

BEACON wanted to establish an annual goal of 
surpassing all the other STC's diversity outcomes. 
Unfortunately, there were no collective reporting 
mechanisms available for comparative data. In 
response, BEACON established a National Norms 
baseline for diversity measures and ensured its accuracy by collecting applicable data on the 
numbers and percentages of undergraduate students, graduate students, post-docs, and faculty.  

BEACON targeted the NSF's mandated reporting groups of females, underrepresented 
minorities (URMs), and individuals with disabilities. In an effort to ensure our comparisons were 
replicable, BEACON captured and weighted national norm data for BEACON-specific 
disciplines using the NSF 2017 data tables found at 
https://www.nsf.gov/statistics/2017/nsf17310/. 

 
The BEACON-specific disciplines included: 

• Biological/Natural Science: includes anatomy, biochemistry, biology, epidemiology, 
botany, cell biology, ecology, entomology, genetics, mathematics/applied math, 
microbiology/immunology/virology, neuroscience, pathology, physiology, and 
zoology 

• Computer Science 
• Engineering: includes biomedical, electrical and mechanical 
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BEACON’s Diversity Committee 

BEACON has a Diversity Committee with representatives from all the partner schools, 
including graduate students/post-docs (see Organizational Chart, Appendix B). The Committee 
consisted of "decision-maker" representatives from each partner school. Constant monitoring of 
diversity progress with continuous and active feedback and improvement was critical to 
sustained success. 

By having many points of feedback with "gatekeepers" across the partner school at every 
level; e.g., undergraduates, graduates, post-docs, faculty, staff, etc. in the classrooms, labs and 
fieldwork, BEACON was able to identify unmet needs and gaps problems quickly, problem 
solve, and share successes.  

The Diversity Director worked "top down" with the Diversity Committee and faculty, and 
"bottom up" with graduate students and post-docs, using active involvement and advocacy to 
meet and exceed diversity and inclusion expectations. In February 2020, BEACON’s Diversity 
Director, Judi Brown Clarke, moved on to a wonderful opportunity to serve as Vice President of 
Equity & Inclusion and Chief Diversity Officer at Stony Brook University. We have Constance 
James now acting in this role as we continue with our overall goals. 

 

1b. Performance and Management Indicators  

BEACON has established baseline data for diversity measures and created mechanisms to 
ensure its accuracy. We have collected comparative data on the numbers (and percentages) of 
undergraduate and graduate students, post-docs, and faculty participants from diverse 
demographic groups, including women, underrepresented minorities, and individuals with 
disabilities. In an effort to make accurate comparisons, we captured national norm data for 
BEACON-specific disciplines using NSF’s 2012 data tables (see 
http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/wmpd/start.cfm). 

Underrepresented minorities (URMs): 
Currently BEACON participants are: 53% 
White, 24% Black, 10% Asian, 5% 
Hispanic/Latino, 1% Native American, and 
7% two or more races/ethnicities. 33% of 
BEACON participants are self-reporting as 
URMs, which is 20.1% above the National 
Norm (30.8%). 

The majority of this diversity has been 
achieved through undergraduate student 
participation, where 17% (17 of 98) of 
graduate students and 68% (52 of 76) of the 
undergraduates (principally REU students) 
are URM’s; and across the entire 
consortium, 11% (10 of 90) of the post-
docs are URMs. 
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This diverse consortium reflects inclusive efforts have effectively increased and sustained the 
number of URM participants. 

Female: BEACON’s strategic efforts to 
increase overall female participation across all 
levels has resulted in 41.6% of BEACON 
participants are female, which is 31.1% higher 
than the National Norms of 32.8%. 

• The number of female faculty is 39% 
(93 of 236), which also surpasses the 
national norm of 31.0% by 25.8%.  

• The number of female post-docs is 38% 
(34 of 90), which surpasses the national 
norm of 35.5% by 7%.  

• The percentage of female undergrads is 
43%, which also surpasses the national 
norms of 36.6% by 17.5%. 

Working strategically, BEACON recruited 
graduate students from across its partner schools, 
coordinated with faculty advisors at Minority Serving Institutions (MSI), and networked with 
other NSF STC colleagues to create a robust and diverse candidate pool of post-docs from which 
to hire.  

Individuals with Disabilities: Currently 6.4% of BEACON participants self-reported as 
having a disability, which exceeds the National Norms (3.3%) by 93.9%.  

 By demonstrating a commitment to being 
inclusive and establishing a welcoming 
consortium, undergraduates with disabilities 
have increased to 7.1%, which is a 51% 
increase over the National Norm (4.7%); 
graduates has increased to 8.2%, which is an 
43.8% increase over the National Norm 
(5.7%), post-docs (where National Norm data 
is unavailable) maintained at the 2016 level of 
2%, and faculty (2.7%) are equal to the 
National Norm (2.7%). 

BEACON’s Disability Action Plan, called 
ThisAbility, works hard to establish best-
practice activities for increasing adaptive learning and research/lab strategies, and as a result, the 
learning environments (e.g., classrooms, fieldwork and labs) are enriched and inclusive of all 
participants. BEACON’s webpage has a repository of best practices and adaptive software in an 
effort to provide scalable models and tools 

BEACON’s ongoing challenge is to reassure individuals with disabilities that reporting their 
status will not result in any vulnerability and/or biases against them. BEACON works hard to 
communicate and provide safe, accommodating, and adaptive environments. While we are 
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pleased that more individuals have self-reported, yet we acknowledge that our numbers are still 
underreported, and our efforts continue. 

Diversity Toolkit: BEACON’s NSF External Advisory Committee has challenged us to 
capture our comprehensive strategies and activities that led to our exemplar diversity and 
inclusion outcomes across the consortium. BEACON’s former Diversity Director, Judi Brown 
Clarke is collaborating with BEACON’s external organizational evaluators, Drs. Patricia Farrell-
Cole, Marilyn Amey and an unnamed graduate student, to perform a cultural climate audit using 
focus groups, participant surveys, and policy analysis. The end result will be a toolkit that can be 
utilized by any multi-institutional/team science partnerships. 

BEACON has effectively institutionalized its two overarching diversity goals: 1) ensure 
diversity is represented as an inclusive and connecting thread through all aspects of BEACON, 
and 2) exceed national norms for diversity at all levels in the Center. This accomplishment 
transcends the cursory goals of increasing the number of diverse participants and demonstrates a 
strategic and thoughtful culture that demonstrates diversity within its research opportunities, 
grant submissions, broader impacts efforts, educational outreach activities, formal mentoring 
training/support, fellowships, and direct student support funds.  

The impetus for BEACON’s success started from the results of its January 2013 
organizational evaluation survey, which captured responses from members across the 
consortium. BEACON’s external organizational evaluators, Drs. Patricia Farrell-Cole and 
Marilyn Amey, conducted focus groups with department chairs, faculty, post-docs, and graduate 
students for content analysis, followed by an electronic survey sent to BEACON faculty, post-
docs and graduate students across the consortium. The diversity section of the survey identified 
several areas for growth and enhancement, specifically around “fulfilling its stated purpose…and 
producing its intended impact.” 

 

1c. Problems encountered 

Now that BEACON has completed its period as an NSF-funded STC, we are diligently 
capturing our effective efforts and activities by creating legacy documents.  

A continued challenge is maintaining our “stretch goals” of sustained diversity outcomes and 
ensuring our environments supports and advances inclusive participation throughout BEACON 
and across our collaborative partners. 

BEACON's Diversity Director Judi Brown Clarke accepted a position as Chief Diversity 
Officer at Stony Brook University in February 2020 (and has since been promoted to Vice 
President of Equity & Inclusion). Constance James has taken over the most important parts of the 
position of Diversity Director, in particular keeping our undergraduate research programs 
running, but we no longer have a full-time Diversity Director.  
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2a. Center activities which contribute to the development of US human 
resources in science and engineering at the postdoc, grad, undergrad and pre-
college levels 

BEACON funds specific programs to enhance diversity at every level at the center (more 
details below), but also promotes furthering diversity in every aspect of our work. 

Diversity as a common thread in all activities: BEACON challenges the perception that 
diversity efforts are limited to programming and recruiting. BEACON works hard to foster a 
culture in which all participants reach their full potential by creating a unified community of 
inclusion. We recognize it is difficult to affect institutional change, therefore we will continue to 
diligently support the unique needs of underrepresented minorities, females, and individuals with 
disabilities.  

BEACON Travel Awards: These are travel awards for students to attend professional 
conferences and present their research; many of our URM students are taking advantage of this 
funding opportunity and are getting valuable exposure to professional networks, discipline peers, 
and content experts. 

Integrating Research, Diversity, and Education into the Long-Term Evolution Experiment: 
The Long-Term Evolution Experiment, or LTEE, has been running for over 28 years and 65,000 
bacterial generations. It is an exemplar of evolution-in-action studies and, as such, it is also one 
of BEACON’s cornerstones. The LTEE has been successful in large measure because of the 
creativity and dedication of many talented students and collaborators. This project contributed 
not only to the research mission of BEACON, but also to BEACON’s goals for diversity and 

- 10 - 

Diversity and Inclusion is more than just “The Right Thing To Do” 

It is the foundation of “High Performance” 

 

§ Use undergraduate research 
opportunities as recruiting 
tools/pathways for URM 
graduate students  

§ Provide leadership training 
and professional development 
opportunities 

§  Leverage relationships with 
graduate/post-doc programs 
targeting diverse students; 
e.g., AGAP, SLOAN, AAAS, etc. 

§ Attract and retain top talent 

§  Leverage diverse ideas to 
develop innovative policies 
and inclusive ideas 

§  Increase efficacy of the 
existing initiatives, programs, 
and communications 

§ Use ongoing organizational 
evaluations/assessments as 
continuous improvement 
processes/tools 

§ Address costs associated with 
recruitment, training, and 
retention 

§ Use annual internal budget 
request process to facilitate 
inter-institutional and 
interdisciplinary research and 
educational projects with 
diversity components 

§  Leverage marketplace 
recognition and eminence to 
attract new business 

§ Conduct benchmarking, 
research and analysis to 
drive excellence, 
efficiency and 
sustainability of efforts 

§ Enhance scientific 
communication skills 
(e.g., blogs, white 
papers, policy briefs, 
publications) and tools 
to “tell our stories” 
effectively  

Strategic Core Values 

Administrative 

Process Policies 

Recruiting/Retention 

Mentoring 

Funding 

Grants Support 

Outcomes 

Reporting Innovation Networks REUs People 
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education. To those ends, it supports three graduate students (two of whom successfully 
defended their dissertations Summer 2020) and two undergraduate students who are from 
underrepresented groups, have disabilities, or both, and who are conducting research on the 
LTEE lines. All five of these students are co-authors on papers either published, submitted, or in 
preparation. The project also supports two high-school biology teachers to develop microbial 
evolution-in-action experiments for their students.  

Undergraduate Programs: BEACON’s Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) 
Program is a 10-week intensive residential program, which targets the recruitment of a diverse 
group of students to conduct research with faculty, graduate students and post-doc mentors. Each 
summer, BEACON funds students across the BEACON partner schools, at seven different sites. 
Settings included wet & dry labs, computer/simulations, field experiences, and/or a combination. 
This has been an excellent program for us in years past; but this year, because of restrictions due 
to Covid-19, we were unable to facilitate this residential experience. 

However, we were able to offer a virtual workshop entitled, Workshop for Avida-ED 
Software Development (WAVES). This was a ten-week, full-time, fully-remote software 
development workshop during the summer of 2020. This workshop was organized in conjunction 
with the Avida-ED project. Avida-ED extends the full-fledged Avida software, originally 
developed for digital evolution research, as a freely-available, interactive web application. This 
web application enables laboratory activities that teach evolution through experiments with self-
replicating computer programs. Each WAVES workshop participant collaborated with an 
assigned mentor on a software development project related to Avida-ED or the underlying 
scientific software tools that power it. There were 17 paid participants and eight of them were 
from underrepresented groups. A majority of the participants — 13 out of 17 (76%) — were 
members of an underrepresented group in computer science. 

BEACON’s Luminary Scholars is a research program that provides opportunities for a 
diverse, multidisciplinary group of MSU students to conduct year-round research with faculty, 
graduate students and post-doc mentors. Research settings include wet & dry labs, 
computer/simulations, field experiences, and/or a combination. The majority of summer research 
programs use their funds as a recruiting tool for external students, which has been very 
challenging for MSU students wanting to stay on campus and conduct summer research. In 2020, 
BEACON secured $40,000 from MSU’s Office of the Provost–Undergraduate Education/ 
Undergraduate Research (UG-ED/Research).  

In most cases, graduate students or postdocs in the REU student’s research laboratory 
directly mentor the REU students. A distinguishing feature of BEACON’s summer research 
program has been that before the REU program begins, and in regular meetings during the 
summer, all mentors received formal training in mentoring from BEACON’s Diversity Director, 
who was available to both mentors and mentees over the course of the summer to help solve 
problems that arise, as well as to enhance the mentors’ professional development and cultural 
competency. The long-term goal of the program is to train graduate students and postdocs to 
build mentoring relationships that can be used to increase recruitment and retention, share 
cultural and organizational knowledge, and help individuals achieve personal and professional 
objectives. The short-term goals are to ensure that undergraduate interns have an explicit mentor 
to help guide their research and laboratory training, and that the graduate and postdoctoral 
mentors have the formal skills and resources necessary to serve as effective mentors. 
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BEACON’s REU Field Experience at Kellogg Biological Station provided annual funding 
for MSU students to participate in the Undergraduate Research Apprentice (URA) program at 
KBS each summer. The URA program provides students an integrated research and educational 
experience that increases their understanding of evolution and the nature of scientific research 
and introduces them to career opportunities in STEM. The URA program complements the NSF 
funded REU program at KBS by focusing on early career undergraduates (rising sophomores) 
and introduces them to skills needed to be successful in further research experiences. BEACON 
funding leverages support from other sources for the KBS URA program and provides a 
scaffolding to the NSF-funded REU site grant that supports more advanced students. URAs gain 
research experience by taking 1-3 courses at KBS (tuition funded separately), working as a 
research assistant with a graduate student or postdoctoral mentor, and participating in 
professional development activities and seminars at KBS. In 2020, due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, we were unable to host any undergraduate research activities at KBS. More 
information about this project, and plans for summer 2021, is included in the Education section 
of this report.  

 

2b. Impact of these activities on enhancing diversity at the center 

 
 
 

2c. Progress towards goals 

To summarize our diversity statistics: 
• URMs: BEACON participants are: 53% White, 24% Black, 10% Asian, 5% 

Hispanic/Latino, 1% Native American, and 7% two or more races/ethnicities. 33% of 

- 26 - 

Our definition goes beyond NSF’s traditional compliance-based interpretations 

DIVERSITY… 

•  Describes the unique identity-shaping 
characteristics that make up the scientific 
community. Some of the typical dimensions are 
described in the diversity wheel 

•  Diversity measures go beyond compliance with 
NSF’s protected populations 

•  Effective diversity management enables 
participants  to achieve individual and 
organizational goals by leveraging their different 
backgrounds, values, orientation, gender identity 

… is measured through INCLUSION 

•  The extent to which participants feel included and 
valued by the organization/consortium 

•  Inclusive organizations seek out and value 
participants’ contributions to advance the 
consortium’s overall success 

•  An inclusive workplace provides a structured 
environment to enable members to contribute with 
their unique individual and/or group characteristics 

Typical aspects of diversity 
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BEACON participants are self-reporting as URMs, which is 20.1% above the National 
Norm (30.8%). 

• Women: BEACON’s strategic efforts to increase overall female participation across all 
levels has resulted in 41.6% of BEACON participants are female, which is 31.1% higher 
than the National Norms of 32.8%. The number of female faculty is 39%, which also 
surpasses the national norm of 31.0% by 25.8%. 

• Individuals with Disabilities: Currently 6.4% of BEACON participants self-reported as 
having a disability, which exceeds the National Norms (3.3%) by 93.9%. By 
demonstrating a commitment to being an inclusive and welcoming consortium, 
undergraduates have increased to 7.1%, which is an 51% increase over the National 
Norm (4.7%); graduates has increased to 8.2%, which is an 43.8% increase over the 
National Norm (5.7%), post-docs (where National Norm data is unavailable) maintained 
at the level of 2%, and faculty (2.7%) are equal to the National Norm (2.17%). 

Key strategies to BEACON’s continued success:  
• Over the past eight years there was continuity of staff, leadership, vision and values 
• Stability of executive management, who were paid competitively and supported in their 

development of professional skills; e.g., encouraged to teach, solicit grants, conduct 
research, publish articles, and present/attend professional conferences 

• Diversity Committee consisted of “decision-maker” representatives from each partner 
school 

- Constant monitoring of diversity progress with continuous and active feedback 
and improvement 

• Many points of feedback with “gatekeepers” across the partner school at every level; e.g., 
undergraduates, graduates, post-docs, faculty, staff, etc. in the classrooms, labs and fields  

- Able to identify unmet needs and gaps problems quickly, problem solve, and 
share successes 

• Diversity Director worked “top down” with the Diversity Committee and faculty, and 
“bottom up” with graduate students and post-docs, using active involvement and 
advocacy 

Established structures to ensure outcomes:  
• Establish “buy-in” and ownership among the participants 
• Get people “leaning in” versus “leaning back” on diversity, equity and inclusion 
• Change the atmosphere by clarifying and operationalizing the core values 
• Establish a compelling argument using a cost-benefit business perspective that frames the 

“high performance” advantages of a diverse organization; e.g., diverse perspectives 
facilitate innovation and creative solutions  

 

2d. Plans for the next reporting period 

This is the final reporting period. We will use the one year no-cost extension to finish up the 
projects that are currently underway. 
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VII. MANAGEMENT 

 

1a. Center's organizational strategy and its underlying rationale 

The Center's overall organizational strategy and rationale is unchanged since the last 
reporting period. We have had some changes in personnel during this reporting period. Diversity 
Director Judi Brown Clarke accepted a position as Chief Diversity Officer at Stony Brook 
University in February 2020 (and has since been promoted to Vice President of Equity & 
Inclusion). Connie James has taken over the remaining responsibilities of the Diversity Director 
position. Accounts Manager Darcie Zubek has moved on to another position within MSU, and 
has been replaced by Melissa Williams. Information Technologist Tim Schmidt's position has 
ended and will not be replaced. 

Project Selection Process. Throughout our 10 years of STC funding, projects at BEACON 
have been chosen through an annual selection process, in which BEACON members submit 
"budget requests" in early spring under one of seven categories: Thrust Group 1, 2, 3, or 4; 
Education; Diversity; or Other (which can include infrastructure requests). Research projects 
were evaluated by the two leads for the respective thrust group, as well as 4 ad hoc reviewers 
from within the thrust group, chosen by the leads, including faculty members from any of the 
five BEACON universities and a smaller number of BEACON postdocs and senior Ph.D. 
students. Projects focused on education and outreach were evaluated by the Education Steering 
Committee while those focused on increasing diversity were evaluated by the Diversity Steering 
Committee. Projects designated “other” were reviewed by the Management team. Each budget 
request was evaluated on the basis of 9 criteria, each of which is rated on a scale from 1-5. There 
were four intellectual merit criteria (1-4) and four broader impact criteria (5-8), plus a 9th 
criterion, Budget Appropriateness:  

1. Scientific strength of the proposed project 
2. Centrality of project to BEACON’s mission 
3. Probability of leading to external funding  
4. Degree of multidisciplinarity 
5. Impact on education and human resource development 
6. Knowledge transfer to industry 
7. Impact on achieving the diversity goals of BEACON 
8. Multi-institutionality 
9. Budget Appropriateness 
Additionally, all education and outreach projects were required to include an evaluation plan. 
We conducted our final project selection process in 2019 during the previous reporting 

period.  
 

1b-1c. Performance and management indicators and progress towards goals 

BEACON’s overall Leadership and Management goals are to envision and enable the 
Center’s mission through inclusive and transparent decision-making as well as effective and 
responsible implementation; to inspire Center participants; and to facilitate collaborative efforts 
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within and beyond the Center. In the table below, we list specific optimal outcomes and 
indicators we have developed and report our progress for each one.  

 
 

Management Goals 
GOAL METRICS PROGRESS 

Increase in cross-disciplinary 
research and education 

Number of paper/conference 
submissions by BEACON 
authors  

~20% of publications and 
presentations reported as 
interdisciplinary 

Number of students enrolled 
in cross-disciplinary courses  

2 BEACON courses were 
offered in this reporting 
period. A total of 15 students 
were enrolled. 

Number of funding proposals 
submitted  

15 of 53 grant proposals 
submitted (28%) reported as 
interdisciplinary; 11 of 53 
(21%) inter-institutional 

Increase in cross-institutional 
research and education 

Number of paper/conference 
submissions  

~25-30% of publications and 
presentations reported to be 
cross-institutional  

Number of new courses and 
workshops  

Added a WAVES workshop 
for training students on 
evolution-in-action software 
development for research and 
education (19 student 
participants+6 graduate 
student or postdoctoral 
mentors) 

Number of students in cross-
institutional courses  

2 BEACON courses were 
offered in this reporting 
period. A total of 15 students 
were enrolled. 

Increase in new funding 
sources (cross-disciplinary 
and cross-institutional) 

Number of submissions  BEACON researchers 
submitted 53 proposals for 
external funding concerning 
evolution in action, and 
>$12M in external funding 
was granted 

Award dollars  BEACONites have been 
awarded over $12M from 
outside BEACON in this 
funding period (>$5M for 
cross-disciplinary proposals), 
exceeding goal of $5M/year 
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Effective support of Center 
operations by Management 
team 

Survey for participants about 
management team  

None to report this year. 

Feedback from External 
Advisory Committee 

None to report this year. 

Center is perceived by NSF 
as exemplary 

Renewal of NSF funding BEACON’s 5-year renewal 
proposal was approved and 
funded in 2015. 

Number of public mentions 
made by NSF about 
BEACON  

NSF continues to cite 
BEACON as an example of a 
successful STC 

 
Cross-disciplinary and cross-institutional research, education, and funding. We ask 

BEACON participants to self-report on our Intranet whether their reported outputs & activities 
are interdisciplinary or inter-institutional. 

Research: The graph below illustrates the reported percentage of paper and grant proposal 
submissions in each year that are interdisciplinary and inter-institutional. Both types of 
collaborative outputs increased steadily during BEACON’s first five years, with a much sharper 
increase of interdisciplinary publications between Years 3 and 5. Recent years show that this rate 
has largely plateaued, and about 40-50% of current BEACON outputs are self-reported as 
interdisciplinary and about 30-40% as inter-institutional, although this year’s interdisciplinary 
outputs increased to about 50-70%. This plateauing is not unexpected and is at a level viewed as 
very acceptable by BEACON management. The graph below does not include the current 
reporting period's numbers, as the period is quite short and the reported numbers have dropped 
significantly (20-30% in all categories). However, it should be noted that we used a new 
reporting form this year and asked for a voluntary notation indicating whether the publication fell 
into these categories, rather than providing a checkbox. We believe this number is severely 
underreported as a result and is likely not useful. 
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Education: Two BEACON interdisciplinary graduate courses were offered in this reporting 
period. 3 students enrolled in Evolutionary Biology for Non-Life Scientists, taught by Michael 
Wiser, in Fall 2019. 12 students were enrolled in Multidisciplinary Approaches to the Study of 
Evolution, taught by Wolfgang Banzhaf and Chris Adami in Spring 2020. BEACON’s 
Introduction to Computational Methods in Biology has been replaced by a course with identical 
content in the new CMSE (Computational Mathematics, Science, and Engineering) department 
at MSU. The leadership efforts of Dr. Tracy Teal have allowed the Data Carpentry workshops to 
be organized as a not-for-profit organization and offered nationally at many sites. After initial 
support from NSF via a supplement to BEACON, the Moore Foundation funded this effort with 
a grant administered through BEACON, with Dr. Teal as the PI. In 2017, the Software Carpentry 
organization decided to merge with Data Carpentry under the direction of Dr. Tracy Teal. Data 
Carpentry and the new combined organization arose due to BEACON and its collaboration with 
sister NSF biology centers, and serve the national community of biologists interested in learning 
how better to apply computational methods in their research.  

Funding sources: BEACON researchers reported submitting 53 grant proposals for well 
over $27M during this reporting period, 15 (28%) of which were self-reported as 
interdisciplinary, and 11 (21%) as inter-institutional. Of these, 21 [40%] have been funded so far, 
among them, 7 [33%] were interdisciplinary and 9 [43%] were inter-institutional. Total funded 
was over $12M in external funds, from NSF, EPA, and USDA/NIFA, among others.  

 

1d. Problems encountered 

Our primary challenges have always revolved around communication – between disciplines 
and across institutions, within BEACON and between BEACON and the general public. We 
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continue to address these challenges and to build a greater sense of community within the Center. 
In general we have been very successful in this area; however, it does require constant effort.  

Communicating online and via video. Our external and internal website is used extensively 
by BEACON's participants and affiliates and is a great source of information about the center’s 
ongoing activities and who is involved in them. Our email lists are also heavily used to distribute 
information. We use our videoconferencing technology during our weekly BEACON seminar, 
our BEACON classes, and other long-distance collaborative activities. 

Need for increased face-to-face interaction. Despite progress in long-distance 
communication technology, our participants continue to express the feeling that the best way to 
communicate and create a sense of community is with face-to-face interaction. We provide travel 
funding for members to visit participating institutions for collaborative work. Our primary face-
to-face event is the annual BEACON Congress, where members from all five institutions come 
together to present results from research and education activities and to brainstorm around 
research problems. However, because of the COVID-19 pandemic, face-to-face interaction is not 
currently an option. Our final BEACON Congress in August 2020 was held online. We used 
Crowdcast for the plenary talks, Zoom for all other sessions, and Slack for text-based 
communication. We conducted a post-Congress survey and the feedback was very positive. We 
expect that we will hold another virtual Congress in 2021.   

 

2. Management and communications systems  

Management systems. Our central management “engine” is our intranet system, the original 
structure of which we purchased from the Center for Materials and Devices for Information 
Technology Research (CMDITR) in November 2010. Since the last reporting period, we have 
continued updating the site to improve functionality and user experience.  

Central website. Our website is located at www.beacon-center.org. The front page of this 
website is in a blog format. We have featured blog posts by BEACON students, postdocs, and 
faculty describing their research at a level accessible to the scientific public regularly since April 
2011. The primary blog theme is "BEACON Researchers at Work," in which students and 
postdocs describe their research questions and approach, and include a photo to introduce 
themselves to the public. The blog posts are searchable (by matching typed-in words) on the 
main BEACON page and the Research page on the public website. In addition, we also post 
news stories about BEACON research and education activities in that space. Other pages in the 
website describe BEACON’s mission, research, and education and diversity efforts, and we 
maintain an archive of BEACON press releases and media coverage. Access to BEACON’s 
members-only Intranet is through these pages.  

Social media. We also connect with our members and the general public via Facebook 
(http://www.facebook.com/BEACONCenterEvolution, 774 “likes” and 802 followers as of 
9/23/20, and Twitter (@BEACON_Center, 1539 followers as of 9/23/20). We use these 
networking tools to announce blog posts and media coverage, to send reminders about Center-
wide activities, to share relevant web material, and to help maintain a sense of community. We 
also encourage live-tweeting at the BEACON Congress, which greatly increases BEACON’s 
visibility in scientific social media circles.  
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Videocommunications systems. For our weekly Friday all-location meetings we had been 
using Polycom and Tandberg dedicated videoconferencing equipment, augmented by a software 
bridge hosted by Zoom. Presenters are able to speak and show slides at any of the partner schools 
and have them viewed at high quality at the other universities. The University of Washington 
also had members regularly attending from two remote sites (Friday Harbor Laboratories and 
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center), and some MSU members attended from Kellogg 
Biological Station. The audience at all these sites can be seen and heard by the speakers to allow 
cross-campus interactions. A limited number of individuals can view/hear these meetings from 
their personal computers and even interact by telephone. For multiple-campus classes (two in the 
fall and one in the spring) we use the same video-conferencing equipment, but controlled by the 
local Polycom unit at the BEACON center at MSU. For smaller and informal meetings across 
campuses we are using Skype, Google Hangouts, or Zoom. A Canon Vixia camera and Vidiu 
encoder are available for live-streaming events via Youtube, Livestream, or other web video 
services. Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, all BEACON seminars have been 
conducted over Zoom. 
 

3. Names and affiliations of the Center's external advisors  

There were no changes to the BEACON External Advisory Board in 2020.  
 

External Advisory Board 

Name Affiliation 

Meghan Duffy University of Michigan 
Scott Edwards Harvard University 
John Koza Stanford University 
Hod Lipson Cornell University 
Ross Nehm SUNY Stony Brook 
Una-May O'Reilly Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Martin Pelikan Google Inc. 
Joan Strassman Washington University in St. Louis 

As BEACON is in the process of sunsetting as an STC, we did not hold a meeting of the 
External Advisory Committee in 2020.  

  

4. Changes to the Center's strategic plan 

We have made no major changes to any of the outcomes or metrics in our Strategic 
Implementation Plan.  
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VIII. CENTER-WIDE OUTPUTS AND ISSUES 
 

1a. Center publications 
 

 Peer-Reviewed Publications - Published and In Press (125) 
 

1. Abdoli R, Mirhoseini SZ, Ghavi Hossein-Zadeh N, Zamani P, Moradi MH, Ferdosi MH, 
Gondro C. 2019. Genome-wide association study of first lambing age and lambing interval 
in sheep. Small Ruminant Research 178:43-45. 

2. Abdoli R, Mirhoseini SZ, Ghavi Hossein-Zadeh N, Zamani P, Ferdosi MH, Gondro C. 
2019. Genome-wide association study of four composite reproductive traits in Iranian fat-
tailed sheep. Reproduction, Fertility and Development 31:1127-1133.  

3. Ackles A, Ferguson AJ, Grady C, Ofria C. 2020. Rank-based epistasis: A new metric for 
understanding epistatis in the absence of quantifiable fitness interactions. Proceedings of 
the 2020 Conference on Artificial Life, 160-162.  

4. Agrawal NK, Allen P, Song YH, Wachs RA, Du Y, Ellington AD, Schmidt CE. 2020. 
Oligonucleotide-functionalized hydrogels for sustained release of small molecule 
(Aptamer) therapeutics. Acta Biomaterialia, 102, 315–325. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actbio.2019.11.037 

5. Al Kalaldeh M, Gibson J, Lee SH, Gondro C, van der Werf JHJ. 2019. Detection of 
genomic regions underlying resistance to gastrointestinal parasites in Australian sheep. 
GSE 51:37. 

6. Ålund M, Emery N, Jarrett B, MacLeod K, McCreery H, Mamoozadeh N, Phillips JG, 
Schossau J, Thompson A, Warwick A, Yule K, Zylstra E, Gering E. 2020. Academic 
ecosystems must evolve to support a sustainable postdoc workforce. Nature Ecology & 
Evolution 4:777–781.  

7. Anderson AP, Rose E, Flanagan SP, Jones AG. 2020. The estrogen-responsive 
transcriptome of female secondary sexual traits in the Gulf pipefish. Journal of Heredity 
111:294-306. 

8. Anderson WA, Dippel AB, Maiden MM, Waters CM, Hammond MC. 2020. 
Chemiluminescent sensors for quantitation of the bacterial second messenger cyclic di-
GMP. Methods Enzymol. 640:83-104. 

9. Atolia, Cesar ES, Arjes HA, Rajendram M, Shi H, Knapp BD, Khare S, Aranda-Díaz A, 
Lenski RE, Huang KC. 2020. Environmental and physiological factors affecting high-
throughput measurements of bacterial growth. mBio, in press.  

10. Bedhane M, van der Werf J, Gondro C, Duijvesteijn N, Lim D, Park B, Park MN, Hee RE, 
Clark S. 2019. Genome-Wide Association Study of Meat Quality Traits in Hanwoo Beef 
Cattle Using Imputed Whole-Genome Sequence Data. Frontiers in Genetics 10:1235. 

11. Bernardes PA, Batista do Nascimento G, Savegnago RP, Buzanskas ME, Watanabe RN, 
Regitano LCA, Coutinho LL, Gondro C, Munari DP. 2019. Evaluation of imputation 
accuracy using the combination of two high-density panels in Nelore beef cattle. Scientific 
Reports 9:17920. 

12. Bingham G, Macke W, Miikkulainen R. 2020. Evolutionary Optimization of Deep 
Learning Activation Functions. In Proceedings of the Genetic and Evolutionary 
Computation Conference. (GECCO-2020). 
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13. Blount ZD, Maddamsetti R, Grant NA, Ahmed ST, Jagdish T, Baxter JA, Sommerfeld BA, 
Tillman A, Moore J, Slonczewski JL, Barrick JE, Lenski RE. 2020. Genomic and 
phenotypic evolution of Escherichia coli in a novel citrate-only resource environment. 
eLife 9: e55414. 

14. Bogart B, Dinkins S, Audry S, Kelly S, Kite S. 2020. Machine Learning as Material - 
Research-creation Approaches to Behavior and Imagination. In Proceedings of the 26th 
International Symposium on Electronic Art (ISEA 2020).  

15. Boulgakov AA, Ellington AD, Marcotte EM. 2020. Bringing microscopy-by-sequencing 
into view. Trends in Biotechnology, 38(2), 154–162. doi: 10.1016/j.tibtech.2019.06.001  

16. Burmeister AR, Turner PE. 2020. Trading-off and Trading-up in the World of Bacteria-
Phage Evolution. Current Biology 30:19 PR1120-R1124.  

17. Burmeister AR, Fortier A, Roush C, Lessing AJ, Bender RG, Barahman R, Grant R, Chan 
BK, Turner PE. 2020. Pleiotropy Complicates a Trade-Off Between Phage Resistance and 
Antibiotic Resistance. PNAS 117 (21): 11207-11216. 

18. Califf KJ, Green DS, Wagner AP, Scribner KT, Beatty K, Wagner ME, Holekamp KE. 
2020. Genetic relatedness and space-use in two populations of striped hyenas (Hyaena 
hyaena). Journal of Mammalogy 101(2):361–372. https://doi.org/10.1093/jmammal/gyz165  

19. Card KJ, LaBar T, Gomez JB, Lenski RE. 2019. Historical contingency in the evolution of 
antibiotic resistance after decades of relaxed selection. PLOS Biology 17: e3000397.  

20. Castro Dias Cuyabano B, Wackel H, Shin D, Gondro C. 2019. A study of genomic 
prediction across generations of two Korean pig populations. Animals 9:672. 

21. DeAngelis R, Hofmann HA. 2020 Neural mechanisms of female mate choice. Journal of 
Experimental Biology 223:jeb207324. 

22. de las Heras-Saldana S, Chung KY, Lee SH, Gondro C. 2019. Gene expression of Hanwoo 
satellite cell differentiation in longissimus dorsi and semimembranosus. BMC Genomics 
20:156.  

23. de las Heras-Saldana S, Clark SA, Duijvesteijn N, Gondro C, van der Werf JHJ, Chen Y 
2019. Combining information from genome-wide association and multi-tissue gene 
expression studies to elucidate factors underlying genetic variation for residual feed intake 
in Australian Angus cattle. BMC Genomics 20:939. 

24. Dolson EL, Lalejini A, Jorgensen S, and Ofria C 2020 Interpreting the Tape of Life: 
Ancestry-based Analyses Provide Insights and Intuition about Evolutionary Dynamics. 
Artificial Life 26(1): 58-79.  

25. Eastman G, Valiño G, Radío S, Young RL, Quintana L, Zakon HH, Hofmann HA, Sotelo-
Silveira J, Silva A. 2020. Brain transcriptomics of agonistic behaviour in the weakly 
electric fish Gymnotus omarorum, a wild teleost model of non-breeding aggression. 
Scientific Reports 10(1):9496.  

26. Farr MT, Green DS, Holekamp KE, Zipkin EF. 2020 Integrating distance sampling and 
presence-only data to estimate abundance. Ecology. In press. 

27. Fernandez NL, Nhu NTQ, Hsueh BY, Franklin JL, Dufour YS, Waters CM. 2020. Vibrio 
cholerae adapts to sessile and motile lifestyles by cyclic di-GMP regulation of cell shape. 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, in press. 

28. Fernández de Vega F, Olague G, Lanza D, Chavez de la O, Banzhaf W, Goodman E, 
Menendez-Clavijo J, Martinez A. 2020. Time and Individual Duration in Genetic 
Programming. IEEE Access 8: 38692-38713. DOI: 10.1109/ACCESS.2020.2975753.  
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29. Fodor ACA, Liu J, Turner L, Swalla BJ. 2020 Transitional chordates and vertebrate 
origins: Tunicates. Current Topics in Develop. Biol. (in press) 

30. Francon O, Gonzalez S, Hodjat B, Meyerson E, Miikkulainen R, Qiu X, Shahrzad H. 2020. 
Effective Reinforcement Learning through Evolutionary Surrogate-Assisted Prescription. 
In Proceedings of the Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference (GECCO-2020).  

31. Friesen CN, Hofmann HA. 2019. Molecular origins and outcomes of status and stress in 
primates. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 116:1081–1083. 

32. Goh GK, Dunker AK, Foster JA, Uversky VN. 2020. Shell disorder analysis suggests that 
pangolins offered a window for a silent spread of an attenuated SARS-CoV-2 precursor 
among humans. Journal of Proteome Research.  

33. Goh GK-M, Dunker AK, Foster JA, Uversky VN. 2020. Shell disorder analysis predicts 
greater resilience of the SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) outside the body and in body fluids. 
Microbial Pathogenesis (144): 104177.  

34. Goh GK-M, Dunker AK, Foster JA, Uversky VN. 2020. Rigidity of the outer shell 
predicted by a protein intrinsic disorder model sheds light on the COVID-19 (Wuhan-2019-
nCoV) infectivity. Biomolecules.  

35. Goh GK-M, Dunker AK, Foster JA, Uversky VN. 2020. Nipah shell disorder, modes of 
infection, and virulence. Microbial Pathogenesis (141):103976.  

36. Goh GK-M, Dunker AK, Foster JA, Uversky VN. 2019. Zika and Flavivirus Shell 
Disorder: Virulence and Fetal Morbidity. Biomolecules, 9(11).  

37. Gonzalez S, Miikkulainen R. 2020. Improved Training Speed, Accuracy, and Data 
Utilization via Loss Function Optimization. In Proceedings of the 2020 IEEE Congress on 
Evolutionary Computation (CEC-2020, Glasgow, Scotland). 

38. Grant NA, Maddamsetti R, Lenski RE. Maintenance of metabolic plasticity despite relaxed 
selection in a long-term evolution experiment with Escherichia coli. American Naturalist, 
in press.  

39. Graves JL. African Americans in evolutionary science: Where we have been and what’s 
next, Evol. Ed. Outreach, 10.1186/s12052-019-0110-5, 2019.  

40. Graves JL, Ewunkem J, Ward J, Staley, C, Thomas, M, Rhinehardt KL, Han J, Harrison 
SH. 2019. Experimental evolution of gallium resistance in Escherichia coli. Evolution, 
Medicine and Public Health 10.1093/emph/eoz025. 

41. Hamzeh O, Alkhateeb A, Zheng J, Kandalam S, Rueda L. 2020. Prediction of tumor 
location in prostate cancer tissue using a machine learning system on gene expression data. 
BMC Bioinformatics 21(2):1-10.  

42. Harris RM, Kao HY, Alarcon JM, Hofmann HA, Fenton AA. 2019. Hippocampal 
transcriptomic responses to enzyme‐mediated cellular dissociation. Hippocampus 29:876-
882.  

43. Henshaw JM, Jones AG. 2020. Fisher’s lost model of runaway sexual selection. Evolution 
74:487-494. 

44. Henshaw JM, Morrissey MB, Jones AG. 2020. Quantifying the causal pathways 
contributing to natural selection. Evolution, in press. 

45. Hirano T, Recla N, Oiler I, Phillips JG, Parent CE. 2020. Occurrence of Galápagos land 
snail assemblage in tree sap: a novel hypothesis for how snails are preserved in amber. 
Journal of Molluscan Studies 86:263–266. 
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46. Holekamp KE, Strauss ED. 2020. Reproduction within a hierarchical society from a 
female’s perspective. Integrative and Comparative Biology 60: 753–764. 
https://doi.org/10.1093/icb/icaa06810.1093/icb/icaa068 

47. Hsieh ML, Waters CM, Hinton DM. 2020. VpsR directly activates transcription of multiple 
biofilm genes in Vibrio cholerae. Journal of Bacteriology, in press. 

48. Hu T, Tomassini M, Banzhaf W. 2020. A Network Perspective on Genotype-Phenotype 
Mapping in Genetic Programming. Genetic Programming and Evolvable Machines 21:375-
397  

49. Hwang J, Choi Y, Lee K, Krishnan V, Pelled G, Gilad AA, Choi J. 2020. Regulation of 
Electromagnetic Perceptive Gene Using Ferromagnetic Particles for the External Control of 
Calcium Ion Transport. Biomolecules.10(2):E308. doi: 10.3390/biom10020308. PubMed 
PMID: 32075263. 

50. Jabbi M, Arasappan D, Eickhoff SB, Strakowski SM, Nemeroff CB, Hofmann HA. 2020. 
Neuro-transcriptomic signatures for mood disorder morbidity and suicide mortality. J 
Psychiatr Res 127:62–74. 

51. Jiang Y, Li X, Morrow BR, Pothukuchy A, Gollihar J, Novak R, Reilly CB, Ellington AD, 
Walt DR. 2019. Single-Molecule Mechanistic Study of Enzyme Hysteresis. ACS Cent. Sci. 
5(10):1691-1698. doi.org/10.1021/acscentsci.9b00718 

52. Johnson SS, Graham H, Anslyn E, Brinckerhoff W, Conrad P, Cronin L, Ellington AD, 
Elsila J, Girguis P, Grubisic A, House C, Kempes C, Li X, Libby E, Mahaffy P, Nadeau J, 
Roussel A, Sherwood Lollar B, Steele A. 2019. Future Approaches to Life Detection on 
Mars. LPI Contributions 2089:6374. 

53. Johnson-Ulrich L, Holekamp KE, Hambrick ZD. 2020. Innovative problem-solving in wild 
hyenas is reliable across time and contexts. Scientific Reports. 10:13000. DOI: 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-020-69953-5  

54. Johnson-Ulrich L, Holekamp KE. 2020. Group size and social rank predict inhibitory 
control in spotted hyaenas. Animal Behavior 160: 157-168. DOI: 
10.1016/j.anbehav.2019.11.020 

55. Johnson-Ulrich L, Benson-Amram SR, Holekamp KE. 2019. Fitness consequences of 
innovation in wild spotted hyenas. Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 7:443. doi: 
10.3389/fevo.2019.00443 

56. Jordt H, Thibault S, Kosterlitz O, Top EM, Kerr B. 2020. Coevolution of host plasmid pairs 
facilitates the emergence of novel multi-drug resistance. Nature Ecology & Evolution. 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41559-020-1170-1. 

57. Josephs G, Zhang B, Harrison SH, Graves JL, Thomas MD, Panchagavi R, Ewunkem J, 
and Wang L. 2020. Microbial community dynamics during anaerobic co-digestion of corn 
stover and swine manure at different solid content, carbon to nitrogen ratio and effluent 
volumetric percentages. J Environmental Science and Health Part A. 
https://doi.org/10.1080/10934529.2020.1771975.  

58. Kang D, Stöck M, Kneitz S, …(19 authors)…, Braasch I, Trifonov V, Warren W, Meyer A, 
Guiguen Y, Schartl M. 2020 An ancient whole genome duplication in a living fossil: the 
sterlet sturgeon genome sequence and the mechanisms of segmental rediploidization. 
Nature Ecology & Evolution 4: 841-852. 

59. Kelly S, Newsted J, Banzhaf W, Gondro C. 2020. A modular memory framework for time 
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Evolutionary Computation Series, Springer International Publishing, pp. 77-89. @  

3. Barrick JE. 2020. Limits to predicting evolution: Insights from a long-term experiment with 
Escherichia coli. In Evolution in Action - Past, Present and Future: A Festschrift for Erik 
Goodman. Eds. Banzhaf W, Cheng B, Deb K, Holekamp K, Lenski R, Ofria C, Pennock R, 
Punch B, Whittaker D. Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Series, Springer International 
Publishing, pp 63-76.  

4. Burmeister A, Abedon S, Turner P. 2019. Bacteriophage Ecology. Encyclopedia of 
Microbiology, 4th Edition. Ed. Schmidt TM. Vol 1: 434-440. 

5. Burmeister AR, Sullivan RM, Lenski RE. 2020. Fitness costs and benefits of resistance to 
phage Lambda in experimentally evolved Escherichia coli. In Evolution in Action - Past, 
Present and Future: A Festschrift for Erik Goodman. Eds. Banzhaf W, Cheng B, Deb K, 
Holekamp K, Lenski R, Ofria C, Pennock R, Punch B, Whittaker D. Genetic and 
Evolutionary Computation Series, Springer International Publishing, pp. 123-143.   

6. Farrell-Cole PL, Amey MJ. 2020.Threading Together a Successful NSF-Funded Science and 
Technology Center: The Role of a Strategic and Servant Leader. In Evolution in Action - 
Past, Present and Future: A Festschrift for Erik Goodman. Eds. Banzhaf W, Cheng B, Deb 
K, Holekamp K, Lenski R, Ofria C, Pennock R, Punch B, Whittaker D. Genetic and 
Evolutionary Computation Series, Springer International Publishing.  

7. Ferguson AJ, Hernandez JG, Junghans D, Lalejini A, Dolson E, Ofria C. 2020. 
Characterizing the Effects of Random Subsampling on Lexicase Selection. In Genetic 
Programming - Theory and Practice XVII. Eds Banzhaf W, Goodman E, Sheneman L, 
Trujillo L, Worzel B. Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Series, Springer International 
Publishing, pp. 1-23. 

8. Ferkany, Matt and Catherine Kendig 2020. Countering scientism and skepticism in teaching 
the nature of science through its virtues. In Virtues as Integral to Science Education: 
Understanding the Intellectual, Moral, and Civic Value of Science and Scientific Inquiry. 
Eds. Melville W, Kerr D. New York & London: Routledge, pp. 83-101.  

9. Fernandez de Vega F, Olague G, Lanza D, Chavez D, Goodman E, Banzhaf W. 2020. It is 
time for new perspectives on how to ght bloat in GP. In Genetic Programming - Theory and 
Practice XVII. Eds Banzhaf W, Goodman E, Sheneman L, Trujillo L, Worzel B. Genetic and 
Evolutionary Computation Series, Springer International Publishing, pp. 25-38.  
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10. Gardner EC, Watkins EJ, Gollihar J, Ellington AD. 2020. Emulsion-based directed evolution 
of enzymes and proteins in yeast. In Methods in Enzymology. Academic Press. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/bs.mie.2020.04.053 

11. Goldsby HJ, Kerr B, and Ofria C 2020 Major Transitions in Digital Evolution. In Evolution 
in Action - Past, Present and Future: A Festschrift for Erik Goodman. Eds. Banzhaf W, 
Cheng B, Deb K, Holekamp K, Lenski R, Ofria C, Pennock R, Punch B, Whittaker D. 
Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Series, Springer International Publishing, pp. 333-
347.  

12. Graves JL. 2020. Fighting the Power: Race and Genomics in the 21st Century, A paper for: 
Science With Passion and A Moral Compass: A Symposium in Honor of John Vandermeer. 
Ann Arbor, MI: U. Michigan Press, pp. 5-15. 

13. Graves JL, Ewunkem AJ, Thomas MD, Han J, Rhinehardt KL, Boyd S, Edmondson R, 
Jeffers-Francis L, Harrison SH. 2020. Experimental Evolution of Metal Resistance in 
Bacteria. In Banzhaf et al. (Eds.) Evolution in Action—Past, Present, and Future. Cham, 
Switzerland: Springer 2 International Publishing, AG, pp. 91-106.  

14. Graves JL. 2020. In Defense of the "Orthodoxy": Who We Really Are and Why Some Folks 
Have a Problem With it.  Vernon Farmer (Ed.), Critical Race Theory in the Academy, New 
World Publishers, pp. 107-126. 

15. Graves JL. In press. Out of Africa: Where Faith, Race, and Science Collide, in Critical 
Approaches to Science and Religion (Myrna S. and Keel T. eds), Cambridge University 
Press. 

16. Hsieh, M.L., Hinton, D.M., and C.M. Waters. 2020. Cyclic di-GMP Regulation of Gene 
Expression. In Microbial Cyclic di Nucleotides. Ed. Rӧmling, U. Springer Nature 
Switzerland AG. 

17. Kelly S, Banzhaf W. 2020. Temporal Memory Sharing in Visual Reinforcement Learning. In 
Genetic Programming - Theory and Practice XVII. Eds Banzhaf W, Goodman E, Sheneman 
L, Trujillo L, Worzel B. Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Series, Springer 
International Publishing, pp. 101-119. 

18. LaBar T, Adami C. 2020. Genome Size and the Extinction of Small Populations. In 
Evolution in Action - Past, Present and Future: A Festschrift for Erik Goodman. Eds. 
Banzhaf W, Cheng B, Deb K, Holekamp K, Lenski R, Ofria C, Pennock R, Punch B, 
Whittaker D. Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Series, Springer International 
Publishing, pp. 167-183.  

19. Lark AM, Richmond G, Pennock RT. 2020. The influence of instructor technological 
pedagogical content knowledge on implementation and student affective outcomes. In 
Evolution in Action - Past, Present and Future: A Festschrift for Erik Goodman. Eds. 
Banzhaf W, Cheng B, Deb K, Holekamp K, Lenski R, Ofria C, Pennock R, Punch B, 
Whittaker D. Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Series, Springer International 
Publishing, pp. 551-570.  

20. Lenski RE. 2020. 2010: A BEACON odyssey. In Evolution in Action - Past, Present and 
Future: A Festschrift for Erik Goodman. Eds. Banzhaf W, Cheng B, Deb K, Holekamp K, 
Lenski R, Ofria C, Pennock R, Punch B, Whittaker D. Genetic and Evolutionary 
Computation Series, Springer International Publishing, pp. 3-17.  

21. Lundrigan B, Morrow A, Meek P, Smale L. 2020. Temporal niche evolution and the sensory 
brain. In Evolution in Action - Past, Present and Future: A Festschrift for Erik Goodman. 
Eds. Banzhaf W, Cheng B, Deb K, Holekamp K, Lenski R, Ofria C, Pennock R, Punch B, 
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Whittaker D. Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Series, Springer International 
Publishing.  

22. McLeskey C, Berling E, O’Rourke M, Pennock RT. 2020. The Evolution of the Scientific 
Virtues Toolbox Approach to Responsible Conduct of Research Training. In Evolution in 
Action - Past, Present and Future: A Festschrift for Erik Goodman. Eds. Banzhaf W, Cheng 
B, Deb K, Holekamp K, Lenski R, Ofria C, Pennock R, Punch B, Whittaker D. Genetic and 
Evolutionary Computation Series, Springer International Publishing, pp. 353-550.  

23. Meyer JR, Lenski RE. 2020. Subtle environmental differences have cascading effects on the 
ecology and evolution of a model microbial community. In Evolution in Action - Past, 
Present and Future: A Festschrift for Erik Goodman. Eds. Banzhaf W, Cheng B, Deb K, 
Holekamp K, Lenski R, Ofria C, Pennock R, Punch B, Whittaker D. Genetic and 
Evolutionary Computation Series, Springer International Publishing, pp. 273-288.  

24. Miikkulainen, R. 2020. Creative AI Through Evolutionary Computation. In Evolution in 
Action - Past, Present and Future: A Festschrift for Erik Goodman. Eds. Banzhaf W, Cheng 
B, Deb K, Holekamp K, Lenski R, Ofria C, Pennock R, Punch B, Whittaker D. Genetic and 
Evolutionary Computation Series, Springer International Publishing 

25. Miikkulainen R. 2020. Definitional entries for Neuron, Weight, Topology, Simple Recurrent 
Network, Reservoir Computing, and Hopfield Network. In Encyclopedia of Machine 
Learning and Data Science, 3rd Edition. Eds Sammut C, Webb GI. Berlin: Springer. 

26. Miikkulainen R. 2020.  Neuroevolution. In Encyclopedia of Machine Learning and Data 
Science, 3rd Edition. Eds Sammut C, Webb GI. Berlin: Springer. 

27. Ramliden MS, Severin GB, O’Hara BJ, Waters CM, Ng WL. 2020. Microbial cyclic GMP-
AMP signaling pathways. In Microbial Cyclic di Nucleotides. Ed. Rӧmling, U. Springer 
Nature Switzerland AG. 

28. Rawal A, Liang J, Miikkulainen R. 2020. Discovering Gated Recurrent Neural Network 
Architectures. In Deep Neural Evolution – Deep Learning with Evolutionary Computation. 
Eds. Iba H, Noman N. New York: Springer.  

29. Rojas CA. 2020. How BEACON shaped my research and career trajectory. In Evolution in 
Action - Past, Present and Future: A Festschrift for Erik Goodman. Eds. Banzhaf W, Cheng 
B, Deb K, Holekamp K, Lenski R, Ofria C, Pennock R, Punch B, Whittaker D. Genetic and 
Evolutionary Computation Series, Springer International Publishing.  

30. Shahrzad H, Hodjat B, Dolle C, Denissov A, Lau S, Goodhew D, Dyer J, Miikkulainen R.  
2020.  Enhanced Optimization with Composite Objectives and Novelty Pulsation.  In Genetic 
Programming - Theory and Practice XVII. Eds Banzhaf W, Goodman E, Sheneman L, 
Trujillo L, Worzel B. Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Series, Springer International 
Publishing.  

31. Theis KR, Whittaker DJ, Rojas CA. 2020. A hologenomic approach to animal behavior. In 
Evolution in Action - Past, Present and Future: A Festschrift for Erik Goodman. Eds. 
Banzhaf W, Cheng B, Deb K, Holekamp K, Lenski R, Ofria C, Pennock R, Punch B, 
Whittaker D. Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Series, Springer International 
Publishing, pp. 247-263.  

32. Wagner AP, Zaman L, Dworkin I, Ofria C. 2020. Behavioral Strategy Chases Promote the 
Evolution of Prey Intelligence. In Evolution in Action - Past, Present and Future: A 
Festschrift for Erik Goodman. Eds. Banzhaf W, Cheng B, Deb K, Holekamp K, Lenski R, 
Ofria C, Pennock R, Punch B, Whittaker D. Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Series, 
Springer International Publishing, pp. 225-246.  
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33. Whalen I, Gondro C, Banzhaf W. 2020. Evolving SNP Panels for Genomic Prediction, In 
Evolution in Action - Past, Present and Future: A Festschrift for Erik Goodman. Eds. 
Banzhaf W, Cheng B, Deb K, Holekamp K, Lenski R, Ofria C, Pennock R, Punch B, 
Whittaker D. Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Series, Springer International 
Publishing, pp. 467-487.  

34. White DR, Fowler B, Banzhaf W, Barr ET. 2020. Modelling Genetic Programming as a 
Simple Sampling Algorithm. In Genetic Programming - Theory and Practice XVII. Eds 
Banzhaf W, Goodman E, Sheneman L, Trujillo L, Worzel B. Genetic and Evolutionary 
Computation Series, Springer International Publishing, pp. 367 - 381.  

35. Yuan Y, Banzhaf W. 2020. An Evolutionary System for Better Automatic Software Repair. 
In Genetic Programming - Theory and Practice XVII. Eds Banzhaf W, Goodman E, 
Sheneman L, Trujillo L, Worzel B. Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Series, Springer 
International Publishing, pp. 383-406. 

36. Yuan Y, Banzhaf W. 2020. Making Better Use of Repair Templates in Automated Program 
Repair: A Multi-Objective Approach, In Evolution in Action - Past, Present and Future: A 
Festschrift for Erik Goodman. Eds. Banzhaf W, Cheng B, Deb K, Holekamp K, Lenski R, 
Ofria C, Pennock R, Punch B, Whittaker D. Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Series, 
Springer International Publishing, pp. 385-407. 
 
 Books (4) 
 

1. Banzhaf W, Cheng B, Deb K, Holekamp K, Lenski R, Ofria C, Pennock R, Punch B, 
Whittaker D (Eds). 2020. Evolution in Action - Past, Present and Future: A Festschrift for 
Erik Goodman. Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Series, Springer, 607 pages.  

2. Banzhaf W, Goodman E, Sheneman L, Trujillo L, Worzel B (Eds). 2020. Genetic 
Programming - Theory and Practice XVII. Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Series, 
Springer, 409 pages.  

3. Graves JL. In press. Antimicrobial Nanomaterials: Principles and Applications. Elsevier, 
publication 2021. 

4. Graves JL, Goodman A. In press. Everything You Wanted to Know About Race (But Were 
Afraid to Ask). Columbia University Press, (in press, publication date September 1, 2021). * 
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1b. Conference presentations 

 Talks (138) 
1. Adami C. 2020. Keynote: Information in biological systems (real and artificial). Biology 

through information, communication, and coding theory Workshop, Alexandria, VA. 
2. Ålund M. 2020. Brains, sex and parasites in Icelandic stickleback, online presentation for 

the 2020 symposium of the Ecology, Evolutionary Biology and Behavior program, 
Michigan State University.  

3. Ålund M. 2020. Diving into a hijacked brain: effects of parasitism on threespine 
stickleback behaviour and brain morphology, ABS 2020: Animal Behavior Society 
virtual meeting. 

4. Ålund M. 2020. Diving into a hijacked brain: effects of parasitism on threespine 
stickleback behaviour and brain morphology, ASAB UK 2020, Association for the Study 
of Animal Behavior virtual conference. 

5. Ålund M, Phillips JG, Rodriguez-Santiago M, Sattler J, Wargenau S, Keagy J, Hofmann 
HA, Boughman JW. 2019. Anti-predatory behaviour, sensory systems, and brain 
transcriptomics in Icelandic threespine stickleback adapting to turbid environments. 
Annual Meeting of the European Society for Evolutionary Biology, Turku (Finland) @ 

6. Banzhaf W. Tutorial at ALIFE 2020: Artificial Gene Regulatory Networks. @ 
7. Barrick JE. 2020. Invited Talk: Defending engineered bacteria against evolutionary 

failure. PepTalk 2020 Engineering Genes, Vectors, Constructs, and Clones (San Diego, 
CA). 

8. Bingham G, Macke W, Miikkulainen R. 2020. Evolutionary Optimization of Deep 
Learning Activation Functions. In Proceedings of the Genetic and Evolutionary 
Computation Conference. (GECCO-2020). 

9. Bogart B, Dinkins S, Audry S, Kelly S, Kite S. 2020. Machine Learning as Material - 
Research-creation Approaches to Behavior and Imagination. [Panel Discussion] The 26th 
International Symposium on Electronic Art (ISEA 2020). * 

10. Bohm C. 2020. Introduction to MABE. ALIFE 2020. 
11. Braasch I. 2019. Contributed Talk: Odyssey of Strange Fish: Investigating ‘Ancient Fish’ 

Genomes and Development to Illuminate Vertebrate Evolution. 3rd Meeting of the Pan-
American Society for Evolutionary Developmental Biology, Miami, FL. 

12. Braasch I. 2019. Genomic Journeys into a Lost World: ‘Ancient Fishes’ Illuminate the 
Genetic Basis of Vertebrate Evolution, Development, and Diseases. University of 
Denver, Department of Biological Sciences. Denver, CO. 

13. Braasch I. 2019. Genomic Journeys into a Lost World: ‘Ancient Fishes’ Illuminate the 
Genetic Basis of Vertebrate Evolution, Development, and Diseases. University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign, Program in Ecology, Evolution & Conservation Biology. 

14. Braasch I. 2019. Genomic Journeys into a Lost World: Using ‘Ancient Fish’ Genomes to 
Illuminate Vertebrate Development and Evolution. University of Akron, Integrated 
Bioscience. Akron, OH. 

15. Braasch I. 2020. Genomic Journeys into a Lost World: Using ‘Ancient Fish’ Genomes to 
Illuminate Vertebrate Development and Evolution. University at Buffalo, Department of 
Biological Sciences. Buffalo, NY. 
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16. Burmeister A, Bauer M, Graham M. 2020. Course-Based Undergraduate Research 
During and Beyond COVID-19. Associate for College and University Biology Educators. 
Online Conference. 

17. Burmeister A. 2019. Evolutionary Tradeoffs Between Phage Resistance and Antibiotic 
Resistance. American Society for Microbiology Region I Northeast Branch Meeting. 
Randolph, MA. @ 

18. Burmeister A. 2019. Evolutionary Tradeoffs Between Phage Resistance and Antibiotic 
Resistance. Microbial Systems Seminar Series, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
Cambridge, MA. @ 

19. Burmeister A. 2020. Predicting the Evolution of Microbes. American Society for 
Microbiology Microbe Conference. Symposium Convener and Moderator.  

20. Chung KY, Lee EM, Kwon EG, Han MH, Heras-Saldana S, Gondro C. 2019. PSVIII-11 
Transcriptome profiling of bovine satellite cell differentiation in Hanwoo longissimus 
dorsi and semimembranosus muscle. Proceedings of 2019 ASAS-CSAS, Journal of 
Animal Science, Volume 97, Issue Supplement_3: 306. 

21. Cuyabano BCD, Gondro C. 2020. How Genomic Relationships Impact the Prediction 
Accuracy of Breeding Values. Proceedings of PAG XXVIII.  

22. do Nascimento AV, Cardoso DF, Nawaz MY, Romero ARS, Santos DJA, Gondro C, 
Tonhati H. 2020. Updating the Buffalo Array Map and Prediction of QTL Positions in the 
New Water Buffalo Genome. Proceedings of PAG XXVIII. 

23. Dunham M. 2020. EMBO Symposia on The Organism and its Environment invited talk. 
24. Dunham M. 2020. UC Davis seminar. 
25. Dunham M. 2020. Princeton University seminar. 
26. Dunham M. 2020. CSHL Yeast Research: Origins, Insights & Breakthroughs invited talk. 
27. Dunham M. 2020. Kansas State University seminar. 
28. Ellington AD. 2019. Developing privileged genetic alphabets for DNA information 

storage. DNA25, Seattle, WA. 
29. Ellington AD. 2019. Dream worth having. ICBM Conference and Retreat. Horseshoe 

Bay, TX. 
30. Ellington AD. 2019. Yeastons: implementing artificial neural networks with engineered 

living cells. ARM Research Summit, Austin, TX. 
31. Ellington AD. 2019. Genetic code expansion: difficulties and practicalities. Texas A&M,  

College Station, TX. 
32. Ellington AD. 2019. NSTC Interagency Synthetic Biology Workshop, Bethesda, MD. 
33. Ellington AD. 2019. EBRC Council Retreat, Irvine, CA. 
34. Ellington AD. 2019. IEEE-NIH Healthcare Innovations and Point of Care Technologies 

Conference, participated in Panel on Emerging Technologies for Health and Wellness 
Across the Lifespan, 11/19-11/20, Bethesda, MD. 

35. Ellington AD. 2019. Cell Free Operating Systems for Diagnostics. Cell Free Systems 
Conference, Boston, MA 

36. Ellington AD. 2019. Directed evolution of parts, circuits, and systems. University of 
Massachusetts, Amherst, Department of Chemistry, Amherst, MA. 

37. Ellington AD. 2019. EBRC/DoD Roadmapping Workshop, Arlington, VA. 
38. Ellington AD. 2020. EBRC Workshop on Manufacturing Innovation Institute for 

Synthetic Biology, Houston, TX. 
39. Ellington AD. 2020. Cell Free Operating Systems for Diagnostics. SynCell 2020, Virtual. 
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40. Ellington AD. 2020. TOWERS Fellow Lecture: Biology meets plastic, biology eats 
plastic. UT Austin. 

41. Friesen CN, Young RL, Hofmann HA 2019 Variations of social status: Identifying the 
neuroendocrine characteristics of dominance styles in a highly social cichlid fish. Society 
for Behavioral Neuroendocrinology Annual Meeting, Bloomington, IN. 

42. Foster JA 2019. Foxholes, not Silos. Science of Team Science Conference, Lansing, MI 
43. Francon O, Gonzalez S, Hodjat B, Meyerson E, Miikkulainen R, Qiu X, Shahrzad H. 

2020. Effective Reinforcement Learning through Evolutionary Surrogate-Assisted 
Prescription. In Proceedings of the Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference 
(GECCO-2020). @ 

44. Friesen CN, Han J, Young RL, Hofmann HA. 2020. Physiological and molecular 
correlates of variation in space use and aggression in a highly social fish. Animal 
Behavior Society. Virtual Meeting 

45. Friesen CN, Han J, Young RL, Hofmann HA. 2020. Using Correlated Patterns of 
Behavioral and Molecular Variation to Understand Individual Variation. Society for 
Integrative and Comparative Biology. Austin, TX. 

46. Gondro C. 2019. Epistasis in additive models – where does the variance go? NCERA 
2019. 

47. Gondro C. 2019. Interplay between heritability, predictability and population structure. 
Symposium on Nutrigenomics for Sustainable Animal Production in Korea. 

48. Gondro, C. 2019 Artificial Intelligence and Feature Selection for Genomic Prediction. 
Proceedings of PAG XXVII. " 

49. Gonzalez S, Miikkulainen R. 2020. Improved Training Speed, Accuracy, and Data 
Utilization via Loss Function Optimization. In Proceedings of the 2020 IEEE Congress 
on Evolutionary Computation (CEC-2020, Glasgow, Scotland). 

50. Gonzalez S, Miikkulainen R. 2019. Improved Training Speed, Accuracy, and Data 
Utilization Through Loss Function Optimization. In NeurIPS 2019 Workshop on Meta-
Learning (Metalearn 2019). 

51. Grant N. 2020. Genomic and phenotypic consequences of relaxed selection on the 
anaerobic growth of Escherichia coli from a long-term evolution experiment. Michigan 
State University Ecology, Evolutionary Biology and Behavior Colloquium 

52. Graves JL 2020. African Americans in Evolutionary Science: Address to the Graduate 
Student Associations of the Three Evolution Societies (Society for the Study of 
Evolution, American Society of Naturalists, Society of Systematic Biology), July 29, 
2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKepL1EQ5co.* 

53. Han J, Gondro C, Steibel JP. 2020. Using differential evolution to improve predictive 
accuracy of deep learning models applied to pig production data. American Society of 
Animal Science. 

54. Han J, Friesen CN, Young RL, Hofmann HA. 2020. Social Regulation of Neural 
Transcriptomes. Animal Behavior Society. Virtual Meeting 

55. Hofmann HA. 2020. Invited Speaker: 14th International Congress on the Biology of 
Fishes (ICBF), Montpellier (France) – postponed due to COVID-19. 

56. Hofmann HA. 2020. Invited Speaker: Anxiety and Depression Association of America 
Annual Meeting, San Antonio (TX) – postponed due to COVID-19. 

57. Hofmann HA. 2020. Invited Speaker: Conference on Datennaturen / Nature of Data, 
Zürich Switzerland. 
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58. Hofmann HA. 2020. Plenary Speaker: 2019 Debrecen University Official Symposium –
Reproductive Strategies and Their Consequences, Debrecen (Hungary). 

59. Holekamp KE. 2020. International remote seminar organized by Duke University as part 
of their Long-Term Animal Research (LTAR) Seminar Series. 

60. Holekamp KE. 2020. Remote seminar at Georg-August University of Göttingen 
(Germany) and the German Primate Center. 

61. Holekamp KE. 2020. International remote seminar on Frontiers in Social Evolution 
(FINE) 

62. Holekamp KE. 2020. University of Wisconsin, Emlen Lecture Series, Madison, WI 
63. Holekamp KE. 2020. Society for Integrative and Comparative Biology, Symposium on 

Mammalian Reproduction. Austin, TX 
64. Holekamp KE. 2020. University of Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY 
65. Jiang J, Legrand D, Severn R, Miikkulainen R. 2019. A Comparison of the Taguchi 

Method and Evolutionary Optimization in Multivariate Testing. In Proceedings of the 
2020 IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation (CEC-2020, Glasgow, Scotland). @ 

66. Johnson-Ulrich L. 2020. Social and ecological correlates of behavioral flexibility in 
spotted hyenas. Annual Conference of the Animal Behavior Society: Allee Symposium, 
Virtual Meeting. 

67. Kelly S, Newsted J, Banzhaf W, Gondro C. 2020. A Modular Memory Framework for 
Time Series Prediction. 2020 Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference 
(GECCO '20) (Nominated for Best Paper, GP Track). 

68. Kelly S. 2020. Sustainable Open Endedness in Coevolving Artworks. In Creating (with) 
machines - A workshop on interdisciplinary approaches to A-Life and the digital arts. 
Organized by Xmodal, with Chris Salter, Alex Saunier, Takashi Ikegami, Sofian Audry, 
David Howes. The 2020 Conference on Artificial Life (ALife 2020) * 

69. Kendig C. 2020.Why you should care about how kinds and parts are made. Philosophy of 
Biology at the Mountains (POBAMz) University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah. *@ 

70. Kosterlitz O, Glenney C, Singhal S, Kerr B. 2020. A poison that is its own antidote. 
Gordon Research Conference Microbial Population Biology, Andover, NH. 

71. Lalejini A. 2020. Emerging Researchers in Artificial Life Workshop. Artificial Life 
Conference 2020. 

72. Lenski R. 2020. Invited seminar: Dynamics of Phenotypic and Genomic Change in a 
Long-Term Evolution Experiment with E. coli, Université Grenoble Alpes (France).@ 

73. Lessig EK, Hofmann HA. 2020. Do cichlid fish reciprocate in joint territorial defense? 
Animal Behavior Society Annual Meeting (virtual). 

74. Liu KJ. 2020. Estimating Statistical Support Using Random Walk Resampling of 
Biomolecular Sequences. 4th Annual Research Symposium of the Michigan State 
University Ecology, Evolutionary Biology, and Behavior Program, East Lansing, MI. * 

75. Liu KJ. 2019 Scalable Statistical Introgression Mapping Using Approximate Coalescent-
Based Inference. 10th ACM International Conference on Bioinformatics, Computational 
Biology and Health Informatics (BCB ’19), Niagara Falls, NY. * @ 

76. Macias-Muñoz A. 2020. Invited talk: Evolution of Phototransduction Genes in 
Lepidoptera. 

77. Entomological Society of America Pacific Branch Meeting. 
78. Macias-Muñoz A. 2020. Oral Presentation - George E. Hewitt Foundation Symposium. 

San Diego, CA. 
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79. Maile K, Miikkulainen R, Saggar M. 2019. Implementing evolutionary optimization to 
model resting state functional connectivity. In Society for Neuroscience Abstracts. 
Washington, DC: Society for Neuroscience. *@ 

80. Maile K, Saggar M, Miikkulainen R. 2020. Evolutionary Parameter Optimization for 
Resting-state Functional Connectivity Model. Abstract presented at the Organization for 
Human Brain Mapping Annual Meeting (OHMB-20, Montreal, Canada). *@ 

81. Marx, C. 2020. Fourth Bangalore School of Population Genetics and Evolution, 
International Centre for Theoretical Sciences of the Tata Institute of Fundamental 
Research, Bengaluru, India* 

82. Meyerson E, Miikkulainen R. 2019. Modular Universal Reparameterization: Deep Multi-
task Learning Across Diverse Domains. In Proceedings of the 33rd Annual Conference 
on Neural Information Processing Systems (NeurIPS 2019). @ 

83. Miikkulainen R. 2020. Evolutionary Surrogate-Assisted Prescription, Invited talk at the 
International Workshop on Artificial Neural Networks, Hyderabad, India, September 
25th, 2020 (online). *@ 

84. Miikkulainen R. 2020. Evolutionary Surrogate-Assisted Prescription, Invited talk at the 
Advanced Course on Data Science and Machine Learning (ACDL2020), Siena, Italy, 
July 16th, 2020 (online). *@ 

85. Miikkulainen R. 2020. Evolutionary Surrogate-Assisted Prescription, Information 
Science Institute, University of Southern California, August 21st, 2020 (online). *@ 

86. Miikkulainen R. 2020. Evolutionary Surrogate-Assisted Prescription, Department of 
Computer Science and Engineering, Southern University of Science and Technology, 
Shenzhen, China, June 21st, 2020 (online). *@ 

87. Miikkulainen R. 2020. Panel on "Strategies for Effectively Building, Deploying & 
Monitoring AI" at the Applied AI Virtual Summit, Austin, TX (online), May 21st, 2020. 

88. Miikkulainen R. 2020. Evolution of Neural Networks, Tutorial at the Genetic and 
Evolutionary Computation Conference (GECCO-2020, Cancun, Mexico; online), July 
8th, 2020.  

89. Miikkulainen R. 2020. Evolution of Neural Networks, Tutorial at the Advanced Course 
on Data Science and Machine Learning, (ACDL2020, Siena, Italy; online), July 16th, 
2020. 

90. Miikkulainen R. 2020. Evolution of Neural Networks"", Tutorial at the Congress on 
Evolutionary Computation (CEC/WCCI-2020, Glasgow, Scotland), July 19th, 2020 
(online). 

91. Miikkulainen R. 2019. Operationalizing Evolutionary AI. Keynote at the INFORMS 
Regional Analytics Conference, Chicago IL, November 12th, 2019. * 

92. Miller-Crews I, Matz MV, Hofmann HA. 2020. 2bRAD-seq paternity testing pipeline for 
complex and mixed DNA samples. Society for Integrative and Comparative Biology, 
Austin TX. 

93. Noble CE, Amey MJ, Farrell-Cole PL. 2019. Diversity and Inclusion in Federal STEM 
Grant Requirements: Challenges and Opportunities for Changing Institutional Cultures, 
Roundtable, Association for the Study of Higher Education Conference, Portland, OR. 

94. Northcutt AJ, Kick DR, Otopalik AG, Goetz BM, Harris RM, Santin JM, Hofmann HA, 
Marder E, Schulz DJ. 2019. Molecular and physiological correlates of neuronal cell 
identity in a small central pattern generating network. Society for Neuroscience Annual 
Meeting, Chicago, IL. @ 
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95. Pennock RT. 2019. The Character of Science: A Virtue Theoretic Account. Robert F and 
Jean E. Holtz Center for Science and Technology Studies. University of Wisconsin, 
Madison WI. (11/15/19) 

96. Pennock RT. 2019. Avida-ED: Learning Evolution and the Nature of Science using 
Evolving Digital Organisms. Department of Botany. University of Wisconsin, Madison 
WI.  

97. Pennock RT 2020. The Purpose of Science and the Scientific Virtues. Guest lecture in Ike 
Inuoke’s LBC133 class, Michigan State University. East Lansing, MI. (1/16/20) 

98. Pennock RT. 2020. Author Meets Critics session on An Instinct for Truth. Association 
for Practical and Professional Ethics (APPE) Conference. Atlanta, GA  

99. Pennock RT. 2020. "Vocational Virtues" Sharper Focus/Wider View, Michigan State 
University. East Lansing, MI.  

100. Phillips J 2019. World Congress of Malacology 2019, Pacific Grove, CA. 
101. Price S, Schumer M, Young RL, Wang S, Cummings M. 2020. Immune genomic 

response associated with preference behavior: an examination in a freshwater fish. 
Immunology. Honolulu, HI. @ 

102. Rajagopalan P, Holekamp KE, Miikkulainen R. 2020. Evolution of Complex Coordinated 
Behavior. In Proceedings of the 2020 IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation 
(CEC-2020, Glasgow, Scotland). *@ 

103. Rodriguez-Santiago M, Jordan LA, Hofmann HA. 2020. Social context affects learning 
and neural activity patterns in dynamic social groups. Society for Integrative and 
Comparative Biology, Austin TX. *@ 

104. Rodriguez-Santiago M, Hofmann HA. 2019. Impact of social group instability on 
learning and neural processing of a cue discrimination task. Gordon Research Conference 
in Neuroethology, Newry, ME. 

105. Rojas CA, Theis KR, Holekamp, K. 2020. Host correlates of gut microbiome structure 
and function in wild spotted hyenas. Long Term Animal Research Seminar Series 
organized by Duke University (virtual). 

106. Rojas, CA, Theis KR, Holekamp K. 2020. Body-site specific microbiota among juvenile 
and adult wild spotted hyenas. FEMS Microbiology Ecology Webinar on Animal 
Microbiomes.@  

107. Rojas CA, Theis KR, Holekamp K. 2020. Host phylogenetic relatedness and dietary guild 
structure the gut microbiota of African herbivores. Ecological Society of America 
(virtual) @ 

108. Romero ARS, de Oliveira HN, do Nascimento AV, Cardoso FF, Gomes CCG, Caetano 
AR, Gondro C. 2020. Genomic Prediction of Resistance to Babesia Bigemina in Braford 
and Hereford Cattle. Proceedings of PAG XXVIII. 

109. Savegnago RP, Rincon G, Gondro C. 2020. Genetic Variation in the Holstein Bovine 
MHC. Proceedings of PAG XXVIII. 

110. Shahrzad H, Hodjat B, Dolle C, Denissov A, Lau S, Goodhew D, Dyer J, Miikkulainen 
R. 2020. Enhanced Optimization with Composite Objectives and Novelty Pulsation. In 
Genetic Programming Theory and Practice XVII. New York: Springer. @ 

111. Skocelas KG, DeVries B. 2020. Test Data Generation for Recurrent Neural Network 
Implementations. 2020 IEEE International Conference on Electro Information 
Technology (EIT), Chicago, IL, USA, 2020, pp. 469-474, doi: 
10.1109/EIT48999.2020.9208306.@ 
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112. Solomon-Lane TK, Butler RM, McCabe EA, Hofmann HA. 2019. Central manipulation 
of arginine vasotocin affects juvenile social behavior and neuroendocrine gene expression 
in a highly social fish. Society for Behavioral Neuroendocrinology Annual Meeting, 
Bloomington, IN. 

113. Stahlke AR. 2019. Innovation in Conservation at the Invasion Front. Inland Northwest 
Symposium on Research Computing and Data Science. Moscow, ID. @ 

114. Still MB, Lea AL, Hofmann HA, Ryan MJ. 2019. Multimodal control of reproductive 
behavior and physiology in male túngara frogs. Animal Behavior Society Annual 
Meeting, Chicago, IL. 

115. Swalla BJ. 2019. Invited Lecture: Evolution, Development and Regeneration in the 
Chordates. University of California at Davis, Davis, CA*@ 

116. Swalla BJ. 2020. Invited Talk: Tailless Molgulid Ascidians Express Larval Pseudogenes. 
SICB Annual Meeting, Austin, TX*@ 

117. Swalla BJ. 2019. Invited Lecture: Evolution, Development and Regeneration in the 
Chordates. Sars International Centre for Marine Molecular Biology, University of 
Bergen, Norway*@ 

118. Swalla BJ. 2019. Symposium Lecture in FROM DEVELOPMENT TO GENOMICS: 
Tailless Molgulid Ascidians have a Notochord “Ball” that never converges or extends. 
10th International Tunicate Meetings. Villefranche Sur Mer, France*@ 

119. Taylor MB. 2020. YEvo: teaching eukaryotic genetics and evolution using yeast. 
Genetics Society of America BREW workshop. Invited virtual speaker.  

120. Taylor MB. 2019. yEvo: teaching eukaryotic genetics and evolution with yeast. Evolution 
Meeting. Providence, RI. 

121. Thompson AW, Black A, Huang Y, Shi Q, Furness AI, Hoffmann FG, Ortí G, Braasch I. 
2020. Genomic mechanisms of developmental delay and environmentally-cued hatching 
in annual killifish, Michigan State University’s Ecology, Evolutionary Biology, and 
Behavior Program Annual Research Symposium East Lansing, MI, USA. @ 

122. Tutum C, Miikkulainen R. 2020. Adapting to Unseen Environments through Explicit 
Representation of Contex. In Proceedings of the 2019 Conference on Artificial Life 
(Alife'20, Montreal, Canada). 

123. Van Leuven J. 2019. Gordon Research Seminar: Designing Biology for Sustainable 
Solutions. Waterville Valley, NH 

124. Wackel H, Shin D, Gondro C. 2020. Pinpointing differences between significant QTL of 
carcass traits in Yorkshire and Landrace pig populations. American Society of Animal 
Science. 

125. Wackel HA, Rowntree J, Lim D, Gondro C. 2020. Genetic Evaluation of the Akaushi 
Breed in the United States. Proceedings of PAG XXVIII. 

126. Wallace KJ, Hofmann HA. 2020. Sex differences in cognition in the highly social cichlid 
fish, Astatotilapia burtoni. Animal Behavior Society Annual Meeting (virtual). 

127. Wallace KJ, Hofmann HA. 2020. Neuroendocrine basis of cognition and behavior in a 
highly social cichlid fish. Society for Integrative and Comparative Biology, Austin TX. 

128. Wallace KJ, Hofmann HA. 2019. Neuroendocrine basis of social competence and 
cognition in dynamic communities of a highly social cichlid fish. Society for Behavioral 
Neuroendocrinology Annual Meeting, Bloomington IN. 
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129. Wang X, Miikkulainen R. 2020. MDEA: Malware Detection with Evolutionary 
Adversarial Learning. In Proceedings of the 2020 IEEE Congress on Evolutionary 
Computation (CEC-2020, Glasgow, Scotland). 

130. Waters C. 2020. Postdoc Invited Department Speaker, Wayne State University, Detroit, 
MI.  

131. Waters C. 2020. Invited Speaker, Infectious Disease Fellows Seminar, Sparrow Hospital, 
Lansing, MI. 

132. Waters C. 2020. Invited Conference Speaker, Sensory Transduction in Microorganisms 
(STIM) Gordon Research Conference, Ventura, CA. 

133. Whittaker DJ. 2020. With a little help from my friends: Social effects on the 
chemosignaling microbiome in songbirds. Winter Animal Behavior Conference, 
Steamboat Springs, CO.* 

134. Whittaker DJ, Slade J, Greenberg J, Soini H, Novotny M, Theis KR. 2020. With a little 
help from my friends: Social effects on the chemosignaling microbiome in songbirds. 
Animal Behavior Society 2020 Virtual meeting. *@ 

135. Young AM, Dyer FC. 2020. Do honey bees weigh evidence of absence differently based 
on prior experience with spatial uncertainty? Virtual Animal Behavior Society 
conference. ' 

136. Young RL, Weitekamp CA, Triki Z, Su Y, Bshary R, Hofmann HA. Comparative 
Transcriptomics of Cooperative Behavior in Cleaner Wrasses. 2020. Animal Behavior 
Society. Virtual Meeting@ 

137. Young RL, Hofmann HA. 2020. Leveraging Network Analysis to Study the Evolution of 
Sociality in Vertebrates. Society for Integrative and Comparative Biology. Austin, TX.  

138. Young RL. 2019. Leveraging network analysis to study the evolution of sociality in 
vertebrates. Brain, Behavior and Evolution Seminar Series, Integrative Biology, 
University of Texas at Austin. 

 
 Posters (18) 

1. Blackwood D, Rupp M, Ofria C, Pennock RT. 2019. Investigating Evolution and 
Ecology with Avida-ED 4. HHMI Gateway Summit, Michigan State University. East 
Lansing, MI.  

2. Bridges MD, Harrison SH, Carroll I, Minor RC. 2019 Exploring the effects of beta-
glucan containing dietary supplements on the gut microbiota of weaning piglets over 
time. North Carolina American Society for Microbiology Branch Meeting, Greensboro, 
NC (October 19, 2019). (poster presentation)  

3. Davoll M, Braasch I, Thompson AW. 2019. Annual killifish hatching enzymes and 
candidate genes for teleost diapause. Mid-Michigan Symposium for Undergraduate 
Research Experiences, East Lansing, MI, USA. 

4. Han J, Friesen CN, Young RL, Hofmann HA. 2020. Social Regulation of the Neural 
Transcriptome. Society for Integrative and Comparative Biology. Austin, TX. (poster) 

5. Han J, Friesen CN, Young RL, Hofmann HA. 2019. Social Regulation of the Neural 
Transcriptome. TACCSTER. Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC), University of 
Texas at Austin. (poster) 

6. Kore P, Hernandez ME, Thompson LM, Crews D, Young RL, Hofmann HA, Gore AC. 
2019. Endocrine-Disrupting Chemicals Affect Social Behavior and Brain Gene 
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Expression Differently in Male and Female Rats. TACCSTER. Texas Advanced 
Computing Center (TACC), The University of Texas at Austin. (poster) 

7. McGuffie MC, Barrick JE. 2020. Widespread unintentional evolution of engineered 
plasmids. American Society for Microbiology Microbe 2019 (San Francisco, CA). 
Cancelled due to COVID 

8. Panchagavi R, Harrison SH. 2019. Impact of Power on Perturbation Outcomes and 
Microbial Interaction Network Recovery. Symposium on Food Systems, Nutrition, and 
the Microbiome, Durham, NC (November 12, 2019). (poster presentation)  

9. Price S, Schumer M, Young RL, Wang S, Cummings M. 2020. Transcriptomic signatures 
of social- and mating-preferences in sailfin molly (Poecilia latipinna). Society for 
Integrative and Comparative Biology. Austin, TX. (poster)  

10. Randall B, Hauri K, Cinto Mejia E, Avalos G, Wetzel W. 2019. Vegans turned flesh-
eaters: altered macronutrient ratios promote cannibalistic behavior in a generalist 
herbivore (Trichoplusia ni). Entomological Society of America Annual Meeting, St. 
Louis, MO. Undergraduate Virtual Poster Competition Runner Up.  

11. Thompson AW, Black A, Huang Y, Shi Q, Furness AI, Hoffmann FG, Ortí G, Braasch I. 
2019. Genomic mechanisms of developmental delay and environmentally-cued hatching 
in annual killifishes, an emerging Eco-Evo-Devo model. Pan-American Society for 
Evolutionary Developmental Biology Conference, Miami, FL, USA.  

12. Thompson AW, Black A, Huang Y, Shi Q, Furness AI, Hoffmann FG, Ortí G, Braasch I. 
2019. Genomic mechanisms of developmental delay and environmentally-cued hatching 
in annual killifish. American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Meeting, 
East Lansing, MI, USA.  

13. Van Leuven J. 2019. Virus evolution on the mutualist - parasite continuum. Conferences 
Jacques Monod, Roscoff, France  

14. Wang JY, Paggeot LX, Friesen CN, Solomon-Lane TK, Hofmann HA, Young RL. 2020. 
Neural Transcriptomic Responses to Social Opportunity. Society for Integrative and 
Comparative Biology. Austin, TX. (poster)  

15. Wojtas H, Davoll M, Braasch I, Thompson AW. 2020. Hatching enzyme evolution and 
hatching gland development in annual killifishes. Mid-Michigan Symposium for 
Undergraduate Research Experiences, East Lansing, MI, USA.  

16. Wojtas H, Davoll M, Braasch I, Thompson AW. 2020. Annual killifish express hatching 
enzyme gene during diapause III. University Undergraduate Research and Arts Forum, 
East Lansing, MI, USA.  

17. Young AM, Brockmann A, Dyer FC. 2020. Comparative studies on the exploitation-
exploration tradeoff in honey bees. Meeting of Pollinator Researchers in Asia, Kolkata, 
West Bengal, India.  

18. Young RL, Weitekamp CA, Triki Z, Bshary R, Hofmann HA. 2020. Comparative 
Transcriptomics of Cooperative Behavior in Cleaner Wrasses. Society for Integrative and 
Comparative Biology. Austin, TX. (poster)  
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1c. Other Dissemination Activities 
 

1. Ellington AD. 2020. Walmart, meeting with Mark Vanderhelm (VP of Energy and 
Facilities Management), "Consumer / Business Partnerships for Creating a Circular 
Plastics Economy." 

2. Graves JL. The genetics of race Part 1. Biologos, https://biologos.org/podcast-
episodes/joseph-graves-the-genetics-of-race-part-1/. 

3. Graves JL. The genetics of race Part 2. Biologos, https://biologos.org/podcast-
episodes/joseph-graves-the-genetics-of-race-part-2/. 

4. Mobley RB Beyond and In: Human Perception. Biology on Tap Lansing, 2020 
5. Pennock RT. 2019. Science Salon podcast interview w Michael Shermer re An Instinct 

for Truth book. 
6. Pennock RT. 2020. This View of Life podcast interview w David Sloan Wilson re An 

Instinct for Truth book. 
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2. Awards and Honors 
 

 Recipient Award Name and Sponsor Date Award Type 

1 Ålund, Murielle 
Postdoctoral Excellence in Teaching and/or 
Mentoring Award, Michigan State University 2020 Education 

2 Barrick, Jeffrey et al 

iGEM synthetic biology team awarded Best 
Measurement prize, finalist for Best 
Foundational Advance, and a “Gold Medal” 
overall designation 2019 Scientific 

3 Briscoe, Adriana 

University Faculty Award, American 
Association of Hispanics in Higher 
Education 2020 Education 

4 Briscoe, Adriana 
Featured in Professional Woman's Magazine 
'Latinas on the Rise'  2020 Education 

5 Ellington, Andrew 
Research Corporation for Science 
Advancement's Cottrell STAR Award 2019 Scientific 

6 Grant, Nkrumah 

Ralph Evans Award. Microbiology and 
Molecular Genetics Department, Michigan 
State University 2020 Scientific 

7 Hofmann, Hans 

Exemplar Award, Center for the Integrative 
Study of Animal Behavior (CISAB), Indiana 
University, Bloomington (IN) 2019 Scientific 

8 Lenski, Richard 
William J. Beal Outstanding Faculty Award, 
Michigan State University 2020 Scientific 

9 Lenski, Richard 

D. C. White Award, American Society for 
Microbiology, for “distinguished 
accomplishments in interdisciplinary 
research and mentoring in microbiology” 2020 Scientific 

10 Macias-Muñoz, Aide 
UC Santa Barbara Chancellor's Postdoctoral 
Fellowship 2020 Fellowship 

11 Miikkulainen, Risto 
Evolutionary Computation Pioneer Award, 
IEEE Computational Intelligence Society 2020 Scientific 

12 Miikkulainen, Risto et al 

Best-Paper Award in the GECH track, 
Genetic and Evolutionary Computation 
Conference (GECCO-2020, Cancun, 
Mexico; virtual) to Francon, O., Gonzalez, 
S., Hodjat, B., Meyerson, E., Miikkulainen, 
R., Qiu, X., and Shahrzad, H. for "Effective 
Reinforcement Learning through 
Evolutionary Surrogate-Assisted 
Prescription.'' 2020 Scientific 

13 Miikkulainen, Risto et al  

Best-Paper Award at the IEEE Congress on 
Evolutionary Computation (CEC-2020, 
Glasgow, Scotland; virtual) to Rajagopalan, 
P., Holekamp, K. E. and Miikkulainen, R. for 
"Evolution of Complex Coordinated                
Behavior.'' 2020 Scientific 

14 Mobley, Robert 
National Science Foundation Postdoctoral 
Research Fellowship in Biology 2020 Fellowship 

15 Mobley, Robert 
MSU College of Natural Science 
Dissertation Completion Fellowship 2020 

Fellowship 
 

16 Pennock, Robert T. 

President-Elect, Sigma Xi—The Scientific 
Research Honor Society.  Elected December 
2019 for 3-year term (President-Elect 2020- 2020 Scientific 
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21; President 2021-22; Past-President 2022-
23) 

17 Phillips, John 
J. F. Crow Institute for the Study of 
Evolution Early Career Seminar Honoree 2020 Scientific 

18 Raschke, Anna 
Student Leadership Award - Silver Medal, 
MSU Student Life 2020 Education 

19 Rojas, Connie 
John R. Shaver Fellowship, MSU 
Department of Integrative Biology 2020 Scientific 

20 Rojas, Connie 
Research Award, MSU Chapter of the 
Edward A. Bouchet Graduate Honor Society 2020 Scientific 

21 Skocelas, Kate 
National Defense Science & Engineering 
Graduate Fellowship 2020 Fellowship 

22 Stahlke, Amanda 
Paul Joyce Memorial Bioinformatics and 
Computational Biology Fellowship Award 2020 Scientific 

23 Strauss, Eli 
Alexander von Humboldt Postdoctoral 
Fellowship 2020 Fellowship 

24 Swalla, Billie SeaDoc Scientific Advisory Board 2020 Scientific 
25 Swalla, Billie Salish Sea Science Advisory Board 2020 Scientific 
26 Swalla, Billie Tetiaroa Scientific Advisory Board 2020 Scientific 

27 Thompson, Andrew 
J. F. Crow Institute for the Study of 
Evolution Early Career Seminar Honoree 2020 Scientific 

28 Thompson, Andrew 
MSU College of Natural Science 
Dissertation Completion Fellowship 2020 Fellowship 

29 Van Leuven, James 
University of Idaho Excellence Award, Most 
Outstanding Postdoc  2020 Scientific 
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3. Undergraduate, M.S. and Ph.D. students who graduated during the 
reporting period 
 
 

 Student Name Degree Years to 
Degree 

Placement 

1 Baxter, Jessica BS  Graduate School 
2 Boyd, Sada PhD  Postdoc, UCLA 
3 Campbell, Sarah BS  Graduate student at Cornell University 
4 Card, Kyle PhD 6 Postdoc, Cleveland Clinic 
5 Chan, Megan BS  Adaptive Biotechnologies 
6 Fodor, Alexander PhD  Posthumous PhD 
7 Garrett, Cole BS  Unknown 
8 Grant, Nkrumah PhD 6 Postdoc, University of Idaho 
9 Hickey, Angela BS  Tech at NYU 
10 Johnson, Drew BS  Unknown 
11 Johnson-Ulrich, Lily PhD 6 Postdoc, University of Zurich, Switzerland 
12 Kore, Pragati BS  Research Asst at Mt Sinai Medical School 
13 Laing, Morgan BS  Unknown 
14 Lehmann, Kenna PhD  Postdoc, University of Nebraska Lincoln 
15 Leonard, Sean PhD 6 Postdoc, UT Austin 
16 Llera Ortiz, José PhD  Industry 
17 Lu, Zhichao PhD 6 Postdoc, SUSTECH, Shenzhen, China 
18 Lumpkin, Kelly BS  Unknown 
19 Malone, Cassidy BS  Research Asst at UT Austin 
20 Mobley, Robert PhD 8 MSU Integrative Biology Assistant Instructor 
21 Morgan, Tracy PhD  Postdoc, University of Konstanz, Germany 
22 Panchagavi, Renuka PhD  Postdoc, Emory University 
23 Riazi, Siavash PhD 6 Lecturer, University of Tehran 
24 Rodriguez Santiago, Mariana PhD  Postdoc, Colorado State University 
25 Salinsky, Leah BS  Unknown 
26 Severin, Geoff PhD  Unknown 
27 Strauss, Eli PhD  BEACON Postdoc 
28 Tarasova, Daria MS  IBM 
29 Truong, Michael BS  Unknown 
30 Wang, Xiruo MS  Unknown 
31 Wolfe, Cameron BS  Unknown 
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4a. General outputs of knowledge transfer activities 
 
Patent Applications: 
 

1. Ellington, Andrew D., and Ross Thyer. "Recombinant polypeptides comprising 
selenocysteine and method for producing the same." U.S. Patent Application 16/316,768, 
filed October 17, 2019. 

2. Ellington, Andrew D., and Ross Thyer. "Homeostatic regulation of l-dopa biosynthesis." U.S. 
Patent Application 16/341,222, filed October 17, 2019. 

3. Ellington, Andrew, Jared Ellefson, and Jimmy Gollihar. "Thermostable reverse 
transcriptase." U.S. Patent Application 16/407,163, filed December 12, 2019. 

4. Ellington, Andrew D., and Ross Thyer. "Transgenic bacteria with expanded amino acid 
usage and nucleic acid molecules for use in the same." U.S. Patent 10,557,160, issued 
February 11, 2020. 

5. Ellington, Andrew, Jimmy Gollihar, K. A. O. Katy, and Elizabeth Gardner. "Methods and 
platform for screening and selecting metabolites and their receptors." U.S. Patent Application 
16/622,445, filed July 2, 2020. 

6. Ellington, Andrew, Cheulhee Jung, Sheng Cai, Sanchita Bhadra, John N. Milligan, Daniel 
Garry, and Raghav Shroff. "Methods and devices related to amplifying nucleic acid at a 
variety of temperatures." U.S. Patent Application 16/612,020, filed August 13, 2020. 

7. Finkelstein, Ilya, Cheulhee Jung, John Hawkins, Stephen Knox Jones, James Rybarski, 
Fatema A. Saifuddin, Cagri Savran, Andrew D. Ellington, and H. William. "Chip hybridized 
association-mapping platform and methods of use." U.S. Patent Application 16/622,441, filed 
April 9, 2020. 

8. Marcotte, Edward, Eric V. Anslyn, Andrew Ellington, Jagannath Swaminathan, Erik 
Hernandez, Amber Johnson, Alexander Boulgakov, James L. Bachman, and Helen Seifert. 
"Single molecule peptide sequencing." U.S. Patent 10,545,153, issued January 28, 2020. 

9. Tanno, Hidetaka, George Georgiou, Jonathan Mcdaniel, Gregory Ippolito, and Andrew 
Ellington. "Amplification of paired protein-coding mrna sequences." U.S. Patent Application 
16/633,981, filed July 9, 2020. 

10. Turner P, Kortright K, Wertz J, Chan B, Burmeister A. Bacteriophage Compositions and 
Uses Thereof. World International Property Organization. Application # 
PCT/US2020/031855 Pending. 
 

4b. Other outputs of knowledge transfer activities 
 
None to report. 
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6. Summary listing of all the Center’s research, education, knowledge and 
other institutional partners 

 
 Organization 

Name 
Organization 

Type 
Address Contact 

Name 
Type of 
Partner 

160 
hours/ 
more? 

1 Ford Motor 
Company 

Company   KT N 

2 Continental 
Automotive GmbH 

Company Vahrenwalder Straße 9 
30165 Hanover 
Germany 

 KT N 
 

3 General Motors Company PO Box 33170 
Detroit, MI 48232-5170 

 KT N 

4 Axia Institute  Company 715 E Main St Ste 115 
Midland, MI 48640 

 KT N 

5 Hyundai MOBIS Company   KT N 
6 ZF-TRW  Company 12001 Tech Center Drive 

Livonia, Michigan 48150 
 KT N 

7 BBN-Raytheon Company 10 Moulton St 
Cambridge, MA 02138 

 KT N 

8 Cognizant Company  Risto 
Miikkulainen 

KT Y 

9 Yale University Other 
(Academic) 

New Haven, CT 06520 Paul Turner Research, 
Education, 
Diversity 

Y 

10 University of 
California, Irvine 

Other 
(Academic) 

Irvine, CA 92697 Adriana 
Briscoe 

Research, 
Education, 
Diversity 

Y 

11 International 
Society for 
Artificial Life 

Other  Charles Ofria Research, 
Education 

N 

12 National 
Association of 
Biology Teachers 

Other 1313 Dolley Madison Blvd, 
Suite 402, McLean, VA 
22101 

 Education N 

13 Biological Sciences 
Curriculum Study 
(BSCS) 

Other 5415 Mark Dabling Boulevard    
BSCS Building 
Colorado Springs, CO 80918 

 Education Y 

14 Concord 
Consortium 

Other 25 Love Lane 
Concord, MA 01742 

 Education Y 

15 Society for the 
Study of Evolution 

Other 4475 Castleman Avenue  
St. Louis, MO  63110-3201 

 Education N 

16 Society for 
Systematic 
Biologists  

Other   Education N 

17 American Society 
of Naturalists 

Other   Education N 
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7. Summary table 
 

1  The number of participating institutions (all academic institutions that 
participate in activities at the Center)  
This value should match the number of institutions listed in Section I, 
Item 1 of the report plus other additional academic institutions that 
participate in Center activities as listed in the table above.  

7 

2  The number of institutional partners (total number of non-academic 
participants, including industry, states, and other federal agencies, at 
the Center)  
This value should match the number of partners listed in the table in 
Section VIII, Item 6 (above)  

15 

3  The total leveraged support for the current year (sum of funding for 
the Center from all sources other than NSF-STC) [Leveraged funding 
should include both cash and in-kind support that are related to Center 
activities, but not funds awarded to individual PIs.]  
This value should match the total of funds in Section X, Item 4 of 
“Total” minus “NSF-STC” for cash and in-kind support  

$1,220,000 

4  The number of participants (total number of people who utilize center 
facilities; not just persons directly supported by NSF). Please 
EXCLUDE affiliates (click for definition)  
This value should match the total number of participants listed in 
Section VIII, Item 5 (above)  

438 
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8.8. Media publicity 
 
 Press Releases 
 

• 4/14/20: Academic ecosystems critical to sustainable postdoctoral workforce 
https://msutoday.msu.edu/news/2020/academic-ecosystems-critical-to-sustainable-
postdoctoral-workforce/  

• 4/7/20: The BEACON, the bacteria and the rough-skinned newt 
https://msutoday.msu.edu/news/2020/the-beacon-the-bacteria-and-the-rough-skinned-newt/  

• 12/13/19: Judith Brown Clarke named Chief Diversity Officer 
https://news.stonybrook.edu/university/clarkecdo/  
 
 Media Coverage 
 

• 4/23/20: Toxic newts use bacteria to become deadly prey. Smithsonian Magazine. 

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/toxic-newts-use-bacteria-become-deadly-
prey-180974727/ 

• 4/20/20: Toxin-producing bacteria can make this newt deadly. Science News. 
https://www.sciencenews.org/article/toxin-producing-skin-bacteria-can-make-newt-deadly-
poisonous 

• 3/23/20: When coronavirus closes your lab, can science go on? New York Times. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/23/science/coronavirus-closed-labs.html 

• 3/16/20: Labs go quiet as researchers brace for long-term coronavirus disruptions. Science. 
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/03/updated-labs-go-quiet-researchers-brace-long-
term-coronavirus-disruptions  

• 1/23/20: Cookies, honey, tangerines, manure: These birds have some strange scents. National 

Audubon Society. https://www.audubon.org/news/cookies-honey-tangerines-manure-these-
birds-have-some-strange-scents 

• 11/11/19: Birds sniff each other's bacteria to help choose a mate. Smithsonian Magazine. 
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/birds-sniff-one-anothers-bacteria-help-
choose-mate-180973526/ 

• 11/11/19: How a 30-year experiment has fundamentally changed our view of how evolution 
works. Discover. https://www.discovermagazine.com/planet-earth/how-a-30-year-
experiment-has-fundamentally-changed-our-view-of-how 

• 11/10/19: The bacterial surprise in this bird's smell.  New York Times. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/10/science/birds-smell-bacteria.html 
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IX. INDIRECT/OTHER IMPACTS 
 
1. Please describe any international activities in which the Center has engaged. If they 

are described elsewhere in the report, highlight them without going into great detail. 
Africa: BEACON support helps Kay Holekamp and her collaborators train Kenyan graduate 

students, educate Masai women and students in local elementary schools in a rural area in 
southwestern Kenya, and give many talks each year to lay audiences in both the USA and Kenya. 
BEACON also facilitates maintenance of the field infrastructure needed to continue Holekamp’s 
very successful NSF-funded international REU training program for American undergraduates in 
Kenya. Current BEACON support also facilitates a collaboration that is helping to advance the 
career of an impressive young Ethiopian scientist, Dr. Gidey Yirga. BEACON seed money 
allowed Holekamp to generate pilot data that enabled her to get funding from the Human 
Frontiers in Science Program to conduct a large-scale field experiment in 2021 with 
collaborators from Europe and Australia. This project has been delayed by at least a year due to 
travel restrictions resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic. Finally, BEACON support allows 
Holekamp’s group to continue working closely with film and print media in the USA and abroad. 
For example, author Sy Montgomery and photographer Nic Bishop published an illustrated book 
for 5th-8th graders in 2018, featuring Dr. Holekamp and her long-term work with spotted hyenas 
entitled "The Hyena Scientist" as part of their Scientists in the Field series.   

Asia: Through Erik Goodman, BEACON has had long collaborative relationships with two 
large research teams in China, headed by Profs. Lihong Xu (Tongji University, Shanghai) and 
Zhun Fan (Shantou University, Guangdong Province). During the reporting period, Prof. Xu's 
student, Shuwei Zhu, did research as a visiting scholar in BEACON, working with Goodman on 
several projects involving evolutionary multi-objective optimization. Goodman also hosted, as a 
visiting scholar (2018-2020) a faculty-level visitor still associated with Prof. Xu’s team, Dr. 
Yuanping Su, on multi-objective algorithms for sophisticated control of greenhouses, until 
COVID-19 forced him to remain in China after a brief visit home after more than a year at MSU. 
Work continues with Prof. Xu and his group on the Greenhouse Control project. Prof. Xu’s team 
is working with an experimental greenhouse at Tongji University’s Jiading Campus and a much 
larger one on ChongMing Island near Shanghai to test control algorithms developed by the team.  

Chunhong Lu, a faculty member at Nantong University, was a visiting scholar with 
Goodman from January-December, 2019, working on industrial process fault detection 
algorithms.  

To facilitate continuation of the extensive collaboration going on between Goodman and 
Prof. Zhun Fan (Shantou University) and his colleagues in the newly established Guangdong 
Provincial Key Laboratory of Digital Signal and Image Processing of Shantou University, 
BEACON signed a five-year agreement establishing the International Joint Research Center for 
Evolutionary Intelligence and Engineering Applications, dated July 25, 2014. Goodman has 
visited to work with faculty members from Shantou University and Guangzhou University of 
Technology each year since, and visited again in October, 2019. This joint work has already 
resulted in numerous publications. Prof. Hailin Liu, Guangdong University of Technology, a 
collaborator on the project, was a visiting scholar at BEACON from May, 2015 through June, 
2016, and returned to continue that visit in October, 2016. His Ph. D. student, Chaoda Peng, has 
been a visiting scholar in BEACON working with Goodman 2018-2020. 
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Goodman and fellow BEACONite Prof. Kalyanmoy Deb, together with two faculty members 
in India, Profs. Dhish Saxena and G. K. Ananthasuresh, were awarded a grant from the 
government of India under its SPARC program (Scheme for Promotion of Academic and 
Research Collaboration) to make two month-long visits to India each, to conduct an industry 
workshop, teach a short course for graduate students and faculty participants, and write a book, 
to be entitled Pragmatic Optimization for Emergent Product and Process Design Problems. The 
short course and workshop were held in November, 2019 near New Delhi, during a month’s 
residence in IIT Roorkee, where many materials for the book were also collected. The second 
visit and preparation of the book have been delayed by the COVID-19 travel restrictions, and the 
completion of the project is now uncertain.  

Europe: Lenski continues to collaborate with researchers in France to characterize genetic 
changes in the long-term evolution experiment with E. coli.  Lenski and Ofria have a CNRS-
funded grant to support travel between their two groups and those of research groups in Grenoble 
and Lyon working on microbial and digital evolution, respectively. Lenski traveled to France 
(November 2019) to present and discuss experimental evolution research on both microbial and 
digital systems. A similar evolution-in-action effort is getting started in the UK based out of 
York University; BEACON will be an external partner in this collaboration. 

 
2. Please use this space to describe other goals, impacts, or influences related to the 

Center’s progress and achievement during the current reporting period that may not have 
been captured in another section of the report. (optional) 

 
N/A 
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X. BUDGET 
 
 

Attachments: 

1. Current Award Year: Summary budget table reflecting NSF funding for whole Center 
(headquartered at MSU), followed by additional sheets for individual sites (NCAT, UI, UT, 
UW) 

2. Unobligated funds: statement of funds and plans for use 
3. Requested Award Year: This report covers the final funding period. No additional funds are 

requested. 
4. Center Support from all sources 
5. Breakdown of Other NSF Funding 
6. Cost Sharing 
7. Additional PI Support 
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APPENDIX A 
 

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION FOR NEW FACULTY MEMBERS 
 
 
 

None to report. 
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APPENDIX B 
 

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART 
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APPENDIX C 
 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 
 
 
 

None to report. 
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APPENDIX D 
 

MEDIA MATERIALS 
 
 
 

None to report. 
 

 
 

 


